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FOREWORD 
The work on Contract NASl-12981 has been divided into two separate but 
concurrent efforts, Item 1 and Item 2. This report covers the work performed on 
Item 2 during the interval 18 February 1974 to 31 October 1975. The reslllts of Item 1 
will be reported separately. 
The contents of this report represent the contributions of many individuals. 
Dr. P. J. Besser, Staff Scientist, AppUedMagnetics Department was principal 
investigator on the program. Program respcnsibility was assigned to the Applied 
Magnetics Department, Mr. J. L. Archer, ''.Ianager. The bulk of the program effort 
was distributed between five groups: Magnetic Circuits, Mr. R. F. Bailey, Group 
Leader; Magnetic Devices, Dr. L. R. Tocci, Group Leader; Garnet Film Processing, 
Mr. R. G. Warren, Group Leader; and Magnetic Materials, Dr. D. M. Heinz, 
Group Leader. Other individuals who made major technical contributions to this 
program and/or report 9J.d their areas of effort are: Mr. R. G. Warren (Task 2), 
Dr. D. M. Heinz (Task 1), Dr. R. D. Henry (Task 3), Dr. 1\1. T. Elliott (Tasks 1 
and 3), Dr. T. Kobayashi (Tasks 4 and 5), Dr. P. K. George (Tasks 6, 7 and 8), 
Mr. R. G. Wolfshagen (Task 8), Mr. O. D. Bohning (Task 8), Mr. J. L. Williams 
(Tasks 7 and 8), Dr. L. R. Tocci: (Task 8), Dr. T. T. Chen (Task 8), ancl 
Mr. J. P. Reekstin (Artwork and l\[ask Fabrication). 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A. HIGH CAPACITY BUBBLE DOMAIN MEMORY ELEMENT 
AND RELATED EPITAXIAL ClARNETMATERlALS FOR APPLICATION IN 
, SPACECRAFT DATA RECORDERS 
ITEM 2 
. . . 
The Optimization of Material~Devi,ce Pararneters for Application 
in Bubble Domain MenlOl'yElements 
for Spacecraft'DataRecorders 
By 
P. J. Besser,et a1 
1. SYNOPSIS 
The objectives of this item of the contract are: (1) to develop and optimize a 
liquid phase epitaxial garnet material for application in. spacecraft data recorders, 
and (2) to evaluate techniques to obtain high level, low noise detector ontputs for 
bubble memory elements and to provide optimizing criteria for the material/device 
interface cliaracteristics. To meei.' these objectives, work under this item has been 
divided into eight parts. Task 1 is concerned with the design and evaluation of a 
material system which will provide the necessary bubble material properties. Task 2 
is concerned with the growth and yield of useful·bubblemaccriP.! films greater than 
1. 25 in. in diamster. Ta'sk 3 is concerned \vith hard bubble suppression teclmiques 
. which wUlpermit device operation at the data rate and O\'er the temperature range 
desired for the spacecraft data recorders. Task 4 is concerned with device evaluation 
of the material produced nnderTask 1 and the hard bubble suppression techniques. 
Task 5 is an evaluation of the effects of hard blbble suppression layers and crystal 
orientation on, device performance uSing pulsed laser stl'oboscopic microscopy 
(PLSM). Task 6 is concerned with detector optimization and Task 7 with improved 
passive replicator designs. Task 8 is the fabrication of an operating bubble domain 
memory cell. 
The details of the approach to each task and the results obtained are described 
in the body of the l'epdrt. Because of the close interrelationship of Tasks 1 and 3 
they are presented sequentially in Sections 2 and 3. 
The primary goal of the Task 1 work was to develop a material capable of 
operating in 16iJ.m period devices at data rates of 150 kHz over the temperatuL'e range 
of ".100C to +60 0 C. An additional objective was to obtain a temperature coefficient of 
less thanO. 25 per'Jent l/Cofo1' the characteristic length parameter of the material. 
Sevemltrial comjJositions were evaluated in the COllrse of the program. Two candidate 
. compositions were selected for device evaluation, Y2. G9SmO. 20LaO.11 Cla1.13Fe3. 87012 
and Y . Eu.. Cla· Fe.· ° . Clermanium-substituted garnets were excluded from 
. . 2.5 0.5. 1.07 3.93 12· . 
. consideration. to avoid ovel1ap with Air Force Contract F3J615-75-C-5010. 
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Task 3 was directed toward selection and evaluation of a hard bubble suppression 
technique which would permit reliable circuit operation at 150 kHz from -100 C to 
+600 C, Two candidate techniques were chosen to be evaluated with the material 
candidates in the device testing of Task 4. These are ion implantation and a multi-
layer garnet technique which produces a 90 deg domain wall at the interface between 
the bubble layer and the suppres sing layer. The latter approach is referred to as 
the Type III layer technique in most literature references and throughout this report. 
In the course of the Task 3 work it was discovered that the Type III technique also 
had the potential of suppressing dyuamic conversion, which, although not a problem 
for the data rate goals of this program, is a potential barrier to the achie\'ement of 
device operation at mcgahertz data rates. 
The development effort of Task 2 established confidence that garnet wafers as 
large as 1. 5 in. in diameter and as thin as 0.012 in. can be produced with the same 
high quality as that demonstrated in the previously ftanda,.d 1. 0 in. diameter, 
0.020 in. thick wafers. This verification and the development of large area films 
is essential to meeting the eventual cost goals of Item 1. 
The device evaluation of the candidate materials and hard bubble suppression 
techniques has been the subject of Task 4. The test vehicle for this evaluation was 
intended to bc the partially populated 105 bit (-104 bits capacity), 16 flIn period device 
to be developed under Task 4 of Item 1. Difficulties in the fahrication of workin!~ 
masks of this device delayed its development to the point where it was no longer useful 
to the program. Consequently the work on the partially populated device was di.scon-
tinued and the Task 4 evaluation was performed with the detector test pattern used in 
Task 6. All combinations of materials and hard bubble suppression techniqt'es operated 
satisfactorily at 150 kHz over the temperature range of -lOoC to +60 0 C. It was 
concluded that the selection of the final material and hard bubble suppressiun teclmique 
for the spacecraft data recorder program should therefore be based on other consider-
ations such as ease of fabrication, reprodUcibility of properties and maximum mobility 
requirements for domain stripout. 
On Task 5, a recently developed high speed optical sampling technique was used 
to investigate dyuamic effects in materials and devices. The bubble elqJansion and 
contraction measurements showed a dnmain wall velocity saturation which was essen-
tially independent of composition and hard bubble suppression techniqne. The device 
studies determined the relation of domain stretching velocity in chevron expanders to 
an in-plane anisotropy resulting from a misorientation of the <111> axis from the 
normal to the film plane. 
The detector optimization studies of Task 6 can bp separated into the categories 
of stretcher dyn:tmics (margins), detector output and detector nOise. The dependence 
of chevron margins on chevroJl angle, stack length, ;Jeriod, mobility and geometry 
was determined. Detector output was characterized as a function of its dependence 
on period, stretch length, permalloy-to-garnet spacing, drive field and permalloy 
thickness. Zero and one state noise measurements were performed on one and two 
level detectors. These studies have greatly increased the insight into the operation 
of bubble domain detectors and have resulted in gUidelines for optimizing detector 
output. 
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Part of the Task 6 requirement was the design and test of an on-chip bridge. 
The information on the drive field dependence of the detector noise indicated that the 
preferred comiguration for an all-permalloy bridge was one with the completion arms 
oriented 90 deg from the active arms. 
A total of 30 different passive replicator configurations were designed and 
tested under Task 7. Several of the new designs are promising in terms of their 
operation at high bias and the insensitivity of their characteristics to gamet-to-permalloy 
spacing. 
The Task 8 effort consisted of (1) memory element design and fabrication, 
(2) memory cell package design and fabrication, and (3) chip-package integration and 
cell test. The 104 hit chip design selected allowed the evaluation of two potential 
final chip configurations for Item 1: (1) dual passive replicator.s with off-track 
annihilators to alternate detection between two halves of a split guard rail detector, 
and (2) a single passive replicator feeding a guardrail detector. The package design 
is derived from the commercial Rockwell pos/8 configuration. The package has 
been extensively characterized for its stand-alone properties and for package 
interaction effeds. 
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2. TASK1; DESIGN OF IMPROVED BUB
BLE COMPOSITION 
2. 1 futroduction 
The objective of this task has been the desigp. of an impr
oved bubble material 
which will have the necessary properties fo
r application in spacecraft data recorders. 
The material requirements for this progra
m specify the development of a bubble 
composition which provides the following: 
4 
(1) A temperature coefficient of the characteristic
 l<lngth f ~ i = e T 
which is less than -0.25 percent/Co over th
e temperature range of 
-100 e to +600 C. 
(2) A domain mobility sufficient to provide a data rat
e of 1.5 x 10
5 bits per 
second in a continuous mode over the tempe
rature range. 
(3) Four micron diameter bubbles. 
(4) Stable device operation which calls for an estimat
ed room temperature 
quality factor q 2: 4. 
The influence these requirements have on t
he choice of other material properties and 
the rationale used in selecting materials to 
meet these requirements will now be 
considered. 
(1) fu selecting materials to meet the QT requiremen
t, the general direction 
taken was to utilize materials with high Ne
el temperatures, TN. and low 
compensation temperatures, Tcomp. For 
high TN materials, the 
temperature coefficients of wall energy 
1 arr w 
rr 
WT 
= aT rrw 
and magnetization 
1 aM 
MT = aT M 
should be small over the temperature range
. Since QT = rrWT-2MT, 
for high TN materials, QT should be small a
lso. 
The magnetization of a garnet composition 
must be adjusted to the proper 
level to obtain desirable bubble parameters
. This adjtlstment may be 
carried out by substitution of magnetic rare
 earth ions on dodecahedral 
lattice sites or of diamagnetic ions on tetra
hedral 0 r octahedral iron sites. 
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Bubble garnets with high TN values can be obtained by minimizing the 
amount of substitution for Iron. This can be achiev Jd either by 
employing a rare earth ion with a large moment antiparallel to the major 
iron sublattice and/or by more efficient diamagnetic substitution on the 
tetrahedral lattice sites. The former was implemented by the incorporation 
of gadolinium onto the dodecahedral sites. However, so small a 
concentration had to be used (so as not to produce a high Tcomp which 
would cause MT to be positive in the temperature range of interest) that 
this idea was eventually discarded. Greater tetrahedral site preference 
by diamagnetic ions results i::; a :;maller total substitution for iron and a 
higher TN- This may be realized by the use of germanium instead of 
gallium to decrease the magnetization. With the reduction in the R T 
values of the final candidate compositions, the change from gallium to 
germanium was not required. 
(2) From the required data rate and bubble diameter, a minimum wall mobility, 
i"W' of 120 cm/sec-Oe may be calculated for an average drive field of 4 Oe 
which is typically obtained from device propagation structures. If the fall-
off of j.lW at low temperatures and the peak velocity required in some 
device structures are taken into account, a j.lW of about 480 cm/sec-Oe at 
room temperature is probably necessary to meet the data rate requirements. 
(3) From bubble stability considerations it is desirable to have the operating 
bubble diameter, d, approximately equal to eight times the characteristic 
length. For d ~ 4 flm, this leads to Q '" 0.5 j.lm. Assuming a wall 
energy fJ"W' of - 0.2 ergs/cm2 and using fJ"W ~ 4 TI M2Q yields a magneti-
zation, 4 IT lI'l, of 225 gauss. In characterizing bubble films it is more 
appropriate to specify a demagnetized domain Width, W (rather than the 
bubble diameter, d, which is a function of applied field and more difficult 
to measure accurately). The stripwidth to be used with a 16 f'm period 
device is about 3.5 fL m. 
(4) Since q ~ Ku/2 1T M2, where Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy, q is very 
sensitive to M. Inasmuch as the magnetization of 4 j.lm bubble material is 
greater than that of 6 j.lm bubble material, a larger Ku value is required 
to produce the desired q. However, higher TN materials have small K 
U 
and MT values so that from qT ~ KU
T 
- 2MT, the qT should be T 
lower than for 6 flm bubble materials. The indications are that a room 
temperature value of q '" 4 is needed to assure reliable device operation 
with 4 j.lm bubbles at elevated temperatures. 
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2.2 Trial Compositions Containing Gadolinum 
The first trial composition for the program was Y2. OSmO• 2GdO. 4 TmO• 4GaO. 95 
Fe 4.05° 12' It was selected on the basis of the stable device operation exhibited by 
Y 2. 62SmO. 38 Gal. 17Fe3. 83°12' Modifications weJ?e made, (a) to increase the wall 
mobility, flW, by decreaSing the samarium content and, (b) to raise TN by incorpor-
ating gadolinium, thereby reducing the amount of gallium required to obtain the 
desired magnetization. The thulium was included for lattice matching to the gadolinium 
gallium garnet (GGG) substrate and also to contribute to the growth induced anisotropy. 
The melt composition was designed to place the film in slight tension due to film-
r,ubstrate lattice mismatch and to contain the minimum amount of gallium consistent 
with the desired magnetization. Room temperature characterization of a film from 
this first melt is presented in Table 1. Dynamic measurements were made on an 
ion-implanted film. 
TABLE 1. - DOMAIN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF TRIAL COMPOSITION 
Y2. OSmO. 2GdO. 4 Tmo. 4GaO. 95 Fe4. 05°12 
h (thickness) 3. 1 flm 
w (stripwidth) 4.5 flm 
H I (collapse field) 88.0 Oe 
co 
4 7r M (magnetization) 225 gauss 
"w (wall energy) 0.24 ergs/cm2 
L\.a (lattice mismatch) 0.002A 
TN (Neel temperature) 153.5° C 
e (characteristic length) 0.58 flm 
eT (-10 to r60'C) -1.3'Ve 
Ha (anisotropy field) 1390 Oe 
q (quality factor) 6.2 
f1 W (wall mobility) 370 cm/sec-Oe 
H (coercivity) 0.6 Oe 
c 
Although many of the measured properties are close to those projected for this compo-
Sition, the e T value was too large and the f1 W value less than desired. A compositional 
change was made in an attempt to reduce e T and raise I! W (at the expense of "W) by 
reducing the samarium content. The second melt composition thus became Y 2. 22Sn1 
Smo.15GdO.40TmO.23GaO. 95Fe4. 05012. Characterization of an ion-implantecj 
film from this second melt yielded the static properties at room temperature and 
dynamic properties at -100 C presented in Table 2. The reduction in samarium 
content was obviously only partially successful in meeting the material goals. The QT 
value was reduced about a third but was still much too large. In addition, "Wand H 
were reduced more than expected. On the other hand, the -100 C dynamic propertie~ 
Figure 1, were becoming very attractive for the flW value exceeds the requirements 
for this program. Also the Hc value was appreciably reduced. TIle sharp turnover, 
&ttributable to dynamic conversion (Ref 1), is seen not to occur until AH ;;: 7 Oe and 
v ;;: 1300 cm/ sec. Additional data on the variation in the bubble diameter with applied 
field are shown inFigure 2. A plot of the bias field required to keep the bubble diameter 
constant with temperature, Figure 3, revealed that the only range in bubble diameter 
stable over the entire temperature interval was 4.75 ± 0.2 flm. (Even so, the biaSing 
magliqt would have to be capable of tracking non-monotonically with temperature. ) 
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TABLE 2. - DOMAIN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF TRIAL COMPOSITION 
Y2. 22smO.15GdO. 40TmO. 23GaO. 95Fe4. 05012 
h (thickness) 3.4 fLm 
w (stripwidth) 4.3 fLm 
II I (collapse field) 83, 6 Oe 
co 
4 1T M (magnetization) 195 gauss 
"w (wall energy) 0.16 ergs/cm2 
Aa (lattice mismatch) 0.00 15A 
TN (Neel temperature) 148.50 C 
1400 
1200 
1000 
G 
'" OJ i" 800 8 
;>-
~ 
t3 600 
a 
.J 
S; 
400 
200 
0 
0 2 4 6 
DRIVE FIELD, 
Q (characteristic length) 0.53 fLm 
QT (-10 to -1-60
0 C) -0. 86%/Co 
II (anisotropy field) 770 Oe 
a 
q (qnality factor) 3. 9 
fLw (wall mobility, -100 C) 
800 cm/sec-Oe 
II (coercivity, _100 C), 0.1 Oe 
c 
8 10 12 
4H (Dc) 
Figure 1. Velocity as a Function of Drive Field at _100 C for a 
Y2. 22SmO. 15GdO. 40TmO. 23GaO. 95Fe4. 05012 Film 
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It was concluded at that time that the values of 2T might be reduced further by lowering the gadolinium content of the films. The nominal composition for the next ' 
melt waS Y 2. 4·3SmO. 15GdO. 20 TmO• 15LaO• ()7G~1. 03 Fe3. 97°12' Due to the reduction in gadolinium, it became necessary to increase the galli.'lm content of the film to adjust the magnetization, and to add a large ion, lanthanum, for lattice constant match-ing with the GGG substrate. The samarium content was left unchanged since the previous dynamic properties were satisfactory. Room temperature static characteri-zation and _100 Cdynamic characterization of an ion-implanted film of this composition yielded the pl'operties presented in Table 3. 
TABLE S.- DOMAIN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF TRIAL COMPOSITION 
Y2• 43SmO. 15GdO. 20 TmO• 15LaO. 07Ga1. 03 Fe3. 970 12 
h (thickness) 5.0 !J.m 
w (stripwidth) 4.28 !J.m 
Hcol (collapse field) 123.6 De 
4 1T M (magnetization) 223 gauss 
2 <TW (wall energy) O. 17 ergs/cm 
6.a (lattice mismatch) -0. 0004A 
o TN (Neel temperature) 139 C 
2 (characteristic length) 0,44 !J.m 
2T (-10 to +600 C) -0. 45'1c/Co 
H (anisotropy field) 860 De a 
q (quality factor) 3.9 
Hc (coercivity, _100 C) 0.13 De 
!J.W (wall mobility, _10
0 C) 
820 cm/sec-Oe 
V (critical velocity, -100 C) 
p 800 cm/sec 
These static properties were close to the anticipated values for this composition. The dynamic characteristics at _100 C are shown in Figure 4. The critical velocity (V ) value is that for the onset of dynamic conversion (Ref 1). For 150 kHz operation p with a 4 fJ.m diameter bubble the average bubble velocity is 240 cm/sec. Thus, having a critical velocity in the vicinity of 1000 cm/sec should ensure that device operation is not approaching the dynamic conversion region of the material. In addition, the temperature dependence of the characteristic length was half the value of the previous composition and scaled well with the change in the gadolinium content. Also the . quality factor q at +600 C was 3.2. Figure 5 shows the variation of the diameter of bubbles with applied field at different temperatures. The bias field changes with temperature (Figure G) needed to keep the bubble diameter constant requires a biasing magnet temperature coefficient of -0.09 percent/Co which represented a significant increase in the stability range. Also this coefficient can be obtained with existing commercial permanent magnet materials. 
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60 
A fourth variation of the original composition was then prepared. The nominal 
composition was Y2• 46smO.15GdO. 15 TmO• 15LaO. 09 Gal. 05FeS. 950127 Again the 
gadolinium content was lowered ~n an attempt to further reduce QT. As a consequence, 
the gallium content was slightly altered to adjust fo r the magnetization change, and the 
yttrium and lanthanum contents were altel'ed to obtain the desired film-substrate 
lattice parameter mismatch. The samarium content was again left unchanged. Room 
temperature static characterization and _100 C dynilllllc characterization of an 10n-
implanted film of this composition yielded the properties shown in Table 4. The 
decrease of 6 CO in TN from the previous composition was accounted for by the addi-
tional substitution of gallium needed to offset the slight reduction in gadolinium. The 
temperature coefficient of the characteristic length was reduced very little by this 
reduction in gadolinium. Of particular note was the fact that the mobility had decreased 
in this composition. In addition, the quality factor, q, was measured at +600 C to be 
2.7. The sharper decrease in q f1'om room temperature to +600 C exhibited by tbis 
composition (1. 7 compared to 0.7 with the previous composition) and the lower wall 
mobility indicated that fUl'ther reduction in the gadolinium content was ullwarranted. 
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TABLE 4. - DOMAlN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF TRIAL COMPOSITION 
Y2,46SmO.15GdO.15TmO.15Ll'·o. 09Gal. 05Fe3. 95°12 
h (thickness) 4.7 flm 
w (stripwidth) 4.4 flm 
H I (collapse field) 107.0 Oe 
co 
4". M (magnetization) 203 gauss 
• 
. / 2 fI'W (wall energy) 0.16 ergs cm 
Aa (lattice mismatch) -O.OOlA 
TN (Neel temperature) 1330 C 
2 (characteristic length) 0.47 flm 
QT (-10 to +60
0 C) -0. 41'k/Co 
Ha (anisotropy field) 890 Oe 
q (quality factor) 4.4 
Hc (coercivity, _100 C)0.27 Oe 
flW (wall mobility, _100 C) 
740 cm/sec-Oe 
V (critical velocity, _100 C) 
P950 cm/sec 
2.3 Comparison of Compositions from Item 1 
In order to relate the properties of the gadolinium -containing compositions to 
the parameters exhibited by the compositions utilized under Item 1, material 
characterization was performed on the two Item 1 compositions and the last trial 
composition at -10, 25, and 600 C, These results are presented in Table 5. It can be 
seen that all of these gallium-substituted garnets have QT values slightly in excess of 
the objective of -0. 25 percent/Co. Data on the temperature variation of the bubble 
stability range and the bias field needed to maintain a constant bubble diameter are 
also shown inFigures 7 through 9. The stability range data shows that operation at a 
constant midrange diameter is possible over the entire temperature interval without 
o 0 danger of close approach to collapse or run-out at the extremE's of -10 C. and +60 C. 
For both Item 1 materials, the temperature coefficient of the oias field needed to 
maintain a constant diameter (HT) over this range is - 0.25 T-,ercent/Co• This value 
of fIT can be realized with commercially available permanem magnet materials. 
Therefore, stable device operation can be achieved over the -10 :" +600 C temperature 
range with these materials even though their e T values are in the ra,ige of -0. 3 to 
-0.4 percent/Co, Considerations of such data led to the conclusion that the QT goal 
of -0. 25 percent/Co was more stringent than required, iitld a QT of -0.4 percent/Co 
would be sufficient. Dynamic characterization was carried out on ion-implanted films. 
2.4 Trial Composition Not Containing Gadolinium 
Another gallium-substituted garnet, related to the samarium composition of 
Item 1, was the next trial composition. The new formulation contained less samarium 
than the Item 1 composition, but contained no gadolinium. The absence of the large 
gadolinium ion required that another large ion (e. g.: lanthanum) be incorporated for 
lattice matching with the GGG substrate. The nominal composition based on melt for-
mulation and growth conditions was Y2. 69SmO.20LaO.llGa1.13Fe3. 87012. Room 
temperature static characterization and _100 C dym.:nic characterization of an ion-
implanted film of this composition yielded the properties shown in Table 6. 
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TABLE 5. -DOMAIN AND MATERIAL pARAMETERS OF THREE COMPOSITIONS
 
AT -10, 25, AND 60° C 
TemplOC) 
10 
25 
60 
·10 
25 
60 
·10 
25 
60 
Heol 10e) 
119.5 
114.7 
105.2 
135.9 
130.0 
117.8 
87.7 
90.8 
87.5 
HssIOe) 
93.0 
93.0 
85.4 
106.0 
104.0 
93.3 
69.3 
74.0 
73.9 
WlfLml 
4.9 
4.5 
4.3 
5.0 
4.7 
4.5 
6.2 
5.3 
4.6 
4 TTMIgaussl 
247 
225 
201 
270 
248 
220 
201 
188 
166 
If wlergs/em21 
0.28 
0.20 
0.15 
0.34 
0.25 
0.18 
0.24 
0.17 
0.11 
The average values of Qr and Hp and bubble diameter variation over this temperature rang
e are: 
Composition 2TI%/Col HT(%/CO) 
Item 1 Sm 0.3 0.29 
Item 1 Eu 0.35 0.22 
Item 2 0.41 0.10 
QlfLm) 
0.57 
0.50 
0.47 
0.56 
0.51 
0.48 
0.76 
0.61 
0.49 
dCfL ml 
3.75 ± 0.75 
5.0 ± 1.0 
4.5 ± O.B 
fLwlem/see·Oel 
180 
200 
300 
220 
600 
1100 
320 
440 
650 
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Figure 7. Temperature Dependence of Bubble Diameter at 
Runout and Collapse for Y2. 62SmO. 38Ga1.17Fe3. 87012 and 
Y2• 10EuO• 60TmO. 30Gal,15Fea. 85012 Films 
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TABLE 6. - DOlVIAlN AND 
MATERIAL PARAMETERS O
F TRIAL COMPOSITION 
Y2. 69Smu. 20 LaO. n
Gal.13Fe3. 87°12 
(Original Melt) 
h (thickness) 4.4 fim 
w (;tripwidth) 3.9 fim 
H 1 (collapse field) 108.5 Oe 
co 
4 TT M (magnetization) 200 gauss 
2 
rrw (wall energy) 0.13 ergs/cm 
6a (lattlce mismatch) O. 002A 
TN (Neel tl?rnperatu re) 122. 50 C 
e (characteristic length) 0,41 fim 
QT (-10 to +
600 C) -0. 44%/C
o 
Ha (anisotropy field) 820 00 
q (quality factor) 4.1 
fi (wall mobility. _10
0 C) 
w 480 cm/sec-Oe 
H (coercivity. _10
0 C) 0.4 Oe 
c 
V (critical velocity. _10
0 C) 
P2130 cm/sec at 10.1 Oe 
These static properties were
 close to the anticipated valu
es for this composition but 
the 4 TT M and TN valUJS sugg
est that the gallium content i
s too high. The increase in 
coercivity and decrease in m
obility (Figure 10) of this compositi
on over the gadolinium-
containing samples, suggest
ed that more samarium was 
prcsent in this film than was
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intended from the melt formulation and growth conditions. That would also account for 
the small observed lattice mismatch even though the gallium content was slightly high. 
Figures 11 and 12 show the bubble diameter variation with temperature and the bias 
fidd coeffiCient needed to keep the bubble diameter constant over this range of temper-
atures (ET'" -0.18 percent/Co). 
In order to reduce the samarium content of films from this melt, a 10 percent 
addition of both yttrium and lanthanum was made to the melt. Room temperature 
statio characterization and _100 C dynamic characterization vI ar, ion-implanted film 
then revealed the properties presented in Table 7. These properties are quite 
attractive for meeting program goals so that tl1is trial composition was made a canrli-
date for Task 4. 
Since the damping of wall motion due to europium is only about one-sixth that of 
samarium, the control of the concentration of europium in a film need not be so criti-
cal in preparing a large number of films with matched properties. Consequi:ntly, a 
europium composition, Y2.5EuO.5Gal, 07Fe3. 93°12, was prepared. It exhibited the 
room temperature properties presented in Table 8. Dynamic characterization was 
carried out on an ion-implanted film. In addition to the very good e T, the values of q 
and fl.w wel'e very llesirable. Also the lattice matching to the substrate was achieved 
without the addition of another large ion so that this composition contained only four 
cations. The properties of this trial composition are also qnite attractive so that it 
too was made a candidate for Task 4. 
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TABLE 7. - DOMAIN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF TRIAL COMPOSITION 
Y2• 69SmO. 20 LaO. llGa1• 13
Fe3. 87012 
(Melt Modified with Increased yttrium and Lanthanum) 
h (thickness) 4.8 flm 
w (stripwidth) 4. 1 flm 
H l(collapse field) 113. 2 Oe 
co 
4 1l M (magnetization) 204 gauss 
2 
a: (wall energy) 0.14 ergs/cm 
w 
o 
TN (Neel temperature) 122.0 C 
, I 
Q (characteristic length) 0.42 flm 
QT (-10 to +60°C) -0. 36o/r/Co 
Ha (anisotropy field) 820 Oe 
q (quality facto r) 4. 0 
flw (wall mobility) 1040 cm/sec-oe 
Hc (coercivity) O. 2 Oe 
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TABLE 8. - DOMAIN AND MATERIAL P
ARA IVIETERS OF TRIA L COMPOSITION 
Y2. 5EuO. 5
Ga1. 07 Fe3. 93°12 
h (thickness) 4.0 " m 
w (stripwidth) 4.0 "m 
II 1 (collapse field) 113 Oe 
co 
4 1T M (magnetization) 223 gauss 
2 
II w (wall energy) O. 18 ergs/ cm 
Aa (lattice mismatch) 0. 0047'\ 
TN (Neel temperatu re) 130. 8
0 C 
f (characteristic length) 0. 45 " m 
f T (- 10 to +600 C) -0. 28'k/C
o 
II (anisotropy field) 1077 Oe 
a 
q (quality factor) 4. 8 
" (wall mobility) 2270 cm/ sec-Oe 
w 
HC (coercivitJ ) 0.2 Oe 
2. 5 Candidate Compositions 
A review of all the trial compositions su
ggested that the program goals were 
best met by the Y 2. 5Eu O. 5
Gal. 07 Fe3. 93012 a nd the Y 2. 69
SmO. 20 LaO. 11 Gal. 13 \ 
FC3. 87012 compositions. Six films of e
ach of these compositions we re grown to 
be 
evaluated unde r Task 4 of Ite m 2. Of the
 six films, two were ion-implanted to 
suppress hard bubbles, two were double l
aye r structures with a suppression layer
 
grown bclow the bubblc film, and two wer
c double laye r structures with a suppress
ion 
layc r grown on top of the bubble film. Fu
nding did not permit the p reparation and 
evaluation of triple layer film s for Task·
L The stripwidths of the layered films w
ere 
adjusted by allllealing in an oxygen atmosphe re to coin
cide with the stripwidths of the 
implanted films. Before be ing Processed
 for device testing, all the films were ful
ly 
characteri zed. Characteri zation data are
 presented in Tables 9 through 12 . 
The eT values shown in Tab
les 9 and 11 indicate that not only can as-g
rown 
films exhibit stripwidths which are relati
vely insensitive to temperature changes o
ver 
a w ide range of temperatures, but also ca
pping these films further improves this 
stability. In fact, the use of a triple layc
r structure instead of the double layer 
a llows thcse valu es to be evcn lower. Fo
r thc Y2• 69SmO. 20
LaO. U Ga 1. 13Fe3. 87012 
triple layer st ructure, eT data of less th
an O. 08 percent/ Co has consistently been
 
measured. Perhaps the effect of the capp
ing laye r on the stripwidth (see Task 3) 
compensates for the change in the bubble 
film str ipwidth with temperature. This 
potcntial advantage must be weighed agai
nst the additional proce ssing complexity 
involvcd in growth of a third layer. 
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TABLE 9. - STATIC DOMAIN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF 
.. -CANDIDATE COMPOSITION Y2• 5EuO. 5Ga1. 07Fe3. 93012 
W(flm) h(fl m) Heol (Oe) 0" w(ergs/em l ) 4rrM(gauss) Q(flm) QT(%CO) 
Implant 1 4.1 3.4 95.S 0.18 212 0.49 0.39 
Implant 2 3.9 3.7 107·9 0.17 220 0.45 --
Top Cap 1 4.1 3.2 107.7 0.25 250 0.51 0.24 
Top Cap 2 4.1 3.3 109.3 0.25 249 0.51 .. 
Bottom Cap 1 4.1 3.7 111.5 0.22 237 0.49 0.34 
Bottom Cap 2 3.9 3.9 109.3 0.19 237 0.45 --
TABLE 10. - WALL MOBILITY VALUES OVER THE TEMPERATURE RANGE 
FOR CANDIDATE COMPOSITION Y2• 5EuO. 5Ga1. 07 Fe3. 93012 
Temperature -lOoC +250 C +60oC 
Implant No.1 610 em/see-Oe 1000 em/see-Oe 1430 em/see-Oe 
Top Cap No. 1400 1700 3250 
Bottom Cap No.1 1380 1470 1890 
TABLE 11. - STATIC DOMAIN AND MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF CANDIDATE 
COMPOSITION Y2• 69SmO. 20 LaO. n Ga1. 13Fe3. 87012 
W(flm) h(flm) Heol (Oe) O"w(ergs/em2) 4 rrM(gauss) Q(p.m) RT(%/cO) 
, 
Implant 1 3.6 ~.1 102.9 0.18 227 0.43 .. 
Implant 2 3.7 3.3 109.8 0.19 233 0.43 0.16 
Top Cap 1 4.0 3.3 119.0 0.27 267 0.49 .. 
Top Cap 2 4.0 3.3 118.3 0.27 265 0.49 0.14 
Bottom Cap 1 3.9 3.3 120.6 0.26 266 0.47 .. 
Bottom Cap 2 4.1 3.8 121.0 0.24 251 0.48 0.13 
TABLE 12. - WALL MOBILITY VALUES OVER THE TEMPERATURE RANGE 
FOR CANDIDATE COMPOSITION Y2• 69SmO. 20 LaO. n Ga1. 13Fe3. 87012 
Temperature 
Implant No.2 
Bottom Cap No.2 
Top Cap No.2 
20 
750 em/see·Oe 
850 
1400 
800 em/see-Oe 
1000 
+SOOC 
BOO em/see-Oe 
750 
750 
___ I:: 1 L') "' 
13,-
:,) 
- . 
j 
f ~ I ""- J 
f I I I • ~ I j II I • 
I 
.. 
1 
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Also of note is the strange temperature de
!bendeilce of the mobility of 
Y2• 6SSmO. 20Lao.llGal.13~e3.8701
2' The +60 C values are seen to be, Table 12, 
lower than the values at -10 C, for both 
the bottom and top capped films. These 
mobility values were measured in tne driv
e field region between-3and -8 Oe. The 
measurements were made within this range
 because of the correspondence to realistic
 
drive fields used in device operation. The
 initial mobility data listed in Table 13 doe
s 
not show this anomolous temperature depe
ndence. The difference between the initia
l 
mobility values and those obtained at 3 to 8
 Oe drive is probably due to the occurrenc
e 
of nonlinear velocity-field effects at the hi
gher drive fields. 
TABLE 13. -INITIAL MOBILITY VALUE
S FOR 
Y 2. 69SmO. 20LaO. 11 Gal. 13
Fe3. 87012 
Film 
0 
fJ-
w 
(-10 C) cm/sec-Oe fJ- w (+60
0 C) cm/sf.:c-Oe 
Bottom Cap No. 2 1000 
1500 
Top Cap No.2 1400 
1500 
Although both of thesc compositions meet 
every material requirement initially set, 
the 
only evaluation of these films that is reall
y meaningful is their performance in devi
ce 
circuits. Consequently these 12 films (six of each c
omposition) were forwarded for 
device fabrication. The results of this tes
ting is reported in Section 5. 
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_ 3. TASK 3; HARD BUBBLE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES 
3. 1 Introduction 
A determination of the collapse fields for bubbles in films of garnet compositions 
shows the existence of a range of values. The low collapse field value is associated 
with normal bubbles while the higher collapse field values are attributed to hard 
bubbles. A well-known property of hard bubbles is their tendency to propagate at 
velocities much below the values exhibited by normal bubbles. c:haracteristics of this 
nature make the suppression of hard bubbles mandatory in order to obtain reliable 
device operation at frequencies corresponding to 1. 5x105 bps in a continuous mode 
over the temperature range of -10 to +60 0 C. 
At the start of this program, five hard bubble suppression techniques had been 
utilized. Four of those methods ~nvol ve the deposition of an additional (suppression) 
layer (Refs 2, 3, 4) while the fifch involves ion-implantation into the upper region of 
the bubble film (Ref ;:;)., Three of the four multi -layer techniques use garnets for the 
second layer while the remaIning one consists of a thin permalloy layer on the bubble 
garnet (Ref 2). All of these techniques have been shown to suppress hard bubble 
generation at room temperature. However, problems with certain of the methods are 
evident from device data and variable temperature considerations. One of the 180 deg 
domain cap techniques (Ref 3) is of dubious value because of spurious bubble nucleation 
problems while the other 180 deg domain cap technique (Ref 3) suffers from a very 
limited temperature range of operation. Serious problems with the other techniques 
were not immediately obvious at ,he start of this program. Consequently, the techni-
ques of hard bubble s:rppression that were investigated included ion-implantation, the 
Rockwell Type ITI 90 de~~ cap, and the use of a permalloy layer. All of these techniques 
were studied not only in terms of their effectiveness in suppressing hard bubbles but 
also in terms of their temperature range of applicability. In the course of this work 
evidence was obtained which indicates that some of the techniques offer greater 
resistance to dynamic cnnversion than others. 
3.2 Hard Bubble Suppression Techniques 
Permalloy layer. - A hard bubble suppression technique which utilizes a thin 
permalloy layer has been reported by Lin and Keefe (Ref 2). This technique pre-
sumably works in the same manner as the Type III layer reported by Henry, et al 
(Ref 4), but could represent a considerable cost savings compared to either layering 
with another garnet composition or ion-implanting the bubble film. Prior to the 
initiation of this program, workers in this laboratory made a cursory examination of 
the effect of a 200A permalloy layer on the dynamic properties of 
Y2. 14EuO. 56 TmO• 30Ga1. 1 Fe3• 90 12. The bubble velocity data was taken using the 
Vella-Coleiro method (Ref 6) without the bias field correcting ramp. The data 
(Figure 13) showed that although the wall mobility appears to be unaffected by the 
permalloy layer, the threshold field for initiation of bubble motion has increased 
from 0.4 to 3.0 De. This experiment was repeated on this program using a film of 
Y 1. 57EuO. 78 TmO• 65Ga1. 05Fe3. 95012· The results of thi" study (Figure 14,. 
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confirm that the threshold field has been significantly increased, in this case from 0.5 
to 1. 0 Oe, by the addition of the 2001\. permalloy layer. Although bubble behavior was 
essentially isotropic in the garnet, gross inhomogeneities appear to have been intro-
duced into the film by the addition of the permalloy layer. Regions could be found 
where bubbles translated in one direction with low drive fields but required nearly 
twice as great threshold fields for motion in the opposite direction. The total signi-
ficance of this increase in threshold field can only be understood when one remembers 
that dynamic conversion (R ef 1) can limit the useful velocity of a bubble. The critical 
velocity, Vp' is related to the maximum useful drive field, Hp' by 
V = fiw (H -H) 
p 2 p t 
where fiw is the wall mobility and Ht is the threshold field. If Ht is increased by layering 
with permalloy while Vp' fiw and Hp (all garnet film properties) remain constant, in an 
extreme case it is possIble to obtam a situation where Ht > Hp. As a result, a bubble 
can only move in the dynamically converted state. Even if this extreme is not reached, 
it is still undesirable to cut down the operation region of the drive field (Hp >H >Ht). 
To ascertain if this increase is a function of 'permalloy film thickness, the 2001\. film 
was removed from the ,garnet film and a looA film of permalloy was deposited. 
Unfortunately, the looA layer did not suppress hard bubbles. From these preliminary 
experiments, the conclusion was drawn that for applications in which the threshold 
drive field is important, the permalloy hard bubble suppression technique should not 
be employed until the cause of the high coerci vity variation is identified and eliminated. 
Ion-implantation. - At the present time, ion-implantation is the standard technique 
for hard bubble suppression. Wehave shown that suppression by ion-implantation is tem-
perature dependent. It maydisappear at low temperature if the dosage is too small (Ref 4) 
or at high temperature if the implant depth is too shallow (unpublished data of P. J. Besser). 
However, under proper conditions ion implantation effectively suppresses hard bubbles 
over the temperature range of interest. In addition to verifying that ion-implantation 
did indeed result in hard bubble suppression over the temperature range of interest for 
the compositions studied under Items 1 and 2, ion-implantation was investigated with the 
purpose of determining the dependence of suppression on the orientation bstween the 
ion beam and the crystallographic axes of the film. The technique was also investi-
gated to determine the uniformity achieved in the dynamic properties over the surface 
of the films. 
In an attempt to determine if channeling is occurring during ion-implantation for 
hard bubble suppression, the following experiment was performed. Eight (111) 
samples cut from the same film were oriented 0, 15, 30, 45, 75, 90, 105, and 120 deg 
from an arbitrary direction in the plane. These samples were then implanted with 
neon ions at 2x1014 ions/cm2 (80 KeV), five degrees from normal. The bubble collapse 
field was then measured for each of the samples. For Significant channeling, one 
might expect the collapse field to vary with the degree of channeling and hence the 
orientation angle. Within experimental uncertainties, it was found that all the films 
exhibited the same collapse field after implantation; hence it appears that channeling 
during implantation does not occur. 
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While conducting these investigations, it was discovered that the LPE garnet 
films under study were covered by a thin red film. This red film is believed to be 
formed from' a closed-volume LPE growth when the wafer is removed from the melt, and 
as such,might be characteristic of this type of growth process. The composition of 
this film has tentatively been identified as a high lead-content garnet and consequently 
it is difficult to remove. Evidence has been obtained that this red post-growth film is 
responsible for some of the problems in the dynamiC response of bubble domains to 
drive fields. A local coercivity variation has been observed in ion-implanted films. 
It is hypothesized that ion-implantation into and/or through the extraneous film results 
in local inhomogeneities which are reflected in the coercivity variations. In addition, 
the pink film might be responsible for the coerci vity variations found with permalloy 
layering. Growth of films without this post-growth layer might then allow the permalloy 
suppression technique to be used. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from these experiments and the 
characterized results on the candidate compositions presented in Para 2.5. Ion-
implantation is a practical method for hard bubble suppression over the temperature 
range of interest (-lOoe to +60°C). The currently occurring local coercivity variations 
are not important for data rates in the range of 1. 5xi05 bps. However, if a device is 
to be operated at velocities approaching the material critical fields, then either these 
local coercivity variations will have to be removed, or another method must be found 
to suppress hard bubbles. 
Type III layers. - The Rockwell Type III hard bubble suppression layer was first 
described by Henry, et al (Ref 4). The method consists of producing a 90 deg capping 
layer by growing a Y2• 65GdO. 35Fe5012 (YGdIG) film 011 the GGG substrate followed by 
the overgrowth of the bubble film, or by growing a thin lp.yer of YGdIG over the bubble 
domain film. The growth-induced anisotropy in this composition is small and the eHsy 
axis is in or nearly in the plane of the film. In addition, the suppressing layer is 
grown in compression on GGG (or the bubble domaIn film). Since the magnetostriction 
constant of YGdIG is negal'ive, the stress-induced anisotropy and the demagnetizing 
field of the film also tend Lo force the magnetization into the film plane, producing the 
90 deg capping layer. 
TIltS initial study of the Type III layer address ed the static changes intro-
duced by the additirlllal layer. For this work, fI YGdIG cap was used with the 
gallium-substituted film Y2• 62smO. 3SGal.17Fe3.83012.' Data taken on the variation 
of the static bubble parameters as a function of the suppression layer thickness revealed 
that both the collapse field and the demagnetized domain stripwidth increased with the 
layer thickness (Figure 15). For a layer 0.5 fLm thick, there was a 50 percent increase 
in the s\ripwidth and a corresponding increase in the bubble stripout and collapse 
dian;Qter~. The stripwidth is a linear function of the layer thickness. Static charac-
terization is unable to determine the optimum thickness of the YGdIG to use for hard 
bubble suppression. One must wait for detailed device propagation studies to determine 
this dimension. However, with a capping film layer as thin as O. 09fLm, there is 
suppression. Films 0.2fLm or greater in thickness suppress hard bubbles, but planar 
domain walls form within this layer which attract bubbles. Thus, the Type III suppres-
sion layer should he less than O. 2f1m in thickness. These capped films were tested for 
hard bubble suppression at -IOoe, and +60ue, as well as room temperature. in all cases, 
the YGdIG layer suppressed the formation of hard bubbles. 
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Figure 15. Stripwidth Variation in Y 2. 62flmO. 38Gal. 17
Fe3. 83012 
With Capping Film Thickness 
An experiment was performed to determine the bubble properties of annealed 
triple layer films. A triple layer gallium-substituted film of composition Y 2. 46
SmO. 15 
GdO• 15TmO.15LaO.OgGal. 05F
e3. 95012 was broken into a number of sections. These 
sections were annealed at various temperatures. The results indicate that annealin
g 
a triple layer film is no different than an oxygen anneal of an as-grown bubble film. 
At temperatures above the equilibrium temperature, the stripwidth decreases and the
 
magnetization increases. The effect was shown to be reversib1e. 
A check was made to determine whether the extra suppression layer introduced 
additional defects which might reduce the possible device yield. This experiment w
as 
performed by mapping the bubble film defects which visibly pinned an ac excited 
domain pattern. A portion of such a standard defect map is shown in Figure 16-A. A
 
Type III suppression layer was then grown on top of the bubble film, and the mappin
g 
process repeated. As evident inFigure 16-B, the addition of the suppression layer h
as 
introduced no extra defects and in fact seems to have removed some. A slight redu
ction 
in defect densities has been the trend observed during the course of this Type III lay
er 
investigation. Of course, the "defects" removed were not dislocations but most like
ly 
only surface contamination removed in the extra cleaning process before the top cap
 was 
grown. In any event, the capping procedure introduces no additional defects. 
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The remaining effort on this study was devoted to a comparisc:>ll of the dynamic 
properties of bubbles in films which have a Type III hard bubble suppression layer and 
those which have been ion-implanted. Three variations of the Type III suppression 
technique were studied, viz: (1) a suppression .layer between the bubble film and the 
substrate, (2) a suppression layer above the bubble film, and (3) a suppression layer 
above and below the bubble film (triple layer). In the two double layer samples, as 
well as in the ion-implanted films, the velocity versus drive field characteristic of 
bubble domains shows a pronounced nonlinearity or saturation effect which has been 
attributed to "dynamic conversion" by other investigators. Tlle saturation effect in 
gallium-substituted garnets typically has its onset at a velocity of -2, 000 cm/sec. 
This is approximately the value of the theoretical critical velocity. No such saturation 
_ ... 1 .. 
is observed in the triple layer films at velocities up to-5, 000 cm/sec (Figure 17) on a 
film of composition Y2.46SmO.15GdO. 15TmO. 15LaO. 09Gal, 05Fe3. 95012. Consequently 
the preliminary conclusion is that this triple layer hard bubble suppression technique may 
also be effective in s'lpporessing velocity saturation. * This would be extreme ly signifi-
cant since such saturation or "conversion" has been one of the major obstacles to high 
frequency bubble domain device operation. It should be mentioned that further studies 
of the dynamic conversion suppression using double layers were carried out on company 
funds. These studies gave a preliminary indication that the double layer structure can 
have the same suppression effect as the triple layer provided the bias field is applied 
with the correct choice of polarity. The use of the incorrect polarity did not seem to 
prevent dynamic conversion. The type of wall structure which must be present (on the 
capped films) to allow this dependence on bias field polarity is not yet understood and 
is still being investigated. 
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* See note added in proof, page 55. 
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3.3 Conclusions 
The studies conducted under this task have shown that the Type III multilayer 
suppression technique is sufficiently promising so that it should be included, along 
with ion-implantation, in the device evaluation of Task 4. Samples of the candidate 
compositions were prepared both with Type TIl suppression layers and with ion,< , 
implantation as the suppression technique. These films were statically and dynamically 
characterized (data included ur .. der Para 2. 5). The de\"ice data on thede samples is 
reported in Section 5. 
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4. TASK 2; LARGE AREA FILM GROWTH 
4.1 Introduction 
The objective of this task was to develop techniques for the LPE growth of films 
on substrates greater than 1.25 in. in diameter. As a result of our cost/yield 
analysis for large capacity elements, 1.5 in. diameter wafers were selected for this 
work. In addition, it was decided to evaluate the feasibility of changing the substrate 
thiclmess from the standard 0.020 in. to O. 012 in. since this would further reduce the 
garnet mQL.:;l'ial contribution to the cost of the memory element. As a control sample, 
a group of 1 in. diameter, 0.020 in. and 0.010 in. thick GGG substrates were processed 
a'ong with the 1. 5 in. diameter material. The results reported here were obtained in 
the interval 18 Feb 1974 to 18 1Ilay 1974 and are representative of the processing 
techniques used at that time. 
4.2 Substrate Processing 
Thirty two 1. 5 in. diameter, 0.029 in. thick, GGG slices, were purchased in as-
cut form and were committed to the substrate processing procedure. The 32 slices were 
separated into two groups of 1(j each, since this is the maximum capacity of our double 
face lapping equipment for this diameter substrate. The first group was lapped with 9J.Lm 
A2203 abrasi ve, down to a thickness of 0.023 in. This is to remove wafer sawing 
damage and to provide flat parallel surfaces for the subsequent polishing procedure. 
The second set of 16 was lapped down to 0.017 in. thick. To obtain 0.010 in. to 0.012 in. 
finished wafers by the standard process, the starting slices would be 0.020 in. thick to 
result in a material cost savings of approximately 30 percent. 
Twelve wafers of each thickness were wax mounted on two 9 in. diameter polishing 
plates, which are used on our 24 in. Speedfam polishing machines. Twelve 1.5 in. 
diameter substrates are the maximum capacity of these plates for the mounting con-
figuration we use. The L'1itial polishing pressure was 6.4 psi, which is the pressure 
normally used for processing 1 in. diameter substrates. Under this pressure, 
excessive polishing plate temperatures occurred in both the 9 in. diameter top plate 
holding the substrates and the 24 in. plate which holds the polishing cloth. Excessive 
temperatures can result in mounting wax softening and loss of samples. Subsequent 
polishing of the 1.5 in. diameter material was done at a loading pressure of 2.3 psi. 
The polishing media for the final polishing .vas Syton* HT. The wafers were polished 
to a thiclmess 0.020 in. on the first plate and 0.012 in. on the second plate. Both 
sides of each wafer were polished with the material removal being equal on both sides. 
The second polished surface was designated the" epi" surfaco on which the device 
quality film was to be grown. Table 14 shows the ,~rocessing steps and gives yields 
and causes for prc,cessing losses. 
Twenty 1 in. diameter x 0.017 in. thick GGG substrates were cut from a boule 
for the thin 1 in. diameter substrates. These were lapped to a thiclmess of 0.0145 in. 
and were processed in the same manner as the 1.5 in. diameter material to a final 
thickness of 0.010 in. Ih all cases the final hour of polishing was done at a substrate 
loading of 0.82 psi. For the 1 in. material 20 sur.strates were processed since this is 
the capacity of each polishing plate for that diameter. 
GGG wafers for the 1 in. dianleter £. 0.020 in. thick portion of the effort were obtained 
from our standard inventory of substrate material. 
A summary of the process yields for the 1 in. wafers is shown in Table 15. 
* A product of the Monsanto Corporation. 
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The yield losses at ,the lapping process step are shown in Table 14 and 15 to be caused by a malfunctioning pneumatic lift. The top plate of the double faced planetary action lapping machine is raised and lowered by a pneumatic cylinder. The compressibility of the air in the cylinder plus the less than perfect guide rail mechanical action of the plate caused a sporadic lowering action. This caused substrate breakage by impacting the high point of the wafer when the plate was lowered. An oil reservoir lrrts been installed on this equipment and this has eliminated the problem. 
The polishing loss indicated as "Syton flow restriction, " in Table 14 was caused by a plugged orifice of a flow control needle valve in the Syton gravity feed system. This caused heatillg of the polishing plate (ran too dry) and thus softened the wax used to hold the substrate. Greater care ill flushing the delivery system between nms, valve replacement to a configuration less likely to plug and filtering of be Syton were all actions tal,en to avoid this as a further problem. 
A phosphoric acid (HSP04) etch was used as a post polish evaluation step. The polished substrates were immersed in a bath of HSP04, held at 1800 e, for SO sec. This etch in conjunction with a microscopic illspection of the substrate surface at 1l0X using Nomarski attachment illumination was used as the quality control of the polished surface. Thermal shock problems were encountered primarily with the larger diameter-thilmeJ: wafers during the etching process. The addition of a pre-heater section just above the HSP04 bath eliminated the problem. The preheater allowed both the larger thin wafer and the wafer holder to slowly attain the bath temperature prior to immersion. 
4. S Garnet Film Growth 
Films of (YEuTm)S(GaFe)5012 were grown on the polished substrates discussed in the previous sections. The films were divided illto two groups havillg nominal strip domain widths, w, of 4.5 fLm (for 16 fLm period devices) and 6.5 fLm (for 24 fLm period devices). The latter group provided a control sample since that was the domain width which has been in standard use in our laboratory at that time. All of the films were grown from the same melt by making a slight Ga addition to obtain the films with a w of 6. 5 (.tm after the films with w of 4.5 (.tm had been grown. This film composition was selected for the large area LPE development because it was one of the two candidate materials for the illitial Item 1 work. 
The melt flux system was the commonly used 50:1 PbO:B2 0S weight ratiO with a Fe20S/RE20S molar ratio of 20 where RE20S is the sum of the rare earth and yttrium oxides. A melt solute concentration of 9 mole percent was used. The melt volume was apprOximately 650 ml and it wa;:; contained in a one liter platinum crucible. Figure 18 is a photograph of six LPE stations in our laboratolY. Each pair of furnaces have their own laminar flow station to provide a clean loading and U11load area. Also shown are the raiSing and lowering mechanisms which also provide rotational motion during growth and post deposition spin. Figure 19 shows a platinum substrate holder used for single or double film growth. This holder is used in the horizontal position with axial rotation and rotation reversal. Figure 20 shows 1 in., 1.5 in and 2 in. diameter substrates and grown films. UsLng this equipment and methods, 45 growth runs were made. All of the runs were done at the same growth temperature of 918v e, which was 150 e below the melt supersaturation temperature. Film growth rates of ':: 0.5 (.tm/min resulted from the above conditions. All films were grown in the horizontal position with an axial rotation rate of 140 rpm and with the direction of the rotation reversed after each one revoluHon. 
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Figure 18. Six LPE Growth Stations with Laminar Flow Benches 
Figure 19. P latinum Substra te Holder fe i' LPE Film Growth 
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t Figure 20. 1. 0, 1. 5 and 2. 0 in. Diameter 
GGG Substrates anct Bubble Domain Garnet Films 
Twelve of the growth runs were made with two films grown per run by placing 
two substrates back to back in the holder. Earlier work with this configurat ion here 
and elsewhere (Ref 7) suggested that no problems would be encountered using 1 in. 
dia substrates with a thickness on the order of O. 020 in •• however, this work was 
our firs t experience with the larger (1. 5 in.) diameter and thin (0.012 in.) material. 
The technique of separating the substrates after growth with a razor blade, (required 
because of the melt flux which gets between two substrates) workedverywelhviththe 
larger diameter thinner material. There was no breakage or film loss caused by the 
separation t echnique. No film processing losses were attributable to the thinner sub-
strates. Because of the thermal shock problem encountered during the H3P04 etch, 
the insertion and withdrawal rates of these thinner wafers in the LPE furnace were 
decreased. A short handling l earning curve for the processing personnel appeared 
t o be the single most important aspect of the thin samples . 
Tables 14 and 15 include film process ing yield data as well as cumulative yields 
for all process steps. Table 16 presents film growth- characterization yields and 
gives causes of the losses. The 1 in. - 0.020 in. samples have the better overall 
yield b t no lapping-polishing 10:;ses are included since the substrates were from the 
finil'~ed substrate inventory. The highest loss cause of the 1 in. -0.010 in. samples 
was film defect density and not handling. The defects are both substrate and film 
growth related and do not adversely r eflect on the thinner material. This is also true
 
for the thin 1.5 in. samples. The larger starting sample size for the 1 in. dia 
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material is also in part responsible for the better yield values. The problems 
encountered at the lapping and chemical etch process steps have been corrected. 
Improved process procedures should decrease the l argest single film growth rej ect 
cause, defect density. The inherent nature of each processing step is such that onl
y 
the ability to process without breakage is of concern. Defect density of the finished 
substrate is dependent of removing the "damage" from the previous process step 
(e. g., l apping). For the final "epi" surface the polishing operation cannot result in 
added surface damage caused by particulate contamination or excessive loading. 
Therefore the processing steps used can produce good surfaces on the thinner wafers
 
and the defect yield as seen in Tables 14 and 15 do not condemn the 0.010 in. 
substrate as would appear by first glance. 
Processing the larger 1. 5 in. diameter and/or thinner (0. 010 in.) material is 
not a processing probl em and will, in fact, provide increased cost saving for bubble
 
device films. 
TABLE 14. - SUMMARY OF GARKBT PROCESSING YIELD FOR 
1. 5 IN. DIAMETER SUBSTRATES 
P rocess Step Finished Wafer Thickness 
0. 020 in. 0. 012 in. 
Started Out % Yield Started Out % Yield 
Lapping 16 14(1) 87 .5 16 13(2) 81.2 
Polishing 12 11(3) 91. 7 12 12 100. 0 
Chemical Etch 11 11 100.0 12 10(4) 83. 3 
Film Growth-Characterization 11 7 (5) 63.6 10 6(6) 60.0 
(ClUllulative Yield) 51% 40. 6 % 
Notes : 
1. Malfunction pneumatic lift on lapping machine 
2. Malfunction pneumatic lift on lapping machine 
3. Syton flow restriction-heating-1 substrate came off of polishing plate 
4. Thermal shock H3P04 etch. 
5. See Table 16. 
6. See T able 16 • 
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TABLE 15. -SUMMARY OF GARNET PROCESSING YIELD FOR 1 IN. DlAMETER SUBSTRATES 
Process Step Finished Wafer Thiclmess 
0.020 In. 0.010 In. 
Started Out % Yield started Out % Yield 
Lapping 20 19(1) 95 
Polishing 20 19 19 100 
Chemical Etching 20 19(2) 95.0 19 19 100 
Film Growth and Characterization 19 16(3) 84.2 19 14(4) 74 
(Cumulative Yield) 80.0% 70.0% 
Notes: 
1. Malfunctioning pneumatic lift on lapping machine. 
2. Thermal shock H3PO 4 etch. 
3. See Table lB. 
4. See Table lB. 
TABLE lB.-SUMMARY OF FlLM GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION YIELD (45 GROWTH RUNS WITH 57 SUBSTRATES) (34 - 1 IN, 23 - 1. 5 IN.) 
Cause of Loss Number Lost Related to Substrate Size Imd Thiclmess 
1 In. Dia 1.5 In. Dia 
0.020 in. 0.010 in. 0.020 in. 0.012 in. 
Handling 0 1 1 
High Defect Density (>10/cm2) 3 4 1 
Post Growth Cleaning(l) 0 0 1 
Lost(2) 0 0 1 
(1) Post deposition cleaning involves a scrubbing operation - at this step 
contamination caused scratching of this sanlple. 
(2) Film misplaced - not found. 
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5. TASK 4. - DEVICE EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS AND 
HARD BUBBLE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES 
The objective of this task is to evaluate candidate materials and hard bubble 
suppression techniques in terms of device operation at 150 kHz in a continuous mode 
over the temperature range of -100C to +600 C. YEuGa and YSmLaGa iron garnets 
have been chosen for candidate materials and ion-implantation and double-layering hav
e 
been chosen for hard bubble suppression techniques. The samples chosen are listed in
 
Table 17 along with their material parameters. 
Notice that the demagnetized domain stripwidth, Wf;' lies in the range of 3.6 to 
4.1 f1m for these samples. The mid-range operating bubble diameter is nominally 
equal to W s' Material/device parameter studies have shown that the desirable ratio 
of stripwidth to device period is -0. 20, which, for a 16f11!l,jJeriod, corresponds to 
W s = 3.2 f1m. However, in order to effectively utilize this value of W s in a 16 f1m perio
d 
device requires that the gaps between the permalloy elements be -0.80 f1m. At the tim
e 
these film samples were grown the standard artwork/mask fabrication and device pro-
cessing procedures were such that the 16 f1m period device gaps were -1. 3 f1m. Having
 
this large gap with a W s of 3.2 f1m would result in very poor device margins. 
Consequently a compromise was reached by increasing the target value of W to 
4.0 f1m. By the time the devices were actually completed the artwork/mask7processin
g 
effort on Item 1 had progressed to the point that gaps of -1.0 f1m were obtained in the 
samples of this task. At this time it was not possible to attempt to reduce W s by 
annealing because of the effect on program funding and schedules. As a consequence 
some of the device data obtained reflects the use of a less than optimum ratio of strip-
width to period. 
It was originally planned to use the partially populated 104 bit device for this task. 
But since a good mask of the 104 bit device was not made available in time, Task 4 was
 
carried out using the 16 f1m period test pattern mask. This mask is described in 
det«il in Section 7. These samples were also used in Task 5. Since the high speed 
optical sampling technique used in Task 5 requires a special sample preparation, the 
proces"in~ of these samples will be discussed in Section 6. However, one remark has 
to be made. That is, the top-capped sample from candidate material II (Wafer No. 
4-27-7) was totally damaged during the process and no replacement was made .. 
5.1 Device Characterization 
The conventional margin measuring technique was nsed. A die was mounted on " 
printed circuit test board and put into a bb~ Cdct and rotating field coil strll~ture. 
Temperature was contolled by controlling the flow ratu o[ l,quid nitrogen cooled air 
blown into the coil structure and monitored by a til diode mounted close to the sample 
on the board. The accuracy of temperature control was somewhat better than ±loC. 
The 90 deg chevron detector test loop (defined as pattern 10 in Section 7) was 
chosen somewhat arbitrarily since there was very little difference in the operating w.a
r-
gin between different test loops. The mal'gin was measured by monitoring Jetector 
output. The operating freqltency was 150 kHz. 
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TABLE 17. MATERIAL PARAMETERS FOR CANDIDATE MATERIALS 
Candidate Material I (Y2. 5EuO. 5Gal. 07 Fe3. 93012) 
Wafer Suppression Ho H2 CT W 41TMs Ws h Q 
No. Technique (Oe) (De) (erg/cm2) (G) (j-lm) (j-lm) (j-lm) 
4-25-21 Ion-Implated 95.6 72.5 0.175 212 4.06 3.4 0.4H9 
4-25-22 Bottom-Capped 109.3 85.2 0.192 231 3.81i 3.4 0.452 
4-25-30 Top-Capped 107.7 84.5 0.254 250 4. 14 3.2 0.452 
Candidate Material II (Y2• 69SmO. 2LaO. n Gal.13Fe3. 87012) 
Wafer Suppression Ho I H2 CT W 41TMs Ws h e No. Technique (Oe) ',0 e) {erg/cm2 (G) (j-lm) (j-lm) (j-lm) 
4-27-2 Ion-Implanted 109.8 87.0 0.186 232 3.68 3.3 0.432 
4-27-~ Bottom--Capped 120.6 94.0 0.263 265 3.93 3.3 0.468 
4-27-7 Top-Capped 119.0 100.4 0.274 266 4.00 3.3 0.483 
--
F ~ bubble collapse field 
'0 
H2 ~ bubble stripout field 
CT ~ domain wall energy 
w 
4rrMs ~ magnetization 
W ~ demagnetized domain strip width 
s 
h ~ film thickness 
e ~ characteristic length 
5.1. 1 Bias Margin at Room Temperature. - A die representing each candidate 
material and each hard bubble suppression technique was first characterized at room 
temperature (25°C). If a die did not show a satisfactory margin, it was replaced by 
another die until a reasonable margin was obtained. 
Typical results are shown in Figures 21 to 25. In the figures the solid circles 
( • ) represent the lower margin and the open circles ( 0 ) and crosses ( x) represent 
the upper margin of the consecutive bit and alternate bit patterns, rcspectively. At 
first glance, the margin diagrams look very different from one another. It should be 
pointed outl however, that the variation of the margin diagram among dic e from the 
same wafer can be as great. Therefore, every feature should not be considered as 
representing differences between materials or hard bubble suppression techniques. In 
fact, most of the features seem to be attributable to differences in material parameters 
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Figure 2l. Bias Margin as Function of Drive Field at Room 
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Figure 23 . Bias i\largi n as Function of Drive Field at Room 
Temperature for YEll Top-Capped Sample 
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Figure 25. Bias Margin as Function of Drive Field at Room 
Temperature for YSmLa Bottom-Capped Sample 
and/or fabrication conditions. For example, the large differences between consecuti ve 
bit and alternate bit margins at higher dr;ve field '~an be attributed to oversized bubbles. 
For comparison purpose, the consecutive bit and alternate bit margins at HR = 50 Oe 
are tabulaterl in Table 18. Note that the difference between consecutive bit and alternate 
bit margins (percentage-w:f'c) is roughly proportional to the stripwidth. The difference 
is only -1 percent for 3. LR f'-m stripwidth whereas it is 2:3 percent for the stripwidth 
exceeding 4 (J.m. Also given in Table 18 are the minimum values of the drive field for 
consecutive bit propagation, which may also be correlated with the stripwidth. 
Returning to the figures, we notice that when the bias margin extends into lower drive 
fields (535 Oe), it tends to shrink abruptly (Figures 21, 22, and24). Visualobserva-
tions revealed that this is caused by strip domains stretching out into the loop from the 
detector feedthrough to which part of the chevron guard rail is shorted as a consequence 
of a mask defect. 
In any case, the bias margin at HR - 50 Oe is 2: 10 percent and this can be 
increased considerably by optimizing the bubble size. Further, ~pontaneous nucleation 
was not observed in any of the samples tested. Thus it is fair to say that both materials 
(YEuGa and YSmLaGa) and both hard bllbble suppression techniques (ion-implantation 
and double-layering) are adequate as far as room temperature margin is concerned. 
5.1.2 Temperature Dependence of Bias Margin. - Temperature dependence of the bias 
margin for each sample at a fixed drive field of 50 Oe is shown in Figures 2G to 30, 
For one sample (4-25-2), it is shown for HR ~ 40 Oe as wcll for comparison (see 
Figure 26(a) and (b). It is seen that each sample shows the general profile of bias 
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TABLE 18. BIAS MARGINS AND MINIMU
M DRIVE FIELDS AT ROOM TEMPERAT
URE 
H; min 
:« 
Surface Domain 
AIlB at I-lR = 50 Oe 
Sample Composition Treatment St
ripwidth Consec Bits Consec Bits 
Alternate Bits 
4-27-2 YSmLaGa Ion-implanted 3
. (i8 fl.m 270e 11. a Oe (10.7%) 12.3 Oe (11.9
%) 
4-27-3 YSmLaGa Bottom-capped 3
.93 fl.m 300e 12.2 Oe (10.9%) 16 Oe (14
.1%) 
4-25-21 YEuGa Ion-implanted 4
.0G fl.m 300e 10.9 Oe (12.0%) 14.9 Oe 
(16.1%) 
4-25-22 YEuGa Bottom-capped 3
.86 fl.m 250e 12.8 Oe (12.7%) 15.7 O
r; (15.4%) 
4-25-30 YEuGa Top-capped 
4.14 fLm 350e 9.1 Oe (9.8%) 12.0 
Oe (12.7%) 
+ Minimum value of the drive field 
• Bias field margin 
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margin as a function of temperature characteris\ic of YEu and YSm compositions. It more or less matches the temperature profile of En ferrite permanent magnets in thc required temperature range as can be seen from the dashed curve which is drawn in each figure assuming a temperature coefficient of -0. 19<;f/oC. 
The effect of oversized bubbles manifests itself e\'en more markedly in the temperature dependence of the bias margin. Let us 1001, at the cases where the strip-width is greater than 4 f!m. In Figures 2(;(a) and 28 we see that the consecutivc bit margin shows a maximum at around room temperature while the alternate bit margin monotonically increases with decreasing temperature, the effect of oversizing is enhanccd at lower temperatures, l'esulting in shrinkage of consecutivc bit margins. This is furthcr eVidenced by the temperature dependence curve plotted in Fig,llre 2G(b) for a lower drive field at which the effect of bubble-bubble interactions is expected to bl' greater. 
In summary what the temperature dependences of the bias margins have re\'ealed is that thereis little difference between the materiald and t.he surface treatments. The temperature profile of Ba ferrite permanent magnets matches the temperature depend-ence of the bias margins fairly well and as seen from Figures 21; and 28, the matching will be much better if bubble size is optimized to increase consecuti\'c bit margins at lower temperatures. Spontaneous bubble necleation was not a problem at any temperature. 
5.2 Summary and Conclusion 
Two candidate materials, YEuGa and YSmLaGa iron garnets and two hard bubble supprL3sion techniqucs, ion-implantr.t i ( n and double-layering were e\'aluated in terms of de\'ice operation at 150 kHz in a 'JontuluouS modE' over the tempcraturc range of 
-loDe to nooe. Although each sample representing each material or surface t'reatmcnt exhibited somewhat different features in the bias margin diagram, most of these features can be attributed to differences in material parameters, espccially the stripwidth. The temperature dependence of the bias margin showed that it matches that of the Ba ferrite magnetization adequately. 
Thus it i8 concluded that both material s and both hard bubbl e suppression techniques are adequate for use in night recorder application. The seleetion of the final material and hard bubble suppression technique for the recorder program s;,,.uld therefore be based on other considerations such as ease of fabrication and reproduci-bility of properties. 
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6. TASK 5 - EFFECTS OF HARD BUBBLE SUPPRESSION LAYERS AND 
CRYSTAL ORIENTATION ON MATERIAL AND DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 
STUDIED USING A HIGH SPEED OPTICAL SAMPLING TECIDUQUE 
It has been reported in Section 4 that various hard bubble suppression techniques 
(ion-implantation, multilayering, etc) have different effects on the dynamic properties 
of bubbles. Most notable is the absence of velocity saturation in triple-layered films. 
The misorientation of the [111] axis of the substrate relative to its surface normal is 
also known to have appreciable effects on the dynamic properties8. It is the objective 
of this task to study the effects of hard bubble suppression layers and crystal orienta-
tion on material and de\'ice dynamic properties. 
Much of the fundamental static and/or quasi-static characterization of materials 
and devices is done using an optical microscope. It is only natural to turn to optical 
methods also when the dynamic character of bubbles is investigated. The high speed 
optical sampling microscope system 9 developed by Humphrey and co-workers at the 
California Institute of Technology has the capability of optically sampling a dynamic 
event with a 10 nsec single exposure photograph and is well suited for studying the 
dynamic behavior of bubbles. This system was made available to us and used 
throughout this task. 
6.1 High Speed Optical Sampling Technique 
The optical sampling microscope system 9 used here, which was developed by 
Humphrey and co-workers at the California Institute of Technology, is capable of 
making a series of single exposure photographs at known sample times with a 10 nsec 
e"llosure time. It thus allows a detailed analysis of the dynamic behavior of bubbles 
during their high speed motion. The system as it is used for free bubble measure-
ments and for device studies is shown in Figures 31 and 32, respectively. 
Figure 31 shows a block diagram of the optical sampling system as it is used 
for free bubble measurements. It consists of the laser illuminated optical micro-
scope, 16 mm movie camera, sampling oscilloscope and pulse generators. An obser-
vation is initiated by a timing pulse originating from the movie camera (indicating that 
the shutter is open) or by an external clock at the same frequency (not shown) if a 
photographic record is not desired. This timing pulse triggers the pulse generator 
and the sampling oscilloscopc horizontal sweep external trigger as indicated. The 
sweep unit then triggers the laser light source after adding a delay appropriate to the 
position in the sweep. A portion of the light from the lascr shines on a fast photo-
diode (PIN diode) giving a pulse that triggers the vertical sarrple gate coincident with 
the light pulse. The time of the light flash can then be adjusted in relation to the 
applied field pulses in any desired way by using the delay internal to the pulse gener-
ator and observing the field pulse on the sampling oscilloscope. The time relationship 
between the laser pulse and the magnetic field pulse is therefore adjusted avoiding all 
ambiguities due to instrumented delays, etc. Time sweeps of events can be taken by 
using the horizontal sweep generator of the oscilloscope and movie camera with each 
frame representing a single exposure of the transient domain shape at that time. 
Although the results look like motion pictures, they are not; they are photographs 
taken at 16 Hz of a repetitious event taken at various delays. 
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Device investigations require a slightly modified electronic arrangement. A 
block diagram with this change can be seen in F igure 32. The general timing pulse 
originating from the camera triggers the bubble exerciser which generates a burst 
of rotating fields . This timing pulse also triggers the auxilliary delay sweep oscillo-
scope on which the burst pattern is displayed. The delay sweep trigger is used to 
choose the desired clock cycle of the rotat ing fields and the time sweep through the 
cycle is provided by the sampling oscilloscope. 
Special sample preparation is r equired to minimize the extreme interference 
pattern obtained when coherent light illuminates the symmetl'ic repetitious structures 
typical of devices . Figure 33 is a schematic r epresentation of device configurations 
that can be satisfactorily observed with coherent illumination. Epi -illumination is 
used for observing the bubble domains thl'ough the substrate. It is necessary to 
remove the epita,,,ial layer from the back side of the substrate to reduce light absorp-
tion and improve the contrast of the bubble image. The most satisfactory sample, 
illustrated on the left of Figure 33 has 150 to 200 A. layer of metallic reflector (e . g. , 
chromium) labeled mirror A, directly on the surface of the garnet film. The usual 
Si02 spacer and the permalloy overlay is placed over the mirror. The coherent light 
reflects from the miloror and does not diffract; yet the device pattern can be seen 
through the mirror. In other words , the metallic r eflector acts as a half-silvered 
mirror. Somewhat less satisfactory but still usable and more readily available is a 
modification, Mirror B, in which the reflector is placed over the permalloy structure 
as indicated on the right of Figure 33. Mirror A is especially effective for small 
devices whose circuit period is less than 20 fJ-m . Mirror A was used for the devices 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 EPPI - ILLUMINATION 
SUBSTRATE - POLISH ED 
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MAGNETIC GARNET 
I SI LI CON DIOXIDE SPACER 
L-J / L-J L-J L-I 
r - ':iRRDRB - -, 
MIRROR A PERMALLOY DEVICE 
PATTERN 
Figure 33 . Schematic of Special Device Preparation 
.... -L -- I . 
(16fim period detector test loops, see the previous section) for thc study of the . 
effects of hard suppression layers, while Mirror B was used for the devices (28 fi m 
period quad circuits) prepared for the study of the effects of crystal misorientation. 
6.2 Effects of Hard Bubble Suppression Layers 
It has been reported in Section 4 that various hard bubble suppression techniqucs 
have different effects on the dynamic properties of bubb'p,s. For example, permalloy 
coating increases dynamic coercivity considerably. Ion-implantation causes local 
coercivity variations while top-capping does not. Most notable of all, ho\\'ever, is the 
elimination of velOCity saturation by triple-layering. The objecth'e of this subtask is 
to study the effects of multi-layering on material and device dynamic properties. 
6.2.1 Radial Velocity Mcasurements. - The bubble expansion techniquelOwhich was 
introduced along with the optical sampling technique9 provides a ne\\, method for 
measuring the radial wall velocity of bubble domainsll . This technique is very useful 
for determining saturation velocities. Thus, the bubble eJqJansion technique was used 
to evaluate multilayered samples. The samples including an ion-implanted one 
selected for evaluation are listed in Table 19. 
In the bubble expansion experiment, lmiform expanding pulse fields were 
provided by a small pancake coil driven by an HP 21.fA pulse generator. The rise 
time of the field was 7 nsec. A field of sparsely distributed bubbles is photographed 
at various kno\\'n times after the application of an expanding field pulse. The diameter 
is then measured from the photograph and the radius plotted as a function of the time 
at which the photograph was taken. 
TABLE 19. SAMPLES USED FOR RADIAL WALL VELOCITY l\IEASUREMENTS 
lIard Bubblc Suppression 
Sample Number Composition Technique 
4-25-21 YEuGa Ion-Implanted 
4-25-22 (D4) YEuGa Bottom-Capped 
4-25-30 (DB) YEuGa Top-Capped 
T17 YEuGa Triple-Layered 
TI0 YSmGa T riple- Layered 
Figures 34 through 36 are representative of the results taken at three charac-
teristic .drive fields. Figure 34 is for the low drive region where a 12 Oe pulse is 
applied for 0.3 I"sec. It can he seen that the huhhlc expands to the ncw equilihrium 
size appropriate for the applied field (hias plus pulse field) hefol'e the end of the 
pulse. Figure 36 shows a bubble expanding in a 60 Oe pulse field. Exceptionally 
linear plots such as this one arc characteristic of all thc data at high pulsc field 
amplitUdes, Figure 35 is characteristic of somc intermediate drive WhCI'C an initial 
linear portion is observed followed hy thc C},:poncntial-likc character of the 10WCl' 
drive region. A bubble does not remain round when e':pandcrl for a prolonged length 
of time at high drive fields lO • Therefore, all mcasuremcnts made hCl'C are limited 
to the time hefore this shapc distortion occurs. 
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Radial velocity is the slope of the radius vs time plot. Figure 37 shows the 
observed radial velocity as a function of applied pulse fie Ie! for Sample 4-25-21 (ion-
implanted). Each bar indicates the range of two independent measurements (two 
bubbles). For fields <:40 De, where the data is linear as in Figure 3(j, a least square 
straight line fit was made to the data and the calculated slope of this fit was used to 
represent the velocity. For pulse fields ::40 De, data similar to Figurcs 34 and 35 
was obtained where the linear portion of the radial velocity cun'c was limited. Thus, 
the accuracy of the calculated velocity becomes poor for pulse fields ~ 15 Oe. In any 
case, the velocity is seen to satumte at 1000 -1500 cm/sec. 
Figures 38 through 41 show the results for the multilayered samplcs. It can 
be seen that all samples unambiguously exhibit velocity saturation. Samplcs D4, Dli, 
and T17 which have the same composition as the ion-implanted sample and similar 
material parameters show more or less the same velocity profile as the ion-
implanted sample. It should be noted that within the experimental error no appreciable 
differenees have been observed for the reversal of the bias ficld for thc doublc-Iaycrcd 
samples (D4 and DG). 
Bubble collapse measurements werc madc on Samplc '1'10 to compare the two 
techniques and the results are shown in Figure 42. The nUmbCl" plotted indicates the 
number of bubbles that collapsed at the same time in the field ~f view fo!' a given 
pulse field amplitude. The velocity \Vas calculated using the collapse time T and the 
initial and collapse diameters measured from the photographs. It can be seen that 
the saturation velocity agrees with that obtained from the bubble e>q:lllnsion technique 
fairly well. 
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It is thus concluded that all the samples investigated exhibit velocity saturation 
in the bubble expansion measurement regardless of the surface treatments. This 
seems to contradict earlier observation (Figure 17) that the triple-layered sample 
did not show velocity saturation in bubble transport measurements. There are 
several possible explanations for the contradiction. First, the bubble transport 
measurements were made at low drive fields (6.B ~lO Oe), while the bubblc C),:pansion 
technique does not provide sufficient accuracy in th.is drive field l'ange. It is thus 
possible that triple-layering does eliminate the Slonczcwski breakdown 12 which is 
believed to be responsible for velocity saturation and dynamiC cOl1\'ersion 1 and that 
the velocity saturation observed in the bubble expansion measurements is due to an 
enti:'ely different mechanism such as the Walker breakdown13 which is calculated to 
take place at higher drive fields than the Slonczewski breakdown for the samples 
under consideration. A second possible explanation is related to the ballistic over-
shoot reported recently by illalozemoff and DeLuca14 on theil' transport measurements. 
Using high speed laser photography (similar to the teclmique used here) to measure 
bubble position as a direct function of time, they observed a large displacement after 
the gradient pulse turned off, with a relaxation time of several microseconds. The 
true velocity calculated from the distance the bubble tra,'eled "during the pulse" 
exhibited a sharp saturation. Although the overshoot effect has not been examined 
for triple-layered films, it is conceivable that ballistic overshoots in these films are 
such that the bubble ,'elocity calculated from the "final position" looks as if it were 
linear with drive field. * It thus seems important to undertake bllbble transport 
measurements in triple-layered films llsing a high speed optical sampling technique 
to resolve these questions. 
G. 2. 2 Device Characterization. - As was mentioned in Section 4, 16 flm pel'iod 
detector test loops were fabricated on tde ion-implanted and double-layered samples 
listed in Table 19 for Tasks 4 and 5. It was concluded from the data of the previous 
section that no appl'eciable differences due to the surface treatments were obsen'cd 
in the operating margin measurements. It became apparent that this was also the 
case in the device characterization study using the optical sampling microscope. The 
optical sampling microscope did, howcvel', reveal some useful information on the 
dynamic behavior of bubble pl'opagation in actual devices. That is, the bubble motion 
is very nonuniform, resulting in a large amount of variation in the domain wall 
velocity. Typically, the maximum velocity is as high as four times the a,'erage \'alue 
for the T-bar structure and the ratio is ncarly five fol' the chevron strllcture15 . 
* Triple layer samples have since bcen shown to exhibit large balistic overshoot. The 
authors wish to thank A. P. Malozemoff and L. C. Deluca of the IBM Research Labs 
for supplying this information. 
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In summary, the optical sampling technique did not reveal any distinction in 
device performance between the different hard bubble suppression techniques. How-
ever, it provided basic knowledge of the dynamic behavior of bubble propagation in 
actual devices. 
6.3 Effects of Crystal Orientation 
It has been reported in the literature 16 , 17, 13 that a relatively small 
misorientation of the [111] axis relative to the substrate normal causes a considerably 
larger misorientation (~3 times) of the magnetic easy axis of the epitaxially grown 
magnetic garnet film. If a misoriented film was used for a field access bubble device, 
the rotating "in-plane" field would have an ac field component along the direction of 
the magnetic easy axis. Such an ac component would modulate the bias field and 
presumably result in device operating margin degradation. The effect of substrate 
misorientation on device operating margins was examined by Tocci, et aIlS for a 
sample having a tilt angle (of the [111] axiS) of 1. 4 deg. Although the magnetic easy 
axis tilt was found to be as much as 4 •• 75 deg, it did not have an adverse effect on the 
operating margins. 
It was also found that substrate misorientation induces an in-plane anisotropy16. 
The induced in-plane anisotropy was in turn held responsible for a domain wall 
velOCity anisotropy observed in a misoriented filmS. The velocity anisotropy may 
have important implications in bubble devices, in particular, at high frequencies 
since it is the lower velocity that determines a limiting frequency. It may also be an 
important consideration even at moderate frequencies since the chevron stretcher 
detector commonly used in the devices may have conSiderably different domain stretch 
rates depending upon the orientation of the stretch direction relative to the velocity 
anisotropy axis. 
It is the objective of this subtask to investigate the effects of substrate mis-
orientation on material and device characteristics with the emphasis on the determin-
alion of an in-plane anisotropy and its effect on domain stretch at the detector. 
Two samples have been chosen for tins subtask which had been characterized 
by Tocci et aIlS in their margin measurements. One sample has a tilt angle of 
1. 4 deg and the other 0 deg determined by x-ray Laue photography. The accuracy of 
the x-ray measurement is estimated to be ±O. 2 deg for the larger tilt and ±O. 4 deg 
for the smaller tilt. Both samples have nominal composition 
Y2. 62SmO. 38Ga1.15Fe3. 85012' The material parameters for these samples are 
given in Table 20. The relationships between the surface normal and crystallographic 
axes are illustrated for the tilted sample in Figure 43 where 8 c is the tilt angle of 
the [111] axis from the surface normal and <Pc is the azimuthal angle of the tilt plane 
measured from the projected [112] direction in the sample plane. 
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TABLE 20. MATERIAL PARAMETERS FOR UNTILTED 
AND TILTED SAMPLES 
Be (deg) W(l1m) "'w (erg/em2) Ho (De) 4rrM{G) h(l1m) 
0 6.0 0.163 87.4 174 5.93 
1.4 5.66 0.154 93.0 177 6.06 
, (11m) 
0.674 
0.614 
6.3.1 Radial Velocity Measurements. - The radial wall velocity of an expanding 
bubble in a misoriented sample was found to be anisotropic 8• The portion of the wall 
mOving perpendicular to the in-plane easy axis expands at :I 1 'igher "elodUy than that 
moving parallel to it. Thus the bubble expansion technique is well suited for charac-
terizing a misoriented sample since it can determine the velocity anisotropy and 
in-plane easy axis Simultaneously. We have therefore used this technique to charac-
terize our tilted sample. 
In the bubble expansion experiment, as we have described in Para 6.2.1, a 
uniform pulse field is applied to expand a bubble and photographs are taken at various 
known times after the onset of the field pulse. Because of the in-plane anisotropy in 
the tilted sample, the shape of the original static bubble is ellipUcal with its major 
(minor) axis along the in-plane easy (hard) axis20 • However, thc velocity anisotropy 
is such that the portion of the wall parallel to the in-plane easy axis expands at a 
higher velocity than does the portion perpendicular to it. Thus, the original minor 
axis of the elliptical bubble expands m<.lre rapidly than the major axis and soon 
overtakes it. 
[112J 
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PLANE Figure 43. Relationship Between the [111] Axis, 
Surface Normal, and Crystallographic Axes 
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Figures 44 Chl'ough 46 show the major and minor axes of the expanding bubble 
as a function of 'ime after the onset of a 1fLsec pulse for three characteristic pulse 
amplitudes. It can be seen from the figures that the original minor axis quickly over-
takes the major axis as menticned above. For low drive fields the bubble expands to 
new equilibrium size and therefore the major and minor axes interchange again in 
response to the static stability requirement (Figure 44). At high drive fields the 
velocities along both directions are constant with time resulting in linear plots such 
as those of Figure 46. This of course, implies velocity saturation. For intermediate 
dri ves initial linear portions are followed by nonlinear curves as seen from Figure 45. 
The velochies along both directi(ms were calculated from the initial slopes of 
the dimension plots and are plotted vs pulse field in Figure 47. It is seen that the 
velocity is quite anisotropic. The saturation velocity along the or:,.ginal major axis 
(in-plane easy axis) is 1200 cm/ sec and that along the original minor axis (in-plane 
hard axis) is 2500 cm/sec. The ratio of the latter to the former is about 2:1. 
The in-plane easy axis was found to lie at -40 deg from the [112] direction 
defined in Figure 43. The axis relationships are illustrated in Figure 48 along with 
the orientation of the chevron stretchers of the quad circuits used in the device 
characterization. According to theory16, the in-plane easy axis lies at the angle :p 
that satisfies the relation p 
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The anglE <Pc for the present sample lVas measured to be 70 deg, Thus, till' theorl'tkal 
value for m 'J is -35 deg in good agreement with the value -.J() dl'g d('ll'rminecl from till' 
velocity ani'sotropy, 
The abo\'e theoryHi also predicts the in-plane anisotropy energy as 
K 
P 
2..J2 
3 e 
where 8e is the tilt angle of the [l11J axis in radians and A and B2 are growth 
anisotropy parameters. For YSmGa garnet films A and B2 are roughly .Jx104 ergs;em3 
and -3x104 ergs/cm3, ros~ecti\'ely21; so Kp should be roughly 1250 ergs/cm3• On 
the other hand, Schlomann-2 has recently gl\'en a theoretical consideration to the 
effect of in-plane anisotropy on the Slonczewsld critical \'elocity 12, V • The result 
is shown in Figure 49, where the ordinate a.,is (Vp ) is normalized witf, !'espect to the 
critical velocity with no in-plane anisotropy (Vpo) and \'p..L and \'pll imply the critic:II 
velocities in the direction perpendicular and parallel to the in-plane easy axis, 
respectively. For our sample 1~/2lTl\Is2 -1 and the theory prediets VP.L/\'p:1 - 2 
whieh agrees with the observed saturation \'eloci!y ratio. Vpn for our sample is 
calculated for the straight lVall • to be -lGDO em/sec assunllng 1. 7G rad/see (le', 
A = 2x10-7 erg/cm, and Ku "' 7400 erg;cm3• The satUt'ation vclocity, Vo , is then 
-500 em/sec on the basis of the Sloncz"wski formula 12 (Vo 0.3 \'p) 01'- flOO cm/sec 
on the basis of the Hagedorn formula (Vo "0.55 "p). Thus the Hagedorn formula 
combined with SchlSmann's theory provides the anisotropic saturation \'elocilies in 
reasonable agreement with the obser\'ed on'3S. 
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Figure 49. Slonczewsld Critical Velocity as a Function of 
In-plane Anisotropy (After Schlomann22) 
• It is not clear how to talw into account the eurvature of an expanding bubble. 
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Since the saturation velocities in both directions are known, the saturation 
velocity in an arbitrary direction, V • can be given by 
sa 
V ~ V II ;- (V - V II ) sin2 a (3) sa S SJ.. S 
where a is the angle between the direction of wall motion and the in-plane easy axis 
and V sll and V SJ.. are the saturation velocities in the direction parallel and perpendi-
c.ular to the in-plane easy axis. In the present sample V sll ~ 1200 cm/sec and V 
\' sJ.. = 2500 cm/sec. 
G. 3. 2 Device Characterization. - In the previous section we have shown that the 
domain wall velocity in the tilted sample is quite anisotropic. It is therefore expected 
that the domain stretch rate in the chevron stretc'ler will be quite different depending 
upon the orientation of the stretch direction relative to the in-plane easy axis. 
Although the effective drive field for domain stretch is not known, it is estimated to 
be sufficiently high to drive the wall to its saturation velocity. Let a be the angle 
between the domain stretch direction and the in-plane easy axis. Then from Eq (3) 
the domain stretch velocity for our sample is expected to be 
V = 1200;- 1300 sin2a (cm/sec) (4) 
sa 
Our sample has quad circuits A, B, C, and D as illustrated in Figure 48. The angle a 
is 70 deg for circuits A and Band 20 deg for C and D. Thus, the stretch velocities 
for circuits A, B and circuits C, D are estimated to be 
V s70 - 2350 cm/sec (A, B) 
V s20 -1350 cm/sec (C, D) 
(5) 
Domain stretch velocities were measured for the quad circuit 3 .. sing the optical 
sampling microscope. Measurements were made at the chevron step stretcher 
sketched in Figure 50. At time t ~ 0 the rotating field is in the + x direction as sh"wn 
in Figure 50. The length of the strip domain (along y direction) was measured as a 
function of time at an operating frequency of 150 kHz. A typical result is shown in 
Figure 51. At t - 2 f.1sec (108 deg) the domain reaches the stretcher and starts to 
expand. Expansion is more or less linear in time until t exceeds 4f.1scc (216 deg). 
For t .c 4.5 f.1sec (245 deg) the domain starts to leave the left-hand side of the stretcher 
and the stretch velocity decreases. mt patterns (consecutive or alternate) make little 
difference in the stretch rate presumably due to the short stretch. ' 
It can be seen from Figure 51 that there is indeed a difference in the stretch 
velocity but the difference is not as large as expected from Eq (5). It should also be 
noted that both stretch velocities, 3250 em/sec and 2450 cm/sec, are considerably 
higher than the saturation velocities given in Eq (5). Similar observations were 
experienced in the measurements of the velocity of bubble propagation in field access 
devices15 ; i, e., the bubble velocity can reach a value considerablv higher than the 
theoretically predicted critical velocity or experimentally observed saturation 
velocity for free bubbles. We believe that this discrepancy is attributed to the 
presence of in-plane fields (rotating field plus permalloy stray field) in devices. It 
appears that the effect of in-plane fields is to increase the saturation velocity by 
-1000 cm/sec in the present case. 
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Figure 50. Chevron Step Stretcher Used in Device Study 
SimiluI' measurements were made on the untilted sample and a typical 1'('SUIt is 
shown in Figurc 52. It is immediately made apparent that there is also a considerable 
difference in the stretch velocity between thc two orthogonal stretchers. An in-plane 
anisotropy is thereforc suspected. Indeed, bubble Cl':pansion measurements showed a 
non-negligible velocity anisotropy. The saturation \'elocities along the two princi:ral 
axes are 1350 em/sec and 1900 em/sec. It is seen from FigLIl'e249 that Kp/2rrMs _0.3 
would give rise to a velocity anisotropy of this order. Kp/2rrMs - O. 3 in turn cOl'l'es-
ponds to a tilt angle of only -0. 4 deg. Since the accuracy uf the x-ray measurement 
for a nearly 0 deg tilt is TO. 4 deg, it is coneeivablc that the supposedly untilted sample 
does actually have a tilt of -0. 4 deg. 
The in-plane easy axis was found to lie at 30 deg from the y axis defined in 
Figure 48. This means Cl' = 60 deg for circuits A and Band Cl'" 30 deg for C and D. 
Thus, we have 
V sGO -IHOO cm/sec (A, B) 
V s30 -1500 em/sec (C, D). (G) 
Again the observed stretch velocities are much higher than these values. An 
increase of 800 - 900 cm/sec presumably due to in-plane fields in the circuit would 
bring these values close to thc observed stretch velocities. 
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for the Supposedly Untilted Sample 
In summary, the substrate misorientation produced a considerablc domain 
"stretch anisotropy" but this anisotropy is not as large as the saturation velocity 
anisotropy of a free bubble wall. This is probably attributable to in-plane fields 
present in the de\'ice. The effect of in-plane fields seems to be such that they 
increase saturation velocities in all directions thus diluting the anisotropy. Since 
the results obtained here are based on the limited number of samples, the intentional 
tilting of the [111] axis is not recommended lmtil more data are accumulated and the 
effect of in-plane fields on clomain wall motion is fully understood. 
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7. TASK 6 - MAGNETORESISTANCE DETECTOR STUDY 
The two main goals of the detector study were to ensure that a system error 
rate of 10-8 could be met and that the output would be on the order of 5 my over the 
-lOoe to 600 C temperature range. As it turns out the latter requirement is the mos
t 
restrictive of the two, hence considerable effort was spent investigating detector 
sensitivity as function of geometry and this work is reported in Section 7.2. Becaus
e 
the stretcher design plays an important role in determining whether consecutive or 
alternate bits can be propagated the problem of stretcher dynamics is considered in
 
Section 7. 1. There it is shown that by increasing the period the bit-bit interaction 
can be significantly reduced allowing consecutive bit operation over the entire 
operating margin. Finally in Section 7. 3 the magneto resistance and noise propertie
s 
of the one and two-level chevron stretcher detectorcl are Jonsidered yielding further
 
insight into the operation of the detectors and indicating :lOW the detection electronic
s 
can be improved to reduce error rates. 
The detector magneto resistance study was fundamentally aimed at establishing 
how the permalloy geometry affected the detection process. No attempt has been 
made to determine what effect permalloy processing or garnet material parameters 
have on the sensitivity. Our feeling is that the material parameters are largely 
constrained by other device requirements and that aside from the magnetization mos
t 
other parameters are relaH vely unimportant. Since the magnetization is related to 
the minimum drive field it is generally agreed that it should be chosen to be as sma
ll 
as possible consistent with other constraints. Hence studying the effect of garnet 
material parameters on the dete(.tiof> process does not appear to be fruitful. On the 
other hand, previous experience has clearly indicated that permalloy processing is 
very important from the standpoint of sensitivity and reproducibility. Also the effec
t 
of second order permalloy parameters such a8 in-plane anisotropy remain largely 
unknown. For this reason we regard the processing area as a candidate for future 
work. No attempt was made in this study to explore the effect of processing other 
than examining several runs made under supposedly similar conditions. 
7. 1 Stretcher Dynamics 
Involved in any chevron stretcher design arc considcrations such as pCl'iod, 
linewidth, angle, etc in connection with the basic chevron element itself. It has bee
n 
the custom to integratc many of the input-output functions into a five chevron-track
 
which cith"r contains an in-line detector or a rcplicator cOimected to a guard-rail 
detector(23). 110 deg chevrons are almost universally employed in this track and 
also in thc detector area itsclf. Because thcsc elements playa role in determining 
the overall operating margin it is important to know which chevron designs are optim
um 
and also compatible with the storage loop clements. For this reason a study was 
lUldcrtaken to detcrmine how to optimize the basic chevrons. Also considered was t
he 
effect on margins of adding permalloy interconnections to the stretcher to form a 
one-level detector. 
7.1.1 90 Deg vs 110 deg chevrons and stacking propertics of the chevrons. The 
first experiments performed were designed to determine whether a 90 deg angle 
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chevron propagated better than one with a 110 deg angle . A t the same time the 
dependencc of the margin with stacking was determined. The r esults are s um-
marized in Figure 53 and show almost no difference in margin with angle for 3 or 
morc chevrons in the stack. The results did show , howeve r, that as the number of 
chevrons in a stack is increascd the locations in bias of the lower margin decreases
 
about 2 to 3 Oe in going from 1 to 5 chcvrons . Figure 54 shows that for a three 
Chev1'on stack the margin overlap between chevron and T-bar elements is nearly opt
i -
mum, Hence decreasing the numbe r of stacked chevr on elements does not appear 
adV3Jltageous . lncreasing the number from three to five will make little difference 
i n 
the margin overlap. According to our m easur em cnts the largest shift in location of
 
thc lowc r margin occurs in goi ng from one to three chevr ons. 
7.1. 2 P e r iod and m obilit de endence of chevron margins. - The optimum per iod 
f01' a chcv ron track is dete rmined y a compromise etween bit-bit interactions at 
thc low end and mobility limitations at the high end. In order to r esolve this proble
m 
consecutive 3Jld alternate bit margins were taken electronically on a scries of gold 
interconnected detectors (two level) for which the period was varied from 24 to 40 
microns. Forward-reverse propagation through the detector in a r egion of 12 chev
rons 
was used to obtain the data at 100 kHz shown in Figure 55 . The detection limit is 
defined as the point at which 3JlY bit in a se ries of five fails to elongate while tr3J1SV
crS-
ing the detector . The effec t may clearly be seen electronically as a "hole" in the ou
tput 
patte rn produccd by the detector . Figure 55 shows that for a given drive field a s the
 
period is incrcased a point is reached where the m obility is no longer great enough 
to 
maintain propagation with a wide margin. It also shows that the bit- bit inte r action 
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becomes important at shorter periods. This is reflected in the consecutive bit 
detection limits which lie belcw the corresponing alternate bit margins for short 
periods. If detection is to be achieved O\'er the whole operating margin for consecu-
tive bits at 35 Oe drive field the period should be about 32 microns for this sample. 
If only alternate bit detection is desired over what normally would be the consecutive 
bit operating range then a period anywhere between 24 and 32 microns would be 
satisfactory. At 25 Oe drive field the mobility limit sets in at about a 28 micron 
period. At this field value because the bubble field is a significant fraction of the 
drh'e field it tends to dominate in this regime with the result that both consecutive 
and alternate bit detection limits fall below the margin limit. 
Clearly these results are mobility dependent and therefore to obtain some feeling 
for this aspect the previous measurements were repeated in connection with a much 
higher mobility sample. The results, which are summarized in Figure 56, confirm 
more or less what is expected. At 35 Oe drive field the consecuth'e bit margin and 
detection limit coincide. At 25 Oe bit-bit intemctions cause the detection limit to 
fall slightly below the margin limit. Because the mobility is so much higher here 
the maximum operating period can be 40 nicrons withno margin narrowing. Athigher 
frequencies this clearly will not be the case ancl therefore in designing the detector 
one should choose the shortest possible period consistent with the operating frequency 
and consecutive bit detection (if so desired). Figures 55 and 56 allow one to make 
reasonable estimates of optimum period desigl1s. Figures 55 and 56 ieflicate that the 
maximum allowable velocities in the two samplos conSidered differ by about a factor 
of 1. 25 o\,on though the mobilities differ by 1110re than a factor of 3. Since the peak 
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velocity in a chevron pattcrn is about a factor of 5 greate r than the average velocity
, 
if t he critical velocity for a material is known an cstimate of the maximum allowa
ble 
p" l' iod for a givcn opcrating frequency can bc made . Such infonnation on the critic
al 
veloci ty i s just now becoming available for various mate r ials . The measurements 
pres ented in Figur es 55 and 56 are based upon chevrons fo r which the gap and s epar
a-
tion wer e equal to 1. 8 f1 m which was one-half the linewidth. 
7.1. 3 P ermalloy interconnect geometry and margins . - It is pos sible that th ~ 
pe nnalloy inte rconnection scheme us ed in a one leve l de tector will affect its ·) utput 
and also its margins . In Section 7. 2 the former aspect is conside r ed ar.d he r e we 
pres ent margin data on closed propagation loops each c ontaining a cliffe rent one-lev
el 
detector geometry . The layouts of the loops we r e made a ll the same so that if diff
er-
ences we r e foune! it could be attributed to the effect of the detec tor geometry. The
 
test pattern is shown in Figure 57 and was also used in the study presented in Sec-
tion 7. 2 on detecto r s ensitivity. Scve l·al diffe r ent geom etries were chosen baser! u
pon 
existing de signs or variations. which we r e likely to improve the output (end shorted) or 
the propagation margin (fine interconnection, horizontal) . T he half end shorted version 
was selected based upon past expe rience in connection with a two-level version whi
ch 
could be us ed to gene rate an Olltput limited to 180
0 
of fie ld r otation (us eful for multi-
plexing). The data taken on thes e patterns are summarized in Table 21 and is the 
res ult of malti ng measurements on two different samples from the same wafer. Fo
r 
comparison purposcs , r bsults for a two-level detector are also included. The cffe
ct 
of adding thc permalloy appears to be reflected by an increase in the minimum driv
e 
fi eld of the one-level patterns . We expect the minimum drive to be around 15 Oe at
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Figure 57. Det ector Interconnection Test Patterns 
TABLE 21. GEOMETRY DEPENDENCE OF MARGINS (28 flm ?ERIOD) GAP = 1. 5flm , 
NORMAL SEPA~TION = 1. 1; flm (WIDE SEPARATION = 3.6 fl 1:.'\, 
ANGLE = 110° (UNLESS SPECIFIED) 
, 
150 kHz 150 kHz 
GEOMETRY PATTERN DESCRIPTION MIN DRIVE FIELD MARGIN AT 40 De 
~ 5 Two Level (Conductor 15 De 15 O. Shorted at Chevron Ends) 
~ 11 One level 18 Element 20 De 14.5-15.5 De Set·in Shorted ~ 8 One level 36 Element 20 De 17 De 
~ Set-in Shorted 3 One level 18 Element 20 De 16- 17 De 
~ End Short 9 One level 18 Element 20 De 12.5- 13 .5 De End Short Wide 
~ Separation 6 One level 1 B Element 15 De 13 De 
~ Horizontal Wide Separation 12 One level 9 Element 19 De 15.5 De 
~ Set·in Shorted 10 One level 18 Element 17 De 16.50e End Short 900 Chevron 
~ 4 One level 18 Eternal'll 15 De 16 .5 O. End Short Fine 
Interconnect 
~ 7 One level 18 El ement 16 De 16 De Hall End Shorted 
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150 kHz when no permalloy is added, as for Pattern 5. Patterns 6 and 4 not 
unexpectedly have minimum drive fields quite close to tIns value. Apparently tllis is because of the fine intercOlUlections « 1fL) employed in these detectors rendering them similar to the two-level detector. The fine interconnections malce them extremely difficult to fabricate consistently and for this reason th,1ir actual use in a device design is not contemplated. They havc, however, been very useml in understanding how the one-level detector works. 
Patterns 12, 11, and 8 form a series of set-in shorted deteetors of inereasing length. The minimum drive fields for them is about 20 Oe and the margins about 15.5 Oe. Th~ slight increase in margin in going to the 36 element stretcher (Pat-tern 8) is probably not significant and therefore it appears reasonable to concluG,e that streteher length does not affect the margins signifieantly for this many ehevrons in a stack. The slight modification of moving the permalloy interconnections out to the chevron ends (pattern 3) seems to have little effect on either the minimum drive fielr:1 or margins. Tllis is somewhat unexpected in view of the common assunlption that at the ends the permalloy tends to act like a short circuit to the flux. Stroboscopic mi(,roscopy" however, docs indeed indicate some differences in propagation behavior due to interconnect placement. One finds that for end shorting (Pattern 3) the strip is distorted in a wavelike manner considerably more than for set-in shorting (Patterns 8, 11, 12). The phase-Jag in both cas"s is comparable so that the low bias failure modes arc probably n('t much dlffprent. At high bias the strip contracts to a bubble and the transition from the chevron end to its center is probably the limiting step. In this case the end shorting (pattern 3) wo,lld appear more desirable because the shorts arc farther away from the bubble when they form competing poles for the field orientation along the detector. Hence the Similarity of the end and set-in shorted results is really quite reasonable. 
Patterns 6 and 9 are different from all the others in that tIle v"rtieal separation between ehevrons is one linewidth (3.6 fLm). Clearly this has a detrimental effect on the margins. It is believed that for tlns case that the larger separation between chevrons causes the bubble to collapse ploematuloely as It passcs from one chevron to another during propagation at high biu~: .. The effect is analogous to simply having large gaps in a T-bar CIrcuit. The result is that the upper portion of the margin is lost as is found experimentally here. 
The margin results for Pattern 10 indicate that the 90 deg chevron works as well as the 110 deg chevron When end shorted (Pattel'll 3) wllich offers a cross-check on the data taken in Para 7. 1. 1. The slightly lower drive fie',( found for tllis case seems to be a real effect. StrobosC'opic measurements indicatc the wave-like distor-tion of the strip is more severe for the 90 d.:; ~hevrOl' (Pattcrn 10) than for the 110 dog chevron (Patterns 8, 11, 12). This is not reflected in the margin data of Table 21, hov~..:\"pr. 
The o,"erall impression left by these results is that as long as the chevron-to-cheYron separation's on the order of the gaps the intcrconnection scheme has littlc effect on the continuous propagation margins. Tllis presumes that stripout near the ends of the chevron stack is prevented by zig-zagging out to the desired configuration from the stacl, ends as was done here. Hence the choice of interconnection scheme depends more on output sensith"ity than margin considerations. 
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7. 2 Detecto r Sens i ti vi ty 
In order to establish which of the one and two-level detectors considered in 
connection with the stretcher dynamics study had the highest output sensitivity several 
different experiments were performed in which chevron period, permalloy thickness. 
and pel'lilalloy to garnet spacing were varied. The interconnection geometry was also 
varied. The results indicate that from the output standpoint the two-level detector is 
superior to the one level. The reason for this is explained in som e detail in 
Para 7.3.3. The two-level detector, however, has thc disadvantage that it requires 
several processing steps and a critical alignment. The critical alignment makes the 
use of this detector impractical for bubble circuits of 24 f.Lm period 0.[' smaller from 
the process yield standpoint. On the other hand one expects to find some similarities 
between the one and two-level detectors and thcl"Cfore optimization of the two-level 
detector should yield some information useful to one-level detector design. For this 
reason experiments wcre performed initially on the two-level detectors. 
7.2.1 90 Deg vs 110 Deg Chevrons - Two-Level DctectOl·. Th" results of Section 
7.1.1 revealed that the 90 deg chevron has as good a margin as the 110 deg chevron. 
Accordingly measurements were made on the output at 30 and 40 Oe drive field for 
these detectors. Because the results for the 90 deg and 110 de'~ detectors turned out 
to be so similar further measurements Wl're made to dctermitll' the basic drive field 
dependence of the magnetoresistance. It was expected that till' flatter 110 deg chevron 
should magnetize more rapidly with dri Vl' field (along the propagation di recti on) . In 
fact the reverse was true. The results are shown in Figures GR and 59 <,.long with 
waveform insets showing the measured outputs at 30 and 40 Oe drive field. Th" loca-
tion in drive field of the low to high magnl'toresistancl' transition differs by only :l Oe 
for the two caSes and hence n"L much difference in output behavior is expected since 
the form of the two curves is blmilar. Tllis conclusion is further enhanced by the all 
bubble magnetoresistance curves showing about till' saml' drive field sllift from the 
no bubble state. 
It has been pOinted out that the output of thl' two-Il'vel detector shows a 
pronounced aftcr-effect particularly at low drive fields(24). A comparison of this 
effect for the 90 and 110 deg chevron at a drive field of 24 0" also appears in Fig-
ures 58 and 59. The motivation for making both no hubblv and all bubble measurements 
is discussed in Section 4. 3.4 in detail. The fact that these measurements Were made 
at different bias fields is wlimportant as we are looking for differences between the 
results for the 90 deg and 110 deg detectors. These results do seum to indicate that 
the 110 deg chevron suffers more from the after-effect. At higher drive fields (30 to 
400e), however, the after-effect becomes small and slight differences in signal wave-
form become more important. From the output standpoint it appears that there is very 
little difference between detectors based upon 90 and 110 deg chevrons. This is con-
firmed in Para 7.2.3 for the one-level version. 
7.2.2 Period dependence of the output. - Wllile the drive fidd at which th" transition 
from the low to high magneto resistance state occurs shows little sensitivity to chevron 
angle it does show sensitivity to period or equivalently to the demagnetiziIlg factor 
along the propagation direction. Figure 60 shows a series of magnetoresistance curveS 
for two-Ie, ,I ('etectors with varying period. As is discussed in Para 7.3.4 (noise 
study) and is also suggested by Figures 58 and 59 the low drive field output of a two-
level detector may be rcgarded as the difference in voltagl' betWeen a curve such as 
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7igure 59 . Magneto resistance Resul ts for Two-level 110 Deg Chevron Detector 
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is shown in Figure 60 and one shifted about 8 Oe lower in field. Tllis is because the 
bubble field is equivalent to about an 8 Oe wliform fiold. Hence if the operating drive 
field happens to fall in the steep region of a curve in Figure 60 the output will be high. 
Conversely varying the period (and possibJv the permalloy thiclmess) allows one to 
adjust where the transition lies relative tt dle operating drive field and therefore 
enables one to control the output. Figure 61 supplies proof that tlti!' can indeed be 
done. Shown in a plot of the detector output for 25 and 35 Oe drive Felds versus period. 
Referring bacl, to Figure 60 confirms just what is fOWld experimentally. As the period 
is increased the transition moves to the left becoming at fi!'st more optimum for the 
detector output and then less optimum as it passes to the left of the operating drive 
field. The output apparently does not go down at the larger periods because the net 
detector resistance is still increasing linearly with period. The output at 35 Oe for 
any given period is higher than that at 25 Oe because the drive field is ltigher and 
therefore lies c'oser to the transition. 
The results of Figure 61 shows that the effective demagnetizing factor controlling 
the location of thc transition as well as its steepness vary almost linearly with period. 
Tltis is what one would expect based upon an ellipsoidal model for a chevron. For an 
ellipsoid or a tltin bar it is Imown that the dependence of the demag11etizing factor is tiL 
where t is the thickness and L the length. A similar dependence is expected for the 
chevron where the period becomes analogous to the bar length. The permalloy cannot 
be made too thin, however, or olse it will be saturated by the dri' e field possibly 
resulting in a reduced margin and higher minimum drive fields. If a low transition 
drive field is required the combination of period (subject to mobility limitations) and 
tltickness can be used to avoid tllis situation. Hence, it is fairly elear how one should 
go about optimizing the two-Ieyol detector. There is some question as to whether the 
acth'e and dummy detectors will be properly matched in the transition region due to 
slight differences in demagnetizing factor associated with processing. Also the con-
trol of the drive field becomes more important when operating ncar or at the transition. 
This problem can be a\'oided, however, by operating at a drive field slightly below the 
transition allowing the bubbk' to switch the detector into the ltigher magnctoresistance 
state only in the active dl,teetor. Operation in this way may allow one to eliminate a 
permalloy dummy in fa.·or of a resistor which further reduces the noise produced by 
the detectors as is discussed in Para 7. 3. 5 (noi Sll study). 
7.2.3 90 Vii 110 DegChevrons - OneLevelDetectol'. - In Para 7.2.4 it is shown 
that at 36 Ue drive field 90 and 110 deg chevrons produce about the same output in a 
one-level detector. To further confirm this a series of output measurements were 
made on 18 element 90 and 11 0 deg detectors. The results are summarized in 
Table 22 and show that at normal drive fields the 90 and 110 deg set-in shorted detector 
ha:> less output probably due to its lower resistance. Measurements were also made 
of the magnetoresistance charactel'isties of Pattern 11 and a 36 element set-in 
shorted detector. The results showed that the 90 deg chevron magnetize', in the 
q, n deg direction somewhat more rapidly than its 110 deg counterpart 'vhich was 
also confirmed previously in connection with the two-level measurements. Hence it 
appears that there is very little difference in output between 90 and 11 0 deg chevrons 
whether they al'e part of a two-level 01' one-level detector'. 
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TABLE 22. SUMMARIZED RESULTS (90 VS 110 DEG) 
Output* @' Hxv ~ 
Pattern Description 250e 37.';Oe 500c 
10 18 element 90 deg 12OI"v/ma 125f.ldma 93 r.l,r/ma 
chevron end shorted 
3 18 elem ent 11 0 deg 86 f.lvlma 125 !-,v/ma 93 f. ,,/ma 
chevron end shorted 
11 18 element 110 deg 80f.lv/ma 86 v/ma 73~\'/ma 
chevron set-in 
shorted 
*Hypothetically clamped and strobed for maximum 0 to 1 output 
7.2.4 Length, geometry and drive field dependence of the detector output. -
Figure 62 summarizes the l'esults of making detector sensith'ity measurements on all 
of the one- and two-lcvel 28f.l mpcriodtestpatterns of Figure 57. The t'esulls ,'re 
based upon maximum 0 to 1 detection window for an unclamped signal. The measure-
ments mRde on detectors of varying length indicate cleat'ly a lineal' dependence of the 
output on chevrons in the stack (I') This taken together with the noise t'csults of 
Para 7.3 (noisc stuely) implies a ,N dependence of the signal to noise ratio. Figut'e li2 
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also shows the output superiority of the two-level detector over its one-level 
eowlter-part. It is interesting to note that if the gold shorts on the output side of
 a 
two-level detector are moved to the chevron center the amplitude of the output rem
ains 
relativdy lU1changed. The form of the output, however, is altered making bi-pha
se 
detection possible by multiplexing together two such detectors-oriented 180
0 
out of 
phase. Of thc onc-Ievel detcctors the end shorted configuration gives thc highest 
out-
put folloWl'd closely by the set-in shorted vcrsion. All of the other detector outpu
ts 
fall ncar or below these results. This suggests that on the Whole the shorting con
-
figuration produ('cs no fundamental changes in the operation of the one-level detector. 
These rcsults were taken at a drive fiele! of 36 Oe and for the one-level detectors 
are characteristic of a fairly wide range of drive fields about that point. This is 
illustrated in Tablc 23 Wherl' tlll' outputs for 25, 37.5 and 50 Oe arc tabulated. Wh
ile 
there is certainly some variation with drive field for thc one-level detectors the v
alue 
at 3G Oe is on the whole characteristic of the particular pattern testcd. For the t
wo-
kn'l d<:tectors the variation with dri\'l' fidd is conslrlerably more pronowlCed. T
he 
reason for this is discusscd in detail in Para 7.3.4 (noise study) and occurs dllC to a 
change in the way thc dl'tector works at highel' drive fields. At high drivc fields t
he 
dl'lt'ctor output results fl'''m a phase shift (of the magnetization) mode of operation 
rathcr than an amplitude tlhift lr.ode. For a OJ1l'-level detector the amplitude shift
 
mode extends to higher drin' fidds. Wherl'as the magnetoresistance amplitude fo
r a 
two-level detector saturates at about 40 Oe for 4> = 0 (direction of propagation) this 
does not occur in a one-levl'l dl'tector until about GO Oe. Ilence at 50 Oe the one-
level 
detectol' is still operating in an amplitude shift mode whereas the two-level is not
, 
Oms l't'sulting in the differenct' in drive field behaVior. As for the two-Icvul detec
tor, 
thl' point at which the ol1l'-lcn'l detector saturatt'S is controlled by the dcmagndiz
ing 
factor of thl' chevron and can 1Jl' Yarit'd by chan~in~ the period or permalloy thickness
. 
Finally in Figure G:l are shown the results of making Olltput sl'l1sitivity measure-
ments on the one-le\'ol tesl patterns of Figure 57 fOl' a Hil" pel'iod mask. Compal'in
g 
figul'es liZ and (i:l shows a considerable l'eduction in output in ~oing from a 2A. ~ to a 
[HI" pel'iod. lt is likcly that this is caused by the increased reLttive thickness of the 
llif' patterns which were fabricated on 3200A pel'malloy. Exact scaling would yiel
d 
, 
a thielmess of 2200 A which means that the resistance is about a factor of 1. 5 lower
 
than it should be. This is just abollt the same factor difference in output obtained in 
OUl'meaSlll'ements. The reason for increasing the relative thickness was motivat
ed 
by the higher dri\'e fields requirecl to produce propagation in the 161" device. l\Iin
imum 
drive field considerations indicate a factor of 1. 25 is involved in going from a 281" t
o 
a Iii" pC'riorl pattel'n U1(\lZH ~ 200, 2~;\llG ~ 2(0). lIence the optimum design thick-
ness should bC' about 2200 x 1. 25 = 2HIlO A which is somewhat less than used here. 
For this thickness we ',,'ould expect the outputs of Figlll'e U3 to increase by about 
[.! percent. 
7.2.5 Spacing depcndence of the detector output. - Before output sensitivity 
measurements WC1'e madc on the lUI" pel'iod detectol's it was nccessary to establis
h 
the COl'rect permalloy to garnct spacing. This was done by taking 150 I,Hz continu
ous 
m11l'gins on foul' diffcrent spacing samples cut from one wafer. The same circuit 
Pattern (11) was fabricated £>n each. The results indicated that in the range of 
spacings from 3500 to 7000 A the minimum drh'e fields wcre substantially unchange
d 
as were the margins. The maximum 0 to 1 sensitivity in this range was about 
50f'\,,'ma and \'aried little o\'er the drive fielc1range of 40 to 50 Oe corresponding 
to normal operation for a 1(if' period dev' ~e. When the spacing was increased to 11" 
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TABLE 23. 28IJ.mPERlOD DETECTORS 
Output' @ Hxy 
Pattern Description 250e 37.5 Oe 
5 18 element two-level 200 IJ.v/ma 230 IJ.v!mll 
120 deg chevron 
5 18 element two-level 210 IJ.v!ma 190 IJ.v /mll 
90 deg chevron 
5 18 element two-level 210 IJ.v!ma 230 IJ.v!mll 
120 deg chevron (wide 
separation) 
5 36 element two-level - 430 IJ.v!ma 
120 deg chevron 
5 18 element two-level HH IJ.v/ma 1ol0 IJ.v/ma 
120 deg chevron half-
shorted 
11 18 element 110 deg HOf-lv/ma 8ulJ.v/ma 
chevron set-in shorted 
I 3 18 element 110 deg H1ilJ.v/ma 125 f-lv!ma 
chevron end shorted 
10 18 element 90 deg 120 1J.\·!ma 125 f-lv/ma 
end shorted 
8 36 element 110 deg 150 IJ.\·/ma 170 IJ.v!ma 
set-in Ehorted 
6 18 element horizontal (iG tlv/ma 53f-lv!ma 
wide separation 
9 18 eh>ment 110 deg HO IJ.v/ma 100 )J.v!ma 
chevron end shorted 
wide separllt ion 
12 9 element llO deg 40 IJ.v/ma 53 f-lv!ma 
chevron set-in shorted 
4 18 element 110 deg - (i6 f-lv!ma 
chevron end shorted 
fine interconnection 
7 18 element half end 53lJ.v/ma GHf-lv/ma 
shorted 
'Hypothetically clamped and strobed for maximum a to 1 output 
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Figure 63 . Sensitivity Measurements for One Level 16 fJ- Period Detectors 
about a factor of two reduction in margin occurred and the minimum drive field 
increased by about a factor of 1. 6. Accompanying these changes the output sensitivity 
decreased very slightly from 50fJ-v/ ma to 40fJ-v/ ma at a 50 Oe drive field in going from 
7000 to 10 , 000 'A spacing. Hence it appears that spacing has ve ry little effect upon 
the detector output particularly near the opt imum of 0. 51' (for 16fJ- period devices) . 
7. 2.6 T hickness dependence of output for one-level detectors. - As was m ent ioned 
in connection with two-level detector optimizat ion decreasing the permalloy thickness 
can be used to improve the output . This is also expected to be tbe case for the one-
level detector and to investigate the effect of varying this parameler a magnetores is -
• tance characteristic was taken on a 28fJ- period patter n of 3000 A. T he L'esult s which 
are summa.rized in F igure 64 when compared with those of F iguL'e 68 (noise study) 
for a 4000A thick pattern show the expected decrease in drive fi e ld cOrt'esponding 
to satur ation in the <1> = 0 deg direction (di rection of propagat ion). Also Ol1 e fi nds it 
corresponding incr ease in the s lope of the <1> = 0 deg cur ve as m ight have b en antic i-
pated on the basis of the two-level t·esults . The s imilal'ity of lhe <I> = 0 deg curv~s 
foL' one- and two-level detectors is discuss d in detail in Para 7. 3. 4. omparison 
of the <I> = 90 deg curves in F igures 64 and 66 reveals that l' duc ing the lhickn ss 
increases the slopc of tbe thinneL' detector. As is poinled oul in Sect i,on 7. 3. 4, the 
total output for this detector consists of a contribution f rom the <I> = 0 deg amplitude 
shift due to tbe bubble and a d> = 90 deg amplitude shift . fIence the higher <I> = 90 deg 
s lope eont d butes to a n improved output in the 30 to 40 Oe drive field range . In view 
of tbe increase in resistance of the detector with decr easing thickn ss t hese results 
al'e not unexpected . The limit on th ickness is set indiL'ectly by the opemltng dt' ive 
fie ld and the d vi e mat'gins . Thes depend in tum upon the device components 
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employed and the mobility of the garnet. From the standpoint of being able to optimize 
the detector output Figures 64 and 68 show that a low drive field (210 to 30 Oe) is desired 
so as to move the operating poblt into the region of highest slope for the q, = 0 deg curvoe. 
When this is possible reducing the permalloy thickness from its common value of 4000A 
appears advantageous. Note that the 1 w tv ~ w trlmsition (see p 87) remains around 
15 De although the effective demagnetizing; ;actor for a given direction is reduced by 
three-quarters due to the thickness change since the effective demagnetizing factor is 
expected to be related tC' tiL where t is the permallo:): thickuesos and L is the chev::on 
period. Based upon a thickness reduction from 4000A to 3000A we expect a 75 percent 
re,lvction in saturation field. 
7.3 Detector Noise Study 
7.3.1 Introduction. - Vel V little fundamental device work has been done in the area of 
magnetoresistive detectiori .:s it relates to field access bubble domain devices. Most of 
the work reported in the literature(25-28) is either aimed at optimizing permalloy 
deposition parameters or simply presents device characterization data such as drive 
field dependence of the output, etc(29-30). The noise properties of such detectors have 
been studied only indirectly in connection with limited error rate measurements(24). 
Because detection represents a fundamental function required for device operation it is 
surp"'sing that so little device work had been done in this area. Thus this portion of 
the detector study was aimed at characterizing the noise properties of magnetoresis-
tive detectors, the results of which are described in the following sections. This study 
is us:>ful from two standpoints: (1) the estimation of device error rates, and (2) the 
understanding of the detection process. As it turns out the noise properties of the vari-
ous detection states (0 or 1) give one a clue as to how the detector actually works which 
is an invaluable result in itself. 
Historically, field access detection has evolved from the Chinese character 
detector(31-34) to the thin chevron strip detector(35-37) and finally to the thick 
permalloy chevron strip detector(29,30,38,39). This evolution basically reflects a 
change in philosophy from stretching the bubble along the propagation direction to 
stretching perpendicular to it. The thin to thick transition was made as an accommo-
dation to processing simplicity. Elongating the bubble into a strip is necessary to 
increase the detector signal output particularly for the thic" - detector where the effect 
of the bubble stray field must overcome the high demagnetiz,ng fields involved. 
Expanding the propagating bubble into a strip serves to increase the flux available 
fot· switching thus enabling the interaction to occur over a larger volume of permalloy. 
The one level thick detector(29,30,39) clearly has an advantage from the processing 
standpoint particularly for smaller bubble circuits where alignment becomes critical. 
For this reason the noise study was aimed at understanding the thick chevron strip 
detector. To provide contrast, ho,wever, measurements were also made on a thick 
chevron strip detector in which the permalloy interconnections wel'e replaced by gold. 
As will be discussed the effect of replacing the permalloy by gold is profound both 
from the noise and signal output standpoints. In essence it is the permalloy inter-
connections which are responsible for the large output seen by Bobeck at low rotating 
drive fields(39) and discussed in detail in Para 7.3.4. A hint of the origin of the 
1w to 2w instability responsible for the large output may be seen in the basic magneto-
resistance variation which is pres{'nted in Para 7.3.3 as an introduction to the noise 
properties of the detectors studied. The experimental apparatus and electronic 
circuits used to obtain these results as well as those in Para 7.3.5 to 7.3.7 are 
described in some detail in the following section. 
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7.3 . 2 Experimental apparatus - electronic circuits. - A photograph of the experi-
mental kif setup used for much of this study is shown in Figure 65. A simplified 
version of the magnetoresistance sense channel used for the detector study is shown 
in Figure 66 . This sense channel utilizes a differential preamplifier (733) to amplify 
the differential voltage induced to ground across the detector active and detector 
dummy arms of the detector bridge circuit formed by two internal 1 Kn resistors and 
the externally connected active and dummy elements. For much of the study a 
passive' (gr aphite resistor) dummy detector was used. For detector resistanceA on 
the order of lOOn, the signal amplitude reduction due to voltage division across ihe 
bridge elements is approximately 10 percent. The detector bridge is dc coupled to 
the 733 differential preamplifier. 
The 733 differential preamplifier is ac coupled to both a second stage (315) 
amplifier and an 7528 signal discriminator . The values of the interstage capacitors 
are chosen to bandwidth limit the signal to the 10 to 300 kHz frequency range for 
150 kHz operation. The detector signal is frequency analyzed using the s ignal avai1.able 
at the output of the 218 second stage amplifier . A Type 1L5 Tektronix Spectrum 
Analyzer plug-in and a type RM35A Tektronix oscilloscope are used. The signal 
clamping circuit is not employed in order to permit evaluation of the entire signal 
when used in conjunction with the spectrum analyzer . 
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Figure 65 . Photograph of Exper imental Test Station Used for 
Making Detector Error Rate Studies 
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A 7528 externally injected threshold controlled signal discriminator circlLit is 
used to convert the amplified analog signal of the 733 into TTL level digital bubble -
no bubble pulses capable of controlling the exerciser logic. A 7474 coincidence gate
 
ensures that only those pulses occurring at the detector strobe time are transmitted
 
back to the exerciser. The use of this gate permits systematic nois~ such as 
tmcancelled d<j>/ dt picklLp to be ignored. 
The logic level data generated in the sense channel is fed back into the main 
part of the bubble exerciser where the data are compared with that data ind;cated as
 
having been reau into the bubble memory loop. Non-agreement between the sense 
channel logic level signals and the exerciser write/read indicator leads to the 
generation of an error pulse which is fed into a Dana Model 8010B count-}r. The 
error rate curves can thus be obtained by counting the number of error pulses 
generated for a given nurnber of exerciser c:ock pulses. For simple closed loop 
operation soft errors are readily discernar Ie from hard errors and each clock pulse
 
corresponds to one detector operation. 
7.3.3 Basic magnetoresistance variation. - As a first step in understanding the noi
se 
properties of the thick permalloy chevron strip detector measurements of the angula
r 
variation of the magneto resistance were made on the gold-shorted version and the 
-
results appear in Figure 67. Here the peak-to-peak response of the magneto resistan
ce 
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output voltage with the dummy detector rel)laced by a passive resistor is plotted 
vs drive field. The form of the output is indicated nchematically in the insert. A dc
 
measurement of the output indicates that the signal develops symmetrically about the
 
zero de level. This means that the dc response at d> = 0 deg is just one half of value 
of the curve shown and the response at <t> 0- 90 deg makes up the other half. The dc 
response at <t> = 90 deg decreases with drive field thus producing the total peak-to-pea
k 
output shown. What Figure 67 indicates is that the isolated c.hevron does not begin to
 
magnetize significantly until the drive field reaches in excess of 30 Oe and then an 
abrupt transition occurs between the low magnetoresistance state and the fully satu-
rated state. Assuming the permalloy switching noise to be proportional to the degre
e 
of magnetoresistance saturation the drive field region extending from 0 to 30 Oe is 
expected to be very quiet while above 30 Oe is expected to be noisy. This is indeed 
confirmed eJ>.-perimentally as will be discussed in connection with the zero state 
(no bubbles) noise properties in Section 7.5. On the other hand experimentally 
one finds that for such a device operating in the zero state at 25 Oe (quiet) the one 
state (all bubbles) is noisy. The paradox can be resolved by realizing that the effect 
of the bubble field is equivalent to an increase of the uniform drive field by about 
10 Oe which means that while the zero state r.t 25 Oe is Ctuiet the one state at 35 Oe 
will be noisy according to our understanding of Figure 67. Hence the zero state nois
e 
properties of a detector give us an irlcication of how it actu8.11y works - when combin
ed 
with other information. For this reason the emphasis of our noise measurements w
as 
placed on characterizing the zero state of both the gold and permalloy interconnected
 
thick chevron strip detectors. 
The basic magneto resistance variation of the permalloy interconnected detector 
(one level) as well as a schematic of its layout is presented in Figure 68. The 
angular variation of the magnetoresistance with drive field is very different from tha
t 
shown in Figure 67 for the two-level detector. Whereas the magnetoresistance is 
highest in Figure 67 when the field is oriented along the propagation direction 
($ = 0 neg) in Figure 68 the magnetoresistance is highest when the field is oriented 
perpendicular to the propagation direction or along the axis of the detector ($=90 deg). 
Also to be noted is the pronounced transition at 15 Oe of the signal waveform from a 
2 wfundameIi'.al frequency dependence to a 1w depend",·lCe at lower drive fields. A 
similar transition is found in connection with the gold shorted version but because th
e 
magnetoresistance is so low in the accompanying dl'i ve field range its importance is
 
minimal. For the permalloy shorted version, however, the transition occurs in a 
region where the detector magnetoresistance is high which means that there is the 
possibility of obtaining a large output signal if the opel'ating drive field is low. 
It is our contention that the large 40 mv outllut observed in ref 40 is 
associated with this transition. The following physical model is proposed to explain
 
these experimental results. The key to understanding what is goiIig un in Figure 68 
lies in recognizing that the highest magnetoresistance state occurs when the drive 
field is essentially zero. The only way that this can be the case is if the domain 
structure is highly ordered along the current path when no field is appli('d. Experi-
mental confirmation of such a configuration has been provided by ferrofluid measure
-
ments made on permalloy detector patterns deposited on glass. Figure 69 shows two
 
sketchE:s of the observed domain configuration for detectors which are end sllorted a
nd 
set-in shorted. As can be seen a domain pattern is formed so as to minimize the 
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Figure 69. Ordered Domain Structure Observed by Ferrofluid Decoration 
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occurrance of external poles thereby reducing the magnetostatic energy. In this case 
o:lmain closure is achieved by forming a serpentine pattern along the entire length of 
th" detector. (Of course the magnetization directions may also be reversed by 180 deg 
from those shown in Figure 69). Because the current flows along essentially the same 
path and is parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetization direction the associated mag-
netoresistance is high. With this picture in mind the interpretation of Figure 68 is 
relatively straightforward. At very low drive fields the ordered state of the detector 
persists whether the field is oriented parallel (q, ~ 0 deg) or perpendicular (q, ~ 90 deg) 
to the propagation direction. The detector resides in a ordered state with the magneti-
zation direction along the detector determined by its past history or, if an in-plane 
component of the bias field is present, by this field itself. To completely reverse the 
magnetization direction apparently involves overcoming some sort of a magnecostatic 
energy barrier with the result that at low drive fields the magnetization is not switched 
in the reverse sense thereby giving rise to the 1 w behavior illustratea in the inset. 
For q, ~ 0 deg the magnetoresistance is lower than for q, ~ 90 deg because the 
applied field tends Lv partially reverse the magnetizations of adjacent chevrons thus 
destroying the closure domain formed along the permalloy and thus decreasing the 
magnetore'sistance from its ordered value at H = 0 Oe. Above about 15 Oe the drive 
field is enough to completely reverse the magnetization along the detector and saturate 
it in the reverse sense with the result that (\ 2w dependence of the magnetoresistance is 
obtained. A s the drive field is increased beyond this point it becomes strong enough 
to rotate the magnetization in the chevron parts 0:' the detector away from the current 
direction lI'ith the result that the output at q, ~ 90 ceg decreases slightly from its zero 
field mlue. What appears to be happening for q, = () deg is that as the drive field is 
increased adjacent chevrons magnetize in the same direction more and more-similar 
to \l'hat happens for q, = 0 deg for the two-level detector of Figure 67. At a drive field 
of 70 Oe the adjacent chevrons are essentially saturated resulting in nearly the same 
magnetoresistance state as for a drive field of zero. Hence the curve for q, = 0 deg in 
Figure 6~ may be thought of as being the same as the q, ~ 0 deg curve for Figure 67, 
(divide plotted curve by 2). The major difference in the permalloy interconnected 
detector is that as the field is reduced it becomes saturated with the result that the 
magne~oresistance for q, = 0 deg increases and approaches an asymptotic value instead 
of goillg to zero. In reality the smaller bumps shown in the insert of Figure 68 at 
q, = 0 deg can be thought of as the tops of the output signal shown in the insert of 
Figure 67. Thus this domain closure model can be seen to explain the qualitative 
features of the experimental data on one-level thick permalloy detectors. 
Becausethe magnetoresistance state of the permalloy interconnected detector 
in the loll' drh"e field region is high in contrast to the gold interconnected version the 
noise properties are expected to be quite different. For very low drive fields (dO Oe) 
very little change in magnetoresistance state is involved so the noise output is expected 
to be small. At or around a drive field of 15 Oe corresponding to the lw to 2w transi-
tion the incomJ, 'ete switching of the magnetization should give rise to an extremely 
large noise signal. At higher drive fields (>40 Oe) the permalloy switching is expected 
to become more coherent with the result that the detector noise goes down as also 
holds true for the gold interconnected version. 
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A more complicate d consideration than the drive field C:ependence of the noise 
is its angular variation. Bec!luse the bubble produces an output over a restricted 
range of drive field angles it is Important to know where in relation to this signal the
 
permalloy switching noise occure.. In the following section, therefore, we discuss 
how and where the detector signal is produced in relation to the basic angular variat
ion 
shown in Figures 67 and 68. 
7.3.4 Detector operation and origin of the large 1woutput at low drive field. - To a 
first approximation the effect of the bubble as it passes through the detector is to 
increase the effective drive field acting on the permalloy during the time of transit. 
This is because the bubble generally follows the magneto static energy minimum 
closely which means that geometrically it is in a position to aid the 
uniform applied field. Strictly speaking, however, the bubble field is spatially 
rapidly varying in ccntrast to a uniform field. If one takes this equivalent uniform 
field viewpoint then the process of detecting a bubble may be thought of in terms of 
Figures 67 and 68 and as shifting the drive field temporarily to the right by about 
8 Oe. The bubble output then is the difference between the signal waveforms for the
 
states corresponding to the drive field and the drive field plus 8 Oe. This type of 
detector operation is referred to as the amplitude shift mode in contrast to the phase
 
shift mode which will be discussed subsequently. Clearly the output for the amplitud
e 
shift mode will be highest in the neighborhood of abrupt magnetoresistance transition
s 
such as encountered in connection with the gold interconnected detector at about 30 O
e. 
Accordingly a study of this mode of operation has been made for this detector and th
e 
results are summarized in Figure 70. Shown are two magnetoresistance curves 
taken with no hubbIes in the circuit and with bubbles in every bit position. The effec
t 
of the bubble field is equivalent to about 8 Oe uniform rotating field as is confirmed 
by the translation of the no-bubble field curve to the left. Experimentally it is 
impossible to obtain all bubble data below about 10 Oe drive field because the bubble
s 
fail to propagate at 150 kHz. Also shown as insets on the plot are various signal 
waveforms meant to illustrate the amplitude shift mode. At 23 and 30 Oe drive fiek'
 
the all-bubble and no-bubble waveforms are shown to be nearly identical thus con-
firming the equivalence of the bubble field and an 8 Oe uniform drive field. At 28 Oe
 
the bubble-no-bubble state overlap is shown which corresponds to a vertical transiti
on 
(as opposed to the just mentioned horizontal transition) between bubble and no-bubble 
magnetoresistance curves. The latter transition corresponds to the zero to one-sta
te 
used to distinguish between bubble and no-bubble in a actual operating device. Also 
shown at :;4 Oe is the no-bubble waveform once again confirming the equivalence of 
the all-bubble signal at 28 Oe and the no-bubble signal at 34 Oe. The vertical distan
ce 
between the all-bubble and no-bubble curves in Figure 70 is a measure of the amplit
ude 
shift output of the corresponding detector and therefore one would expect an increasi
ng 
signal with drive field which goes through a maximum at about 25 Oe and then decreas
es 
at higher field values. This is confirmed experimentally by the dashed curve at the 
bottom of Figure 70. This curve was obtained by measuring the output at the peak 
magnetoresistance point of the itO-bubble signal (q, = 0 deg). Because the two solid 
curves are for the peak-to-peak output a factor of two is required in comparing thei
r 
difference with the dashed curve. 
In reality at higher drive fields the output of the gold interconnected detector 
does not drop off as rapidly as indicated in Figure 70 and this is because another mo
de 
of operation becomes dominant. This is illustrated by the waveform inset at 60 Oe 
and is referred to as the phase shift mode. As can be seen from Figure 70 at this 
drive field little amplitUde change occurs between the all-bubble and no-bUbble state
. 
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As a result it is the slight phase shift between signals which dominates the magneto-
resistive output. This phase shift is believed to be caused by the bubble phase lag 
developed with respect to the rotating field as the bubble moves off of the end of the 
chevron and moves toward the apex. Because the bubble sits for a relatively long 
period of time on the end, the effective field seen by the permalloy lags the rotating 
field with the result that the first magnetoresistance bump is broadened giving rise 
to what essentially is a phase shift signal. A similar but smaller effect occurs when 
the bubble moves from the apex to the other chevron end in leaving the detector, 
giving rise to a characteristic double bump output with the second bump being smaller 
than the first. 
In general the output for the gold interconnected detector will be a combination 
of the amplitude and phase shift modes in the normal drive field operating range 
(35 Oe). As a result the phase at which the output occurs will be drive field dependent. 
For low drive fields (28 Oe) the optimum signal may be obtainer1 by unclamping the 
signal at q, = 0 deg and strobing at q, = 90 deg thereby utilizing the full extent of the 
bipolar output. This means that the noise in the vicinity of q, = 90 deg will be important 
in determining .the detector error rate. At higher drive fields clamping at q, = -45 deg 
and strobing at q, = +45 deg is appropriate. Hence the noise at q, = +45 deg is important 
in this case. With this in mind zero state (no bubble) meaSllrements have been made 
to characterize the noise in these regions and the results are presented in the 
following section. 
The operation of the permalloy interconnected detector may be understood using 
the same reasoning as applied to the gold version in the preceding paragraphs. 
Figllre 71 shows the drive field dependence of the rr>agnetoresistance for the bubble 
and no-bubble states. The eqUivalence of the bubble field to a uniform rotating field 
of about 8 Oe holds very well for q, = 0 deg but not so well for q, = 90 deg. Again insets 
are provided in Figure 71 comparing various signal waveforms. The comparison 
between all bubbles at 30 Oe and no bubbles at 40 Oe shows that it is reasonable to 
regard the detector as operating in the amplitude shift mode in the 30 to 40 Oe drive 
field range. As the magnetoresistance curves in Figllre 71 indicate, the signal 
amplitude at q, = 0 deg will be increased by the presence of the bubble just as for the 
gold interconnected version. For q, = 90 deg the amplitude shift is less pronounced 
than for q, = 0 deg due to the slower variation of the magnetoresistance with drive field. 
Comparison of Figures 70 ano i: reveals that in the amplitude shift mode the output 
for the gold interconnected version should be considerably higher than for the perm-
alloy interconnected detector. In Figllre 71 the amplitude shift output may be 
obtained by adding up the differences in bubble-no-bubble voltages for both q, ~ 0 deg and 
q, = 90 deg. The result then corresponds to that which would be obtained by unclamping 
at q, = 0 deg and strobing at q, = 90 deg. In Para 7.3.5 the noise properties of the 
associated zero state are examined in this neighborhood. 
Figure 71 also shows at what drive fields the 1 w to 2 w transition for the bubble 
and no-bubble states occur. Normally for a 28 J1. period pattern the no-bubble 1 w to 2w 
transition occurs at about 15 Oe which places it somewhat below the normal high 
frequency propagating drive field range making it difficult to observe. For the parti-
cular 20 J1. period pattern studied here, however, the transition occurs at about 28 Oe 
for the no-bubble state and 20 Oe for the all-bubble state. What this means is that at 
a drive field of 24 Oe a passing bubble will switch the detector from the 1 w mode to 
the 2 w mode. Physically the bubble field added to the rotating field becomes just 
enough to completely reverse the magnetization along the detector pattern. When no 
bubble is present this reversal does not take place and the associated magnetoresis-
tance is quite different from the (reversed) saturated value. The output corresponds 
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to just about the c:'Jfference between the cj> = 0 and 90 deg no-bubble curves at 24 Oe 
which is large ,compared to normal amplitude shift outputs. The inset at 22 Oe shows 
the bubble-no-bubble signals for this mode of operation. The noisy no-bubble output 
is a result of the nearness of the drive field to the lw to 2w transition. Reducing the 
drive field somewhat can be used to improve the noise but at lower fields propagation 
becomes erratic. Our overall impression is that in terms of device operation this 
mode of detection is impractl.cal. The main problem arises from the incompatibility 
of the drive fields required for its use and those required to produce viable propaga-
tion margins. If extremely high mobility materials \vere used resulting in low drive 
fields then considerations might change. Normally it is difficult to obtain qUiet bubble 
and no-bubble states simultaneously due to the drive field breadth of the transition. 
For these reasons very few measurements were made in connection with this low drive
 
field instability. 
7.3.5 Geometrical and drive field dependence of the zero state error rate. - If the 
switching noise produced by wall motion in the permalloy is described by a Gaussian 
distribution as rr.ight be expected for a random process then the probability of 
ob!a,_ ~ -": "' ';0 fS\":" "",,,0 V T """ bo dow,iho' by, 
P(V
T
) = ,-} (7) 
J2rrVN 
wh ere, the voltage VN is a measure of t he deviation of output signal from the 
mean due to a noise signal. Th e error rate at a given threshold is just the proba-
bility of finding the signal above the voltage V T whi ch is: 
ER (V ) T 
= rOO e - } ( v:T f 
. % 
~T 
(8) 
and yields the characteristic curves shown in Figure 72 for both the zero and one 
states. In genrrl the standard deviation for these states will be different. Usually 
o)1e finds that 1 ; \ 8) provides an excellent fit to experimental data. To further check 
the validity of the assumed distribution, measurements were made to determine the 
dependence of VN em the number of chevrons in the detector. For independent 
elements such as found in the gold interconnector detected VN is eA-pected to vary 
like N. While this does not necessarily follow for the permalloy interconnected 
version due to the non-independence of the elements it has been shown true for 
the latter case also. This means that for both the gold and permalloy interconnected 
detectors the signal to noise ratio increase as the ,eN. The confirmation of the ,iN 
noise dependence is shown in Figure 73 by two methods. 
Error rate measurements were made on the zero state and the asynwtotic 
slopes of the results compared in the neighborhood of an error rate of 10-. These 
results appear in Figure 73(a). As a cross-check on these data a a to 1 MHz 
spectrum analysis of the background noise was recorded for each different detector 
length. The 9"'plitude of the noise signal at the fundamental frequency was then taken 
as a measure OJ. the noise output. The results of these measurements appear in 
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I 
Figure 73 (b). The latter technique gives information on the noise amplitude through-
Jut an entire field rotation whereas the error rate technique gives information on the
 
noise at a particular field angle where tl~~ detecti";~ ;;trobe occurs. The interest in 
the spectrum analyzer techniqu(' stems from its possible use as a processing monitor. 
The permalloy noise can be characterized extremely simply with this technique in 
contrast to making error rate 1l1easurements. 
The results of Figure 73(a) correspond to a strobe phase of <I> = 0 deg which is 
the point at which the first large output occurs in bmh of the detectors at normal 
drive fields. The strobe position in this case has not heen optimized for maximum 
zero to one output nor has clamping been employed. The difference in noise between
 
the end shorted permalloy interconnected detector and the set-in shorted version is 
most likely simply a reflection of the increased permalloy involved. From data 
taken on the output of these detectors it appears that while the signal outpnt for the 
end shorted detector is larger, the signal to noise ratio is probably the same as for 
the set-in shorted detector. The fact that the gold interconnected detector is qUiete
r 
than the one-level versions is not of particular significance since the strobe position
 
is not optimized. Also shown are results for a IGf-lm period pattprn. 
Figure 74(a) shows the drive field dependence f)f the noise for the same detectors 
of the previous figure. As was anticipated in Para 7.3.3, the noise for the gold inte
r-
connected detector increases almost like the magnetoresistance curve of Figure 68 
and then at higher drive fields begins to decrease rapidly presumably due to more 
coherent switching at these field values. In contrast the re~"-J' s for the one-level 
detectors simply fall off rapidly even at low drive fields. It is felt that this behavio
r 
supplies further confirmation of our hypotheSis that the one-level detector is in a 
high magnetoresistance state at low drive fields. In Figure 74(b) the spectrum 
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amJyzer results qualitatively confirm the error rate measurements. Figure 7-1(a) 
shc'ws that a factor of two decrease in noise is obtained when the drive field is 
increased from 30 to 50 Oe. 
The fact that as additional chevron elements are added to a detector the noise 
increases like r suggests that when a detector is placed in a bridge configuration 
with a matching permalloy dummy the roise should go up by a factor of ,'N unless 
I, 
l ' 
there is some sort of correlation between the switching in the separate detectors. 
[. 
For true r andom noise there should not be . To further test this idea error rate 
. 
measurements were made on a 36 - elemf;nt detector , two 36-elerrent detectors in a 
bridge and on a 72- elerrent detector . The resltlts which are presented in Figure 75 
I 
show that the noise from the two 36-el ement detectors in a bridge is exactly the same
 
as for the 72- element detector and furthermore is about a factor of ,[2 hi gher than 
for th e 36--element detector alone . Al so checkecl at the same time wa s the eff ect 
of clamping th e signal to ground and unclamping 1 fI s before strobing, As can be 
seen the results indicate virtually no difference between the clamp and strobe mode 
and strobing alone . This is because the ac coupling capacitors filter out the low 
frequency noise components making clamping redundant from the low frequency nois
e 
standpoint. Also checked was the effect of increas ing the detector current. Figure 
75 
indicates that the slope of the error rate curves increases linearly with current. 
This means that the signal to noise ratio is independe It of current and thus as 
expected the error rate cannot be improved or degracl ,d by increasing the cut'l'ent 
assuming that no temperature cha.1ge takes place. Finally it should be mentioned 
that since dcp/ dt is a systematic mlJde the only effect 'Jf uncancelled dcp/ dt "noise" is 
to shift the detection threshold. It does not in a ny way change th~ slope or form of 
the basic error rate curve determined by the random permalloy switching. 
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7.3. G Frequency dependence of zero state noise. - The spectrum analyzer results of 
the previous section indicated a 1/f dependence of the sWitching noise which suggests 
that going to higher frequency might improve the signal to noise ratio. However, 
comparison of the noise spectrums shown in Figure 73 shows why this might not be 
the case. The spectrum for 200 kHz contains as much integrated noise as that for 
50 kHz. Furthermore the noise amplitudes in the region of 2w are comparable even 
though the high frequency noise spectrum falls off above this like about lifo 5. 
Figure 77 confirms that the error rate is essentially frequency independc-nt from 
o to 200 kHz. Spectrum analyzer results at frequencies up to 500 kHz suggest that 
this holds true up to much higher frequencies. Hence, the common 0bservation that 
the permalloy switching noise goes down with increasing frequency is misleading. 
While this may be true for some of the low frequency components in Figure 73 it is 
not true for the whole spectrum. The gaps in the spectrums in Figure 7G are caused 
by saturation of the spectrum analyzer by the large 2w magnetoresistive component. 
7.3.7 Zero and one state noise for one- and two-level detectors. - To further confirm 
how the one- and two-level detectors work and als.) the ,IN dependence of the one state 
error rate, mensurements were made on detectors in a bridge configuration opbrating 
as they would in an actual memory. Clamping and strobing was optimized for maxi-
mum zero to one output in all cases. Figure 78 indicates clearly that for the one-
and two-level detectors the effect of the bubble field on the permalloy is equivalent 
to increasing the uniform field by about 8 Oe. The data for the two-level detector 
show that the zero states lie below the low to high magnetoresistance tr:mtl it ion 
normally found for this detector. In this state the detector's quiet. When the 
bubble passes through the detector it is switched into the high magnetoresistar,ce 
state which is reflected in the noisier "0 + 1" state outpnt. If the bubble field were 
exactly equal to 8 Oe then this state would be approximately ~2 less than the zere 
'state with Hxy = 40 Oe. The devi"-tion from this ideal behavior is probably causee' 
by detector mismatch. For the one-level detector the effect of the hubble is to 
decrease the detector noise. This is because one detector sees a higher drive field 
than the other thus according to Figure 74 reducing its noise slightly from that of the 
zero state at Hx = 40 Oe. Hence the noise output of the "0 + 1" state is lower than 
that of the "0" slate. These observations tend to confirm the model of detector 
operation as presented in Para 7.4. As might be expected the" 0 .f 1" state and hence 
"1" state exhibit a ~N dependence. This is not unreasonable if one regards the one 
state as simply higher drive field zero state as seems reasonable to do in view of 
the data obtained. 
7.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The sensitivity measurements made on one- and two-level detectors clearly 
show that the former have about half the sensitivity of the latter. This is because the 
drive field dependence of the peak-to-peak magnetoresistance for the two-level 
detectol' exhibits an abrupt transition in the neighborhf'od of 30 Oe whereas the com-
parablf., transition is more gradual in the one-level counterpart. As has been shown 
the amplitude shift output for the two-level detecto.' is by far the largest and therefore 
if one wishes to optimize the output from this detector it is Simply a matter of 
adjusting the drive field or geometry so that the zero state falls in the low magncto-
resistame region and the one-state in the high magneLorflsistance region. Any 
number of possible solutions can be proposed. The most desirable is to reduce the 
drive field by employing high mobility materials. Since the location in drive field of 
the transition is determined by the effective demagnetizing factor along the direction 
of propagation the permalloy geometry can also be used to adjust the transition-
subject to several limitations. Mobility places an upper limit on the period and so 
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this parameter is largely fixed. The thickness is also limited on the low end by 
margin narrowing and increased driving fields. Hence the only parameter really 
available for detector output optimization of a particular geometry is the line width
. 
Just as the thiclmess (t) and period (L) can be used to control the demagnetizing factor 
so can the linewidth (W). While the exact dependence is more complicated the demag-
netizing factor is expected to vary roughly like W. Thus decreasing the linewidth 
is 
eqUivalent to increase the period (note: HD Ci Wt/L). By analogy with the period meas-
urements narrowing the line should produce an improved output up to the point whe
re 
the transition moves below the operating drive fie ld - at which point the amplitude 
shift Olltpllt begins to decrease and the sensitivity is expected to saturate. A proce
dure 
for doing this optimization would be tv (1; first establish the minimum thidmess of 
permalloy required by the components in the circuit for good margins and low driv
e 
field, and (2) adjust the linewidth to move the transition to a point just above the oper-
ating drive field. This procedure assumes that the operating drive field normally 
falls 
below the transition. 
While the two-level detector has a much greater sensitivity than the one-level 
version it suffers from processing complexity. For this reason it is almost univ
ersally 
agreed that the best approach is to use the one-level· detector and increase its sens
iti-
vity by dimply making it longer. For large capacity devices the added chip area is
 in-
significant C'ompared to the total chip area. As has been shown the operation of the
se 
two detectors is largely the same in that they both operate primarily in the amplitu
de 
shift mode. The Similarity of the drive field dependence of the magnetoresistance 
in 
the propagation direction was also pointed out. The optimization of the one-level 
detector therefore is largely the same as the two-level. The idea is to adjust the drive 
field to fall in the region of maximum magnetoresistance change for a change in dr
ive 
field. The magnetoresistance transition in this case is less abrupt; however, basic
ally 
the same prinCiples apply. rhe magnetoresistance transition we are referring to 
here 
falls in the 20 to 60 Oe drive field range and should not be confused with the lw to 2
w 
transition which occurs at about 15 Oe for a 28f!period pattern. It is, however, in
ter-
esting to compare the ultimate capabilities of the detector in both the lw and 2w mo
des. 
This can be done with the aid of Figures 64 or 68. The maximum lw output occurs 
when 
the zero state corresponds to about 14 Oe and the one state to 22 Oe. The change 
as 
measured on Figure 68 is approximately the difference between the respective cp = 0 deg 
and cp = 90 deg curves. We obtain about o. 9v as compared to o. 3v for the 2woutput 
corresponding to a 30 Oe zero state and a 38 Oe one state. The outputs diffe r by 
about a factor of three. Figure 68 suggests that if the transition is made more abru
pt 
by varying the permalloy parameters the difference between the two modes can be 
made considerably smaller. In principle it appears to be possible to obtain as muc
h 
output in the 2w mode as in the lw mode provided the abruptness of the transition ca
n 
be controlled. The results for the two-level detector suggest that this is probably 
possible. Figure 64 indicates that thickness certainly changes the transition - it is
 
likely that linewidth will also. It appears, however, that if the optimization proced
ure 
is to increase the 2w output to be on the order of the lw, output drive fields in the 
neighborhood of 15 to 20 Oe will be required. Thus, low drive fields appear to be 
a 
fundamental requirement for achieving high detector outputs in toth one- and two-l
evel 
detectors. Whether such low drive fields can be achieved will depend upon innovat
ion 
in the basic propagation element design. Currently the drive fields for the T-bar a
re 
exceSsively high due to the permalluy mediated bit-bit interaution. Improved desig
ns 
currently exist which minimize this effect and, therefore, it is likely that with mat
erial 
improvements (low coercivity and high mobility) the low drive field requirement can 
be approached. The chevron itself presents a difficulty when the bubble size becom
es 
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small (large 47rM) because it requires a large minimum drive field. Here again it is 
likely that a modification will be discovered which will eliminate this problem. Our 
feeling is, therefore, that eventually the optimum drive fields for propagation and 
detection will begin to approach each other more closely. 
The question of optimum detector shorting arrangement has been answered 
experimentally - it :'as been shown that end shorting yields maximum sensitivity. It 
is interesting to attempt to explain the result in the light of our understanding of the 
magnetization process in the permalloy. If we assume that the bubble produced 
magnetization (bubble sitting on input side of detector) in the chevrons is independent 
of the shorting arrangement then the dominant (2w) output signal produced at q, = 0 deg 
will increase as the active length of the chevron is increased by moving the shorts 
toward the ends. Experimentally one finds .c.R/R is independent of geometry for end 
and set-in shorted detectors which means that since R is higher for the end shorted 
version it will have a higher outpt:.t. Fundamentally both of these arguments are 
equivalent and suggest that increasing R should be one of the prime objectives of 
detector optimization. If this is indeed the case then end shorting is the ultimate 
chevron base configuration. It also corroborates the increasing output with period 
found for hoth one- and two-level devices. The only mitigating factor revolves 
around what the effect the bubble phase delay has on the output. Experiments on the 
set-in and end shorted detectors show that the position vs field angle of the bubble as 
it passes through the det.lctol' element is virtually independent of the shorting. Hence 
we attribute the differences in senaiti \'ity to the differences in resistance particularly 
since the corresponding ratios correlate well experimentally. There is, however, 
the possibility that by proper placement or design of the shorting arrangement a phase 
shift mode rather than an amplitude shift mode could be accentuated resulting in 
impro\'ed output. In this case end shorting may not be desirable and our criterion 
of maximum R may not necessarily be the correct one. Our feeling, however, is 
that not much more bubble phase shift can be tolerated in existing circuits without 
producing margin degradation. Presently the bubble lags the drive field by more than 
45 deg in going from the end to the center of the chevron. It is difficult for us to 
imagine how to increase this phase lag since experimentally both end and set-in 
shorting produce nearly identical results. One possibility is to end short the chevrons 
adjacent to the detector with the hope that this will decrease the pushing effect and 
hence increase the phase lag. Modifications to the detector itself seem to be limited 
due to the tight tolerances involved and reluctance to decrease R. 
The sensitivity and noise measurements made on the detector test patterns also 
pointed out another important aspect of detector design and that is in connection with 
canf!ellation of the background magnetoresistance in a ]Jridge configuration. To obtain 
excellent cancellation it is necessal'y for the active and dummy to be identical and 
oriented in exactly the same direction (not for example rotated by 180 deg). The k~d 
layouts for both the active and dummy must also be identical to pr0vide exact cancel-
lation in the bridge configuration. Also it is advantageous to make the int('rconnection 
leads as short as possible and to place the acth'e and dummy as close together on the 
chip as possible. For this reason a guardrail detector is \'iewed as more desirable 
than the in-line detector because it allows one to realize these features much easier. 
Whether one uses the layout tested in connection with the on-chip bridge or a side-by-
side arrangement is probably unimportant (although the latter generally requires 
more chip real estate) from the cancellation standpoint. Experience indicates that 
either approach wiII produce better I'esults than those obtained for the in-line detectors 
in connection with the detector test mask. 
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The real problem with a permalloy dummy and its interconnection leads is that 
they produce switching noise while failing to improve the signal output. Hence the net 
effect is a decrease in signal to noise ratio. Since cancellation is usually not perfect 
anyway and since clamping and strobing techniques are used, there seems to be no 
reason to employ the permalloy dummy in the first place. The bubble-no-bubble 
change is present whether or not the sensor is placed in a bridge with a permalloy 
dummy or with a carbon resistor one. Hence one important conclusion coming out 
of the noise study is that the permalloy dummy should be eliminated. This change 
will increase the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of ,,12. While the magnetoresisti ve 
sensor is intrinsically very good from the error rate standpoint, the effect that further 
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio has is to increase the threshold margin at a given 
error rate. When constructing a system this is desirable because one threshold is 
employed for many chips and the larger the net threshold margin the better. The 
elimination of the dummy detector has yet to be considered and studied from the sense 
electronic standpoint. 
The frequency analysis of the detector output and noise indicates that filtering 
will improve the signal-to-noise ratio. This is because normally the bubble output 
is principally 2w while the noise extends over a broad spectrum from dc to several 
megahertz. Hence by bandpass filtering r,c 2w the high and low frequency components 
which are associated with the permalloy switching will be eliminated with little loss 
in signal amplitude. Exactly where to cut off the pass-band was not determined in 
our study but is a simple matter to determine experimentally. All that is required 
is to take several error rate curves as a function of the cutoff frequencies. Currently 
for 150 kHz operat.ion the coupling capacitors are chosen to produce cutoff points at 
10 K and 300 kHz. These values are based upon rough qualitative judgements and 
should be refined in the future. 
Finally we conclude by mentioning areas which we feel require further 
investigation in connection with the detector study. Foremost is the problem of 
permalloy film reproducibility. Our measurements indicate that both the magnitude 
and shape of the zero state signals differ from lot to lot. Whether this is a result of 
placement in our test coils or intrinsic in the permalloy itself is unknown. Differences 
observed on the wafer prober suggest that it is very likely the permalloy. Other 
areas such as drive field dependence of the optimum strobe position as well as lot to 
lot reproducibility merit investigation. Also the processing dependence of the 
switching noise should be examined using the spectrum analyzer to characterize its 
amplitude. 
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8. TASK 7. PASSIVE REPIJCATOR AND ON-CHIP BRIDGE DESIGN AND EVALUATION 
In order to avoid the additional time and expense involved in obtaining a sepaxate mask for the passive replicators and the on-chip bridge, the decision was made to incorporate both designs in a single mask. For this reason both of these topics will be covllred in this section of the report. 
8.1 Passive Replicator Design 
The passive replica tor design reported by T. J. Nelson40 suffers froIn what we consider to be two undesirable features. It is suggested in the description of this com-ponent that the permalloy to gaxnet spacing is extremely critical. This has subsequently been confirmed by our measurements. In terms of 16fJ. device fabrication the optimum o sp"cing should be about 3500A which means that in a two-level design the conductor height and step coverage becomes a problem. Another potentiai problem area is what happens to the bubble when it does not replicate at high bias. Does it run out the second track being lost permanently or does it simply continue propagating in the main loop? It would be more desirable to operate in the latter mode so that the data is not lost at high bias. ' It appears that the design in Ref 40 was meant to be used in a one-level chip layout. As is discussed in Para 8.2 (for the simple one-level loop tested) the margin at thls spacing is adequate but the drive field is slightly higher than the optimum value. These questions and observations prompted the design of the test mask in which several different patterns were proposed t.o eliminate the previously discussed difficulties. The test loops are shown in Figure 79 lind are motivated by basically four ideas: (1) stripping out at high bias can be improved Ly making the potential wells deeper and hence a series of long bars should work better than a chevron stack (Patterns A3-AlO, Cl, C2, C5), (2) a longer cutter means that the replicator should work at a larger spacing (Patterns A3, A5, A8-AlO), (3) at high bias the bubble entering the parallel bar stretcher/T-bar configuration should continue in the main track (Patterns A3-AlO), and (4) bars inserted in the center of chevron stacks (or between) may be used to steer the bubble at high bias along the desired propagation path (Patterns B9, C3, C4, C9). 
The loop layouts simplify testing which may be done by trapping bits in the chevron portion of the test loop and gating these bits all the way around the loop. When this is done a match~ng bit pattern across from the main loop bits is obtained on the output track thus verifying operation. In Para 8.2 150 kHz results are presented 
o for the test patterns of Figure 79 for permalloy to garnet spacings of 3500 and 5800A. 
8.2 Fabrication and Characterization of the Passive 
Replicator Test Patterns 
Two wafers of SmGaYIG were selected for testing with nominal stripwidths and thicknesses of 4 fJ.m. The sample parameters are presented in Table 24. On one of these wafers was fabricated the test mask of Figure 79 including Al/Cu conductors for controlle~ generation and annihilation. The spacing between the permalloy and garnet was 5800A in this case. On the other wafer only the permalloy pattern was fabricated after depositing,3500A of 8i02 as a spacer. The thickness of the permalloy was nominally 3000A for both of the processed wafers. 
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TABLE 24. WAFER FABRICI.TION 
Composition H col IT 41TM h Q w w 
y 2. u2Sm • 39Gal, 15Fe3. 85°12 107.4 3.9 .24 250 3.0 .485 
Y2. H2Sm • 39 Gal. 15Fe3. 85°12 131. 9 ;,,88 .231 259 3.92 .431 
Preliminary margins were taken before dicing at 25 kHz to determine which of 
the test patterns looked promising. Only the bits at the output of the replicator were 
observer! in these preliminary tests. Examination of the data revealed that Patterns 
A-I, A-8, A-9, A-tO, B-I0, B-S, B-3, B-2, C-I0, and C-S showed promise. These 
as well as some (Jf the other patterns were then tested at 150 kHz for start-stop in 
the direction of propagation (solid) and in the opposite direction (clashed). The results 
at large spacings shown in Figure SO indicate that the parallel bar type replicator 
(A-S, A-9, A-I0, etc) works considerably better than the variations of the design in 
Ref 43 and that in fact Pattern A-9 works the best, having a 14 Oe start-stop margin. 
The patterns based on \'ariations of Al suffer from the problem that the bit one period 
a\vay from the replicator bar and in front of it is lost prematurely. This occurs for 
either direction of shut-down and whether or not a holding field is present. 
In contrast the results for a smail spacing shown in Figure 81 reveal that the Al-
based designs have a good margin whereas the parallel bar designs do not. The version 
employing 90 deg chevrons instead of 110 deg chevrons in the replicator generally does 
not have as wide a margin as that for 110 deg chevrons (B-8 vs B-3). Slight modifica-
tions to the basic design (such as the substitution of parallel bars) operate well which 
further confirm the intrinsic properties of the original design. Unfortunately a spacing 
of 3500A is not practical nor desirable for a IGfJ.m period design from the standpoint of 
drive field and also from the standpoint of step coverage. Devices which have been 
fabricated with 4900A of SiO? spacer appear to operate satisfactorily yielding typical 
margins of 15 Oe dri\'e field: In the future it is likely that with the advent of higher 
mobility materials the spacing may be increased. When and if this occurs it will be 
necessary to employ the parallel bar \'ersion (A-9) of the replicator. In any event 
passh'e replicator designs for large and small spacings have been tested and shown to 
operate well. 
S.3 On-Chip Bridge Design 
In most magnetic bubble device designs a clummy magnetoresistance detector in 
addition to the bubble sensor is included on the chip to balltnce out the rotating field 
component of the output. These magnetoresistive elements are usually connected in a 
bridge configuration; however, there remains the question of where to place the bridge 
completion resistors. Since it is desirable to keep the size of the memory substrate 
as small as possible to reduce the coil volume and module power diSSipation, including 
these resistors (andlor preamplifiers) on the substrate is undesirable. The remaining 
alternath'es are to place the completion resistors outside of the module or on the chip 
itself. From the standpoint of induced dq,/dt noise both approaches are probably equally good. 
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The on-chip approach invol
ves more chip leads and is 
likely to involve more switc
h;ng 
noise if magnetoresistive el
cments are sed as the com
pletion res istors but would 
reduce the total parts count
 of the detector portion of a 
data recorder system . If a 
bridge configuration is used
 the former approach is pro
bably the best one to use sin
ce 
I 
the module package i s simp
lified without s uffering any 
loss in sensing capability. 
1I 0w- I 
ever, in order to determine
 whether an engineering adv
antage could be obtained by 
trading some noise for part
s count and to investiga te th
e feasibility of the on-chip 
approach , it was decided to
 construct and test an on-ch
ip bridge for a 16 IJ period 
device . 
It is possible that non-perm
alloy b ridge resistor:; cc.uld
 be incorporated into a 
chip design, howeve r, the i
ncreased processing comple
xity makes thi s app r oach 
unappealing. The other a lt
ernative is to make everyth
i ng out of permalloy. As h
as 
been pointed out in the secti
on on detector noise, perm
alloy being swi tched u:, a 
rotating field acts like ? no
ise generator. From the ct
etector study, balancing the 
bridge with a permalloy dum
my is undesirable from a no
ise st;ondpoint and incorpora
t-
ing permalloy bridge resist
ors would seem to be even m
ore so. Clearly lhis is true
 
if all of the el ements are li
ned up in the same direction
. On the other hand rotatin
g 
the two pe r maUoy bridge re
sistors by 90 deg places the
ir main noise output away f
rom 
the detection region possibly
 improving the overall s igna
l to noise ratio. Because 
the detectors must be very l
arge to obtain the target 5 m
V ou tput it is natural theref
ore 
to place them along adjacent edges o
f the chip. This allows dire
ct interconnection 
between them and places the
 assoc iated bonding pads ne
ar thc edge of the detector. 
It 
is clear that adjacent legs of the bri
dge must be a ligned in the s
ame direction to provide 
cancellation of the r otating 
field magneto resistance. T
he only remaining unanswcr
ed 
questions are: (1) should the dumm
y be placed inside or outsid
e of the active detector? 
and (2) how long should the perma
lloy bridge resistors be? F
igure 82 shows the 
geometri"a l arrangement th
at was finally chosen. By a
llowing the bubble to pass 
through t'le dummy first the
 problem of stray bubbles is
 eliminated. Furthermore,
 in 
this configuration both dumm
y a nd active can be matche d
 exactly . In this test 
pattern gold bonded intercon
nections between bridge com
ponents are made. This 
arrangement, however, a llo
ws the interconnections to b
e made using only permallo
y. 
When done in this way four 
bonding pads result - two fo
r the supply voltage and gro
und 
and two (located at the chip corner
) for preamp inputs . Testing is f
acilitated by the 
addition of a loop generator 
to the input track. The oth
er multiple input detector o
n 
the same chip is used in con
nection witr. electronic test
ing of th" replicator loops. 
For maximum bridge sensit
i vity the length of the bridge
 resistors should be 
made as large as is compat
ible with the chip geomet ry.
 Unfortunately as the leng
th 
increases so does the corre
sponding noise. For this r
eason it was decided to use 
bridge resistors with the sa
me resistance value as the 
active and dummy even thou
gh 
this cuts the sensiti vity in h
alf. 
8.4 Test Results for an On
- Ch ip Bridge 
Based upon our previous no
ise measurements it was li
kely that the effect of 
adding on-chip permalloy br
idge resistors would increa
se the magnetoresibtive swi
tching 
noise of the bridge thereby 
decreasing the signal to noi
se ratio and incrcasing the 
ultimate error rate . In ord
er to test this observation,s
ensitivity and error rate 
measurements were ma
de on a bridge with both per
malloy and carbon completi
on 
resistors. The carbon resi
stor was chosen to have abo
ut the same value (IK) as the 
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Figure H2. On ·chip bridgc Test Mask Arrangement 
permalloy one (1. 2K) which meant that only about half of the truc bridgc scnsitivity 
could be achieved. As was mention~d in the previous section (for the a.1l permalloy 
bridge) this wa.s donc from the layout and noise standpoint. Choosing the carbon 
res istors to .have simila r values was done to a ll ow direct compa>:'ison of the 
sens itivity and error rate data.. 
Fig;ur e 83a shows the zero and one outputs for alternate bits in both bridge 
configur:J.tions . Even for thc on-chip bridge thc cancellation of thc rotating field 
component of the magnetorcsistance is excepti onally good. This is presumably due 
to the close physical proximity of the e lements and a lso the attention paid to m'ltching 
the physical layout of both bridge and active detectors. Figure 83a shows that lhe 
sen sitivity of the de tector is unchanged by the substitution of permalloy resistors 
for the carbon bridge resistors which is e"1lected. Careful examination of the zero 
and one ou tputs, however, revea ls that the additional permalloy causes the background 
noise to increas e. This is shown more dramatically in Figu re 83b where the zero 
outputs are compared at much higher sensitivity . Clearly thc noi se level of the on 
chip bridge is highe r . To further quantify this observation error rate measurements 
were made on the ze ro and one states at the st r obe position corresponding to the 
second positive going peak in Figure 83b. 
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ordinarily one would unclamp at the peak of the first negative going output and then strobe at the peak of the second positive going peak. In this way the sensitivity is essentially doubled from the obtained by simply strobing at a given point in time. Because the bridge was not optimized for sensitivity i.n the first place this refinement was not employed in our measurements. Figure 84 shows a comparison of the error rate results for the on-chip-bridge and the carbon resistor version. What is of major Significance is the difference in slopes of the error rate curves. Clearly using carbon bridge resistors is advantageous from the ultimate error rate standpoint. Figure 84 is somewhat misleading in that had clamping been employed the sensitivity would be essentially doubled which means that the zero and one state curves would be moved twice as far apart. In addition a factor of two in sensitivity is involved due to our choice of the U{ \'alues of bridge resistors. I-Ience, the ultimate error rate of the on-chip bridge configuration is quite good. On the other hand of the resistor version is much better. At an error rate of 10-6 the threshold margin is 55 percent of the zero-one state sensitivity (clampcd) for the on-chip bridge whereas it is 75 percent for the resistor version. 
8.5 Conclusions and Hecommendations 
The replicator design B-10 has a very good operating margin below spacings of O. 5 "m. Preliminary tests on its reliability also have been favorable. On the other hand stroboscopic measurements indicate that at larger spacings bubbles are lost at high bias by propagation out along the replicate path. This is not the ease for the diagonal bar design (A-9) and for this reason it is felt that it has the potential for better operation over a wider range of spacings. Stroboscopic observations indicate that at lnrge spacings strip-out along the bar farthest away from the T-bar to chevron transition is the limiting factor at 10\1' bins, This ean be rectified by either adding another parallel bar or one perpendicular to the propagation track in the \'icinity of the parallel bar to chevron transition. At smaller spacings multiple cutting of tl1£' strip in the \'icinity of the cutter becomes a problem. 111is problem probabl~- can be eliminated b~' shortening some of thc pm'alle! bars. Also in our original clesign the separation between propagation paths was excessive. This can easil)' be corrected by reducing the number of parallel bars. Our recommendation, therefore, would be to pursue the development of the parallel bar version of the replica tor b)- making another test mask incorporating the forementioned modifications. 
The on-chip bridge has been shown to hm'e an adequate error rate for a 400 clement stretch. There is, howe\'er, considerabl{' loss in threshold margin due to the noise produced b,' the bridge completion resistors. In view of the fact that a s~-stem il1\-olves the overlap of a large number of these clwracteristics this is not desirable. Furthermore, it is impossible to achieye the full sensitivity of the detector because the noise from the bridge completion resistors then begins to dominate when their resistance values are made large. TIle additional leads per chip and added power dissipation and chip complexity are also unfavorable factors. For all of these reasons we tend to favor the external bridge completion approach. 
A further Simplification can also be considered by eliminating even the on chip dummy detector. In thi~ way the noise can be reduced by ,'2 and the signal to noise ratio is increased b~' the same factor and only two leads per chip are required. The only reserYation we have about this approach stems from the d0/dt noise imbalance which is IP"ely to occur. lIo\\'e\'er, this is not an unsolvable problem and should be im'cstigatc further. 117 
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9. TASK 8 - MEMORY CELL FABRICATION 
The objective of this task is the fabrication and delivery of an operating bubble 
domain memory cell. In this respect it is unique among the Item 2 program tasks in 
that it results in deliverable hardware as well as technical information. The work 
on this task falls logically into three distinct categories which form the basis for this 
section of the report: 
1. Design,fabrication and evaluation of an improved memory element with a 
capacity of '=104 bits. The basis for the design is the information gained 
in the previous tasks. 
2. Design, fabrication and characterization of a memory cell package. 
3. Integration of memory elements into thc package and characterization of 
the memory cell. 
9. 1 l\cemory Element Design and Characterization 
9.1.1 104 Bit Chip Architecture. - Several alternative chip layouts exist for the 
realization of a simple register. The principal factors indicating which approach 
is more desirable stem from detector and system requirements. From the system 
point of view it is desirable to have the read, write and erase functions coincident. 
This simplifies the electronic control and housekeeping requircments. From the 
sense electronics standpoint a several millivolt output is desirable from noise con-
siderations as well as sense channel availability. In order to get an output of this 
magnitude from the magnetor.esis tive sensor it is necessary to make the stretcher 
one hundred Gt' more che\Tons high. Figure 85 summarizes several possible 
arrangements In connection with a simple register and indicates their advantages. 
For the no replicator in-line detector approach, Figure 85a, coincidence of the erase 
function with re;ld and write cannot be realized. This chip architecture is the one 
employed in the first and second lOOK bit chip versions (sec Item I report). For 
the prototype recorder it is desirable to have this coincidence condition thus this 
architecture is not very attractive. In addition, for the long detector stretches 
anticipated this approach becomes rather impractical because of the large area 
required to reduce the strip back to a bubble. 
B~' pmploying a guardrail detector in conjunchon with a replica tor, coincidence 
of the rcud, write and erase function can be realized. Also detectors with stretches 
greater than 100 elements can be easily attained in the guardrail where gradual 
reduction of the strip to a bubble is not reqUired. The simplest approach uses one-
passive replicator and has the same number of leads as the no-replicator design. 
Some problems in the single passive replicator approach may be encountered with 
consecuti\'e bit stripout, especially in the asynchronous mode. Since the design of 
this 10 Kbit chip is considered to be intermediate between the second and third 100 Kbit 
versions it was decided that two replicators leading into scparate detectors (Figure H5c) 
be used to enable the comparison of alternate and consecuth'e bit detection. Sueh an 
approach requires an additional set of annihilators and pads. The operation with two 
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passive replicators and two annihilators is such that alternate bits are collapsed in 
each replicator stream and these resulting streams are separated by one bit in time 
when entering the detectors. In this way each half of the detector detects every 
other bit with the other half acting as the dummy at the instant of detection. By '/ 
adding a tllird lean it is possible to collapse one stream entirely and in this way 
to test the one replicator version which is really the most desirable if it works 
well. 
Figure 86 shows the phase diagram for the two passive replicator chip layout and 
Figure 87 shows the actual chip layout and components we have chosen to realize the 
desired design. The chip capacity is 10,240 bits. T-bar storage is used along with 
chevron-based intput-output components. The basic linewidth and gap parameters in 
this design were changed from2.4lLm and 1ILm values of the second version of the 105 
bit chip to 2ILm and O. 8ILm respectively. These changes were based on the scaling of 
larger bubble test patterns and the refinement of mask and device fabrication techniques. 
The gradual chevron corners leading into the detector are required because no tested 
alternative exists for an outside chevron corner. The inside corner does, however, 
exist and is used in going into one of the detectors,. The detectors are end shorted as 
it was felt that this would give the highest output (See Section 7). The detector stretch 
was increased to aJ:;Jroximately 280 chevrons. This stretch can provide an ultimate 
signal sensitivity of at least 2.3 mv /ma which is 2.8 times that of the second version 
lOOK bit chip. About 20 periods is allotted to stretch-out which should be adequate 
for even the lowest mobility materials provided the bit-bit interaction does not 
become excessive. Based on the results of Section 7 the period in chevron area was 
increased to 18 fLm whereas it is 16 fLm elsewhere in the pattern. 
The T-bar to chevron merges have been tried in connection with a previous 104 
bit design and appear to work well. Dummy T-bar loops are provideo outside of the 
storage area and further act to eliminate stray bubbles from entering the register 
on the sides. The dummy loops feed out to the guard-rail which is made out of over-
sized T's to cut down on plotting time. in the Vicinity of the detector, standard 
chevrons are used to isolate the permalloy bonding pads from the register region. 
The last four chevron stacks of the detector act as a guardrail. 
in connection with T-bar storage,the bent-H (IDd T-X corners are employed 
as has been done ii1 second lOOK bit design. The T-X corner has been modified 
slightly to facilitate the pattern generation and to improve the margin based on 
comparative testing. The input/output components are chevron based and are the 
standard loop annihil.ltor and generator design that has been used in the past. The 
alignment of the loop annihilator has been changed slightly, however, so that the 
loop is centered on the input side of a chevron rather than in the gap. This alignment 
incrc'lses the phase margin of the annihilators to at least 90 deg because the bubble 
sits on the lniJ!lt side of the chevron consider1lbly longer than it does in the gap. This 
has been confirmed experimentally by ~troboscopic measurement of the bubble 
position. No such change has been made in connel1tion with the loop generator because 
its phase margin is already on the order of 270 deF;. 
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9.1.2 Design Evaluation (Continuous Operation). - The first device characterization 
measurements made on the 104 bit chip were for continuous operation at 150 kHz and 
at room temperature. The material and device parameters for the tested chip are 
presented in Table 25. As was pointed out in connection with the replicator study 
permalloy to garnet spacing is a critical parameter in-so-far-as replication is con-
cerned. Accc16dingly as Table 25 indicates the spacing was chosen to be considerably 
less than '~500A for which margin degradation in the replicator was known to occur. 
The continuous propagating margin is shown in Figure 88. Various bit patterns were 
written into the chip and the chip operation was observed using the linear dete<>tor 
output signal. It should be noted here that in Para 9. 1. 3 the chip m[.rgins are deter-
mind by using the logical detector output which can record errors much faster than 
by observing the linear output. Thus, the margins presented in this subsection on 
design evaluation will usually be about 4 or 5 Oe greater than those in the next 
subsection. As can be seen from Figure 88 at about 50 Oe drive field the full chip 
margin is 14 Oe for the worst case bit pattern. Note that the minimum drive field is 
on the order of 36 Oe. Even though a replicator component is being used the minimum 
drive field is slightly better than the second version 100 K bit chip. This may possibly 
be due to the reduction in J.inewidth and gap dimensions, not to mention the reduction 
in the material stripwidth hom 4.1 /-lm to less than 3.5 fJ-m. 
Further measurements were then made to determine what the limiting com-
ponents were in the design. This was done by pulsing the bias field as a stream of 
bubbles passed the component in question. The data stream was subsequently electron-
ically detected and thE, margin limits for that component determined. The results of 
these measurements'lppear in Figure 89 and indicate that either replication fails to 
occur or alternativel;r collapse occurs in the curved chevron section of track between 
the replicator and df;tector. Because the data in latter section of track is a duplicate 
of that stored in the register this results in a soft error margin limit which falls below 
the hard error limits of other components and in particular the replicator itself. It is 
believed that tins soft error limit may be a result of the larger permalloy-tq-garnet 
spacing which occurs at the chevron portion of the circuit due to an underlying con-
ductor. Removal of this conductor (added for testing purpose) should improve the 
margin, and according to Figure 89, yield an overall margin limited by the replicator 
at the high bias end and the bent-H corner at the low end. 
Finally to ensure that the chip would operate over a broad temperature range at 
150 kHz continuous margin measurements were marl::. at -10 0c and 60 oc. The 60 0c 
re.sults are s~own in Fig~ll'e 90 and are larfbelY similar t~ the 250C results and for 
thIS reason will not be dIscussed. The -10 C results wInch appear in Figure 91, 
however, are somewhat different, particularly at low drive fields. Examination of 
TABLE 25. MATERIAL AND DEVICE PARAMETERS 
"w 2 h(/-lm) Wafer H col (Oe) (ergs/cm ) 4lTM (gauss) w(/-lm) 
(SmGaYIG) 128.8 .22 266 3.31 3.09 
Process Si02 MCu S102 NiFe Layer 
Thickness 800 4100 4500 3100 A 
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the margin shows that the low drive field end t~ : considera!Jly blunt :1'. This i s believed 
to be a result of the higher wnll caergy of the garnet which makes replication more 
difficult at low drive fields. Had the permalloy to garnet spacing been smaller than 
5500A it is likely this effect would not have been observed . On the whole Figures 8il , 
90 and 91, show that the design operates continuou sly quite adequately over the -10 to 
GOoC temperature range at a drive field of 45 - 50 Oe. 
Start-Stop. - Because the test chip is to be operated asyncronously it is neces-
sary to ensure that no loss of data occurs during start-stop. For this reason gated 
measur ements were made at the temperature limits of -100C and GOoC . 11,ese measure-
ments were made by filling the regi"ter with several words and then gating the informa-
tion arow1d to the detector during which time the bias is pulsed positive or negative. 
Turn-on and turn-off was made to coincide with the direction of propagation in the 
chevron portion of the r egister in these measurements which corresponds to the most 
favorable start-stop direction in the T-bar section of the storage loop. From IJrevious 
measurements on the replicator it was known that for ti.is component shut-down parallel 
or anti-parallel to th~ chevron propagation di rection would produce favorable margins. 
The results for -100 appear in Figure 92 . 
A reasonable margin was obtained for this particular orientation; however 
measurements made on the domain stripout for the bit in the detector indicated that 
extremely long precharge limes would be required in order to detect the first bit upon 
initiation of the field rotation. The domain for this orientation rests in or near the gap 
of the chevron columns in the detector. These measurements were obtained in connection 
with an in-house study in support of this program and are presented in more detail in 
the Item I report. These data suggested :haL this st..irt / stop direction will not allow 
first bit detection. More recent data on a 105 bit ehil) of a sim ilar design indicates 
that first bit detection can be attained at the e"pense of reduced margin. Other 
measure ments on the str ipout indicated that reasonable str ipout times could be 
obtained for the sta~l/stop direction parallel to the che\Ton propagation d irection in 
the detector . However , for this case the start / stop direction is such that thc bubbles 
would .top on the apex of the chevrons in the composing track and on the ends of the 
T's (or ll's) in the T-bar area. Preliminary data on the start / stop reliability for this 
direct ion for the chip as a whole ;n(hcat ~ s that reasonable margins can be expected if 
large holding fields (-G. 9 Oe) are employed. Therefore , the start / stop direction for 
this type of guardrail chip layout should be parallel to the direction of propagation in 
the detector in order to accomplish first bit detection in the asynchronous mode. It 
should bc noted that this problem was not observed for the in-line chip bccause the 
most favorable start / stop direction for the storag~ region \\'as also the one required 
for the detector. 
Components . - The data of Figcu'c 92 do not indicate that the bent II corner is an 
impl)rtant factor in limiting the margin. This is apparently due to the tilt of the chip 
re lative to the Z-bias which makes other components appear worse. It has bccn noted, 
,\o\\'ever , in connecti on with other designs that for unfavorable field oricntatior.s the 
diagonal 1:3 r bent H corner caused margin 113 rrowing , and therefore im'estigation of 
the start/ stop characteristics of this corner was made. As the chip is presently laid 
out diagonal bars produce both favorable and unfavorable environments for tUI"ll-off due 
to the presen('e of the bent 11 corner and a 90 deg corner modification. For comparison 
purposes sta rt/ stop measuremepts were made on the T-bar track alone (bent 11 r egion) 
and these results appear in F;gure 93 for both favorable and unfavorable in-plane field. 
As can be seen, the upper margin shows very little s('nsitivity to the in-plane field in the 
o to G Oe range with the margin limit falling at about 26 Oe for orientation B. At 43 0" 
drive Figure 94 shows that for the bent H with the diagonal bar and associated 90 dcg 
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corner the situation may be less favorable. Independent meausrements made on 
another sample in a different coil fail to show the same behav~oi', so that these resul
ts 
currently are in question. The fact that the bent H in the last column of the stora
ge 
area where there are no adjacent diagnonal bar bent H corners shows such a large 
difference from the other bent H's iR particularly puzzling since a special effort w
as 
made to maintain identical environments by placing adjacent T's in that area. Figure 
93 indicates that nearly 8 De favorable in-plane field is required to maintain the 
up\=er limit at 126 De. Further measurements are still in progress to crosscheck
 these 
results. 
9.1. 3 Testing of devices for the memory cell-wafer level data. - A SmGaYIG wli~er 
was selected for 104 bit device fabrication. Standard magnetic bubble device proc
ess-
ing techniques were used to fabricate these devices. Prior to the dicing operation
 
the individual registers are tested using the wafer nrobe station. The wafer prob
er 
station provides the necessary magnetic fields and bondless contacts to singularly
 
establish the integrity of each register on the wafer. The operating bias for the 
continuous mode was measured for HD - Oe at a fixed temperature (_40° C), and 
100 kHz. A device was considered acceptable for further die level testing when th
e 
wafer level bias margin was 10 Oe or greater. The results obtained from wafer 8
-3-1 
were 18 good die of which 13 had at least a 13 Oe overlap in margin. An additiona
l 5 
die, designated as backup units, had between G and 10 Oe margins. A wafer fract
ure 
during dicing caused the loss of some of the better dice. 
Die level characterization. - The die level characterization procedure is accompl
ished 
by first establishing the v:tlidity of each die at nominal bias settings. The nomina
l 
annihilator and generator settings were derived experimentally from the first few 
de\'ices. Once device operations are confirmed, the following test procedures are
 
applied to evaluate the device. 
Propagation margin. - The propagation margins are tested by generating a specif
ic 
bit pattern (11111010) in every 8-bit word and adjusting the exerciser detector 
circuit (strobe and threshold to be discussed later) for logic detection and error 
checking. The drive field is then set at 52 Oe and the temperature of the device is
 
stabilized at 25 ±c50 C. The z bias field is then increased until a logic error is 
dctected by the exerciser. The bias field is then slowly lowered until error free 
annihilation, generation and propagation is achieved for >10 seconds «10-
6 error 
rate). This establishes the upper margin limit (Hz max). The lower margin 
(lIz min) is then established by decreasing the bias field until errors again appear. 
The bias is then raised slightly to establish error free annihilator, gener'ltion and
 
propagation for :>10 scconds. This procedure is repeated for HD ~ 45 and GO Oe 
while maintaining a constant temperature. The bias is then set to center bias 
Hz max - lIz min 
2 
for HD = 45 Oe. The c'rive field amplitude is then reduced until 
failures occur establishing the minimum drive field (lID min). This value varied 
from 42 to 44 De over the eight devices used in the memory cell. It appears that 
this relatively high ntiLe is peculiar to this run since data on devices from other 
lots (Para 9.1. 2) e',lOwed minimum drive fields of -35 Oe. Minimum z bias field 
for most dC\'ices js limited by annihilator operation. As the bias field is decrease
d 
thc annihilator eithcr fails to annihilate or generates bubbles along the outside edg
e 
of thc loop. Maximum z bias is a function of the replicate and curved chevron 
track. This test scheme does not provide for further isolation of the high bias 
failure point but the field interrupt technique mentioned in Para 9.1. 2 more clearl
y 
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defines these failures. The details of this diagnostic testing will be covered in the 
Item 1 report. 
Generation. - The minimum exerciser pulsewidth of 200 ns was used exclusively 
throughout the generator evaluation. To evaluate the generator the drive field i& 
adjusted to 52 Oe and the device temperature stabilized at 25c50 C. The bias is then 
adjusted to one Oersted less than the maximum (Hz max-I) value previously estab-
lished. The generator phase margin is then determined by varying the pulse (set at 
200 rna pk) over 360 deg of drive field rotation. The nominal phase is then deter-
mined by placi,.,., the generator pulse at a position where reliable generation is 
achieved and the detected signal is not affected by any crosstalk or feedthrough. The 
pulse amplitude is reduced to determine the minimum effective amplitude for error 
free generation (ig min). The pulse amplitude is then set for the nominal (200 mal 
value. On this device, three annihilators exist. One is in-line with each of the two 
detectors and the third is the standard serial on track annihilator. All are of the 
same configuration and differ only in that the detector annihilators are physically 
rotated 270 deg from the on track annihilator. The detector annihilators are arranged 
so that a single pulse serially applied will annihilate alternate bit positions. This 
technique will allow nlternate bits to be passed to each detector, one detector detecting 
the even bits (0,2,4 ... ) the other the odd bits (1,3, 5 ... ), when a serial pulse is 
applied every other clock pulse. If an annihilation/pulse is applied continuously to one 
detector annihilator all bits to that detector will be annihilated and consecutive bits 
will be detected in one detector. The continuous bit annihilation technique was uscd 
for all parameter testing. The detector annihilator pulse was set for 200 ns, 100 rna 
at 0 ~ 10 deg referenced to the rotating X field. The in-line, on track annihilator was 
examined at a pulsewidth of 200 ns and an amplitude of 80 mao The drh'e field is sct 
for 52 Oe and the z bias is adjusted for the minimum bias plus one Oerstcd (Il z min-I)' 
The phase of the annihilator is then measured o\'er 3GO deg of drive field rotation. 
The nominal phase is selected to minimize cross talk and provide reliable operation. 
At the nominal phase setting the pulse amplitude is reduced to determine the minimum 
current necessary for annihilation (ia min)' The amplitude is then increased to deter-
mine where the annihilator disturbs the propagating domain or creates bubbles along 
the outside edge of the loop (ia max). The pulse is then reset to the nominal 80 ma pk. 
Detection. - The detected signal sensitivity for the 104 bit chip is about 2.2 mv/ma 
for a three to five ma dc total excitation at room temperature (25 I 50 C). The maxi-
mum signal occurs as the strip domain passes the detector chevron apex. The 
threshold was varied according to signal amplitude and diD! dt unbalance. 
The device temperature is then allowed to restablize at -10 , 50 C and then 
-60 ± 50 C. At each temperature the test procedures are repeated. Table 26 is an 
c>utline of the tests required for device comparison. Figure 95 is a typical margin 
piot of one of the eight memory cell dice. The bias margin versus drh'e is shown for 
all three temperatures. The phase referenced chart depicts the area of operation for 
the annihilator and generator as well as the conditions existing during measurcment. 
The sine wave represents the X-current and produces a magnetic field vector Ilx as 
indicated. The Hx relationship to the components is also shown. The numbers 0, 90, 
180 and 270 refer to the phase in the NASA cell (wherein the coils arc rotated 45 deg 
from those in the test setup). The table in Figure 95 shows the minimum generator 
current (ig min), the minimum annihilator l!urrent (ia min) and the maximum annihi-
lator current (ia max) in milliamps for all three temperatures. The notation 
WFRI04-11H Oe indicates the margin value obtained at the wafer probe le\'el. The 
parameters thus obtained on all devices are then compared and those with overlapping 
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TABLE 26. DIE LEVEL TEST PROCEDURES 
PARAMETER 
TESTED 
ALL TESTS 
ALL TESTS 
ALL TESTS 
GENERATOR 
PHASE 
MARGIN 
MINIMUM 
GENERATOR 
CURRENT (ig min) 
ANNIHILATOR 
MINIMUM 
ANNIHILATOR 
CURRENT (i ') amm 
MAXIMUM 
ANNIHILATOR 
CURRENT (i ) a max 
CONDITIGi~S 
BIT PATTERN = 11111010; fxy = 150 kHz 
DETECTOR ANNIHILATOR #2 (right) ON 
CONTINUOUSLY, DETECTOR #1 MrJNITORING 
ALL BITS. ANNIHILATOR PULSE PA~AMETERS 
~k· 100 Ma, Pw = 200 ns, ¢ = 0 ± 10 DEG 
DETECTOR STROBE POSITION = 180 r 10 DEG 
THRESHOLD AND d¢/dt ADJUSTED AS NECESSARY 
HDRIVE = 45, 52, 60 Oe 
T = -10 ± 50 C, 25 ± 50 C, 60 ± 50 C 
HDRIVE 0' 50-52 
Oe, T = -10 ± 50 C 
ig = 200 Ma, Pw = 200 ns 
H ~ H -1 
z z max 
HDRIVE = 50-52 
Oe, T = -lOt 50 C, 
Pw ~ 200 ns, 0 = NOMINAL (see text) 
H = H -1 
Z Z max 
II DRIVE = 50-52 Oe, 
T ~ 60 ± 50 C 
ia - 80 Ma, Pw = 200 ns 
B, = H ,-1 
Z Z min 
H DRIVE ~ 50-52 Oe, T = 60 ± 5
0 C 
Pw = 200 ns, 1<1 = NOMINAL (see text) 
H = II ,~1 
z z min 
HDRIVE = 50-52 Oe, 
T = 60 " 50 C 
Pw ,= 200 ns, fil -, NOMINAL (see text) 
H = H ,-1 
Z z mm 
margins are selected for cell operation. Figure 96 shows the comparison of the 
eight 
die selected for the cell. Due to the fracture problem mentioned earlier, insuff
icient 
die existed to preclude the use of die No. 5H, a rather marginal specimen. The 
margin overlap is significantly reduced by the inclusion of die No. 5H (note the plot 
excluding die No. 58). By plotting the center of the overlapping margin versus 
temperature, a composite temperature coefficient of -0.21 Oe/oC is achieved. 
The 
composite generation phase overlap was plotted from the -10 deg data and the an
nihi-
lator from the ,GO deg data. The dashed lines indicate the overlapping regions. 
The minimum generator current varies from 150 to 180 rna. The generator 
phase window was designed to exist between 50 and 145 deg and has complete over
lap 
with all eight devices. The minimum annihilator current varies from 75 to 100 rn
a. 
The annihilator phase window completely encloses the overlapping phase margin
. The 
detection strobe phase at the cell level is 185 t 1 deg. All eight devices performe
d 
adequately at this position and allowed for a t5 deg \'ariance thereby completely 
encompassing the cell specification. 
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9.2 Memo!:"y Cell Package 
This self-contained memory cell package contains all necessary mechanical 
hardware for -the operation of 8 bubble memory chips (1/4 x 1/4 in. or less) including 
magnets for the static Z-field and coils for the generation of a rotating field. Major 
design emphasis was applied toward providing a superior heat conduction path to a 
cold plate and in producing a uniform field over the &-chip area. 
9.2.1 Mechanical Design. -In assembly, the two machined ceramic substrates 
(Figure 97) and a ceramic cover are plated with 2 mils of copper (to linearize the 
rotating field) and bonded to two polyamide tape carriers (Figure 98) which were 
previously soldered to connectors. 
Bubble chips are aligned and cemented in the substrate cavities and each chip pad 
electrically strap bonded to the tape carrier. The two tape cables are then folded over 
the loaded chip carriers as shown in Figure 99 (middle left) and inserted inside of the 
Y coil ar,d in turn inside the X or outer coil. The coil assembly is fastened to the coil 
base while the chip carriers are nestled and clamped on the ceramic and teflon posts. 
Three rows of connectors line up on one side of the coil base, two rows for the chip 
interface and one row for the coil connection. 
The bias structure is of three main parts, an aluminum frame which has holes 
I'· for magnets, two permallo.Y plates which complete the mar.'1et circuit and a couple of f trimmers which provide a variable amount of 7-field shunt. The assembly is shown 
~ in Figure 97. 
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The set of four photographs (Figure 100 through 103) also show the cell assemhly 
at various stages. An optional Z-hias coil not shown in the photos was installed on the I 
top permalloy plate so that Z-bias can he modulated. 
9.2.2 Field Coil Electrical Tests. - The figures and tabulations of this section are 
electrical data taken on the serial 03 coils and bias assembly which is identical to t~e 
NASA cell being delivered under this contract (NASl-12981). 
Figure 104 is a plot of Q, resistive and reactive loads in a s~ries tuned resonant 
circuit. The plot reflects all effects from the assembled magnetic modules with the 
coils installed in the bias structure and with the plated chip carriers installed. 
Tabl e 27 is a tabulation of coil Q, and resistive and reactive data taken for 
several states of module assembly. The data show loading effects of the various 
components on coil performance. The most significant effect is coupling with the bias 
structure, which for the outer coil at 150 kHz. increases resistance 38 percent and 
decreases inductance 14 percent. 
9.2.3 Field Coil Distribution and Variations. - A coil pair (X03, Y03) was evaluated 
for field distribution and Z field component: (1) with the coils only, (2), with 3-2 mil 
plates within the coils, and (3) within the magnetic assembly and using the copper plates. 
Exact measurements of the closed assembly is not possible because of the necessity 
to insert the ac probe but simulation was done by using part of the assembly and 
aluminum plates properly placed. The axial field was measur ed at 100 kHz using an 
ac probe (approximately 20 turns, 15 mils high, 15 mils thick and 200 mils long) while 
the Z conversion of rotating field was measured both with a small probe of similar 
dimensions and a large 1/4 in. spiral. 
Figure 100. Assembled Cell 
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Figure 101. Memory Cp.ll Parts 
• 
Figure 102. Magnetic Bias Assembly (Left) and Drivc Coil Assembly (Right) 
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Figure 103. Memory Cell Snowillb Magnets 
Plating the three ceramic substrates with 2 mils of copper significantly improved 
the field distribution unJiormity and reduced the Z-conversion of the rotating field . 
Field distribution for the two co'ls with and without surrounding magnetic structUl'e 
is shown in Figure 105 and Figure 106. The Z-conversion curves are not included 
in this report because for the test with the 3-2 mil copper plates (simulating plating) 
separated by 50 mils within the coils the!'e is a barely perceptible va;c-iation «.1 Oel A) 
over a centered square of 0.6 in. on a sic!e. 
As far as a value of Z-conversion using the coil without copper the maximum 
value using a quarter luch wide spiral sensing loop appears to be 0.6 Oe/ A ;,ut for 
safety and acknowledging a factor for local variations a value of 0.9 Oel A woald be 
recommended. 1f the coil were to be driven with 3 amps peak then the maximum loca
l 
Z- field modulation would be ± 2. 7 Oe from the operating point. The copper platt)d sub-
strates are clearly superior and as such will be incorporated in the NASA cells. 
9.2 . 4 Bi~ Shlmt, Tilt, and Z-Bias Modulator Characteristics. - Four sets of bariu
m 
ferrite magnets ai'e used to provide the Z-bias field which is parallelized by top and
 
bottom permalloy plates as shown in the mechanical sketch of Figure 107. 
Shunting pins have been installed in the bias structure (adjacent to magnets) to 
enabl e a 100 gauss midrange with ±10 gauss variance using the adjustable shunts 
located on the sides of the structure. The two shunts have somewhat different chara
c-
teristics as tabulated in Figure 107a, the "B" shunt having a greater effect on field 
than shunt "A". For best uniformity, the shunts should have about the same displac
e-
ment from horizontal for a dc,sired field setting a.'ld should be set using a gaussmete
r. 
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TABLE 27. TUNED REEONANT ELECT
RICAL DATA ,,' 
Frequen::,v - MHz 
.05 .05 .10 .15 .20 
.30 .40 .50 / 
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X Coil (Outer) SN X03 
1. Coil Alone RR .43 
.47 .53 .60 .73 .B3 
1. 00 r 
XL 5.33 11. 3 16
.7 22.4 33.3 44.7 55.0 
,,< \ 
·1, 
Q 12.3 24.3 31. 3 37.2 45.5 5
3.6 55.0 
2.2 Inner Coil ulserted RR .43 
.50 .53 .63 . BO .93 
1.10 
XL 
Q 
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 31.4 33.4 
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.97 
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Q B. 1 14.6 20.2 23.B 29.2
 33.B 36.1 
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.97 
Coil XL 
Q 
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.53 .60 .67 .80 .90 
1. 03' 
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 19.0 25.4 31. 0 
Insertion L I Q (3.73 12.0 16.1 19.4 23. ~ 28.2 30.1 4. Installed in Bias Rn .50 .57 .63 .70 .83 .93 1. 13 
with Plated Chip XL 3.07 (3.14 9.35 
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Figure 107b shows the orientation of the X-plane component of the bias field resulting from 1. 25 deg of fixed tilt of the bias relative to the X-Y coil pair. For a 100 Oe bias field setting the meaGured in-plane component is 2.27 Oe. 
Once the bias field is set, bias field excursions can be made for the purposes 'If characterization by using the auxiliary bias coils. These are the two coils wound on the bias structure each consisting of 20 turns with individual two-pin connectors. For correct operation the connections and polarity are illustrated in Figure 107c. 
9.2.5 Z-Bias Field Gradients and Variances. - Figures 108, 109 and 110 show bias field gradients and X and Y component variances for three shunted conditions; Figure 108, both shunts horizontal, Figure 109, both shunts vertical, and Figure 110, one shunt horizontal with the other vertical. The data was tal,en over a region of 0.8 in. Comparison of the three sets of curves shows that maximum gradient occurs for the condition with one shunt horizontal with the other shunt vertical. Bias field gradient for this condition is about 1 percent compared with about 0.3 percent for the conditions when both shunts are in the same position. The X-Y plane component variances are approximately the same for all three conditions. X-direction component variance is O. G percent maximum and Y -direction component variance is 0.8 percent maximum within the. 8 in. 2 region. 
9.2. G Bias Structure Proximity Effects. - Measurements were made to determine the effects of placing the bias structures in close proximity to one another for several physical arrangements and field polarity. The results are tabulated on the Figures 111 through 116. Figures 111 through 1H are Z bias field measurements at the center of the bias structure while Figures 115 and 116 are measurements of the X and Y directed components of the bias field at several locations within the bias structure. Noticc that the proximity effect is virtually imperceptible in the X and Y directions. Therefore, once the bias structures are mounted it becomes possible to mechanically adjust the trimming shunts to compensate for the change in bias field resulting frem stacking or from placing the structures adjacent to one another. 
9.2.7 Memory Cell Temperature illeasurements. - Temperature measurements were made \\'ith the serial 02 coils illld bias assembly attached to an aluminum plate, 3-1/2 x 14 x . 18 in. thick, acting as a heat sink. Rmming temperatures were maintained by measuring constant current voltage drop across miniature diodes appropriately located in the asscmbly. 
The coils \\'ere driven at 150 kHz with current levels providing representative drive fields (42 aml .J.7 Oe). A chip self-heating load of about SO mWeach was simulated with miniature resistors maintained on the chip carriers. 
The Figures 117, 118 and 119 are tinle-temperature plots of the measurements obtained and provide an indication of both time variant and steady state temperature characteristics of the memory cell. As shown, the temperature gradient between the chip carrier and the magnet frame is established within several minutes of continuous running, is less than 50 e with no chip self heating and increases about 30 C with the simulated chip heat of 620 m\\" (8 chips). The maximum gradient will occur for a con-dition where chips ,md coils are powered up sinlultaneously from ambient. This is scen by comparing Figures 117 and 118. 
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The data shown permit pred
iction of memory cell tempe
rature effects on chip 
bias margins . For example
, for barium ferrite magnet
s with a temperature charac
-
teristic of . 2 percent per °C
, a nominal room temperatu
r e bias selling of 100 Oe, 
drivc field of 50 Oe and chi
p self-heath g of 80 m\\' or l
ess, the data impli es that a 
wor st use t emperature rela
ted excursion on the order o
f 1. fi Oe from chip nominal 
can 
be obtained provided the ma
gnet and chip temperature c
haracteristics match oycr t
he 
operatir .g temperature rang
e. For the other power loa
dings , the temperature grad
ients 
can be rationed from the dat
a s hown. 
9.2 . 8 Test Fixtures and Co
nnector Cabling Identificatio
n. - In order to cvaluate ce
ll 
performance and chip match
ing requirements two test f
ixtures \\11 ich interface our
 
characterization exerciser 
with the memory cell were 
constructed. A sw itch box 
was 
built (F igure 120) to allow indepen
dent testing of each of the c
hips within the cell . 
This fi xture was used to ver
ify perfo r mance and operati
onal limits after chip instal
l a-
tion in the cell. For mor~ c
ritical evaluat ion of chip pe
rformancc and cspec ially of
 
dctector pcrforma nce a stro
bing detector (Figure 121) was bui
lt. This circuit allows 
evaluation of open circuit de
t ector output and the llse of 
high current ShOI1. duration. 
bridge current pul ses. 
As shown in Figure 99, the 
s ignal and drive l ines from 
thc chip are brought out 
of the coil on a flexible circ
uit . Connections between th
e four chips and the fl cxibl e
 
cabl e are given in Figur e 12
2. The name of the function
 desc ribes polarity, functio
n 
and location accord ing to th
e l egend given on the figure .
 Connector pin idcntificatio
n 
is given in Figure 123. The
 assignment s are specifical
ly applicable to thc 10
4 bit 
chip presently being deliver
ed. 
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9.3 Memory Cell Characteristics 
9.3.1 Cell Testing. - A series of tests was run to determine how well the selected chips perform as a ccmposite in the magnetic bias assembly. Hesults confirm opera-tion of the module from room temperature to equilibrium at approximately 50D C with the cell mounted on an aluminum "bud" box without individual adjustment of chip param-eters. The only adjustment made in switching from chip to chip was in balancirlg the dq,/dt noise to zero each time which is a reflection of cabling layout and routing rather than chip pe rformance. 
The raw tcst results and observations are given in Tables 2H to 30 listed in chronological order from the receipt of the assembled cell. This data was compiled into the list of compositc parameter matching tolerances given in Table 31 within which the cell can be set up and operated. 
9.3.2 Test Hesults. - Because the chips were selected and individually characterized before installation on the substrate little difficulty was experienced in setting up the cell for composite operation as indicated in Table 28. A minor difficulty was encoun-tered with a wire bond which was contacting the plated substrate causing a differential line to be unbalanced. All asscmbly and bonding operations were done in a clean room to minimize potential problems with dust or magnetic particles. 
The sequence of testing started by determining composite Z margin as given in the left column of Table 29 while holding all other parameters fixed at the nominal values listed. For the first trial of 112 Oe all chips exceeded the criteria chosen as 1 min of operation which roughly corresponds to 107 field rotations or detection trials. The next two trials at 110 Oe and 116 Oe established the room temperature limits of Z' bias excursion. Notice that chip R faiis under high bias while chip 5 fails under low bias which is the expected result based on data taken on individual die given in Fig-ure 96. The next step was to determine annihilator amplitude and phase margin for the worst condition which is a low Z bias. From a system design standpoint the 23 degree 01' approximately 400 nanosecond or phase margin and the 50 milliamps or nominal t20 percent of margin is more than adequate. Next a test of maximum anni-hilator amplitude to determine susceptibility of spirials bubble generation was done and finally the last room temperature test listed on the right of Figure 29 was to determine Heplicator/annihilator amplitude margin. 
Table 30 gi;es the results of temperature testing of the cell. The Z margin as shown on the left was determined to be about 4 Oe at 49 deg. Since the high tempera-ture operation has the least margin the Z bias was adjusted to be in center margin at 30" C by tighting the adjustment plates on the side of the cell. 
Temperature tracldng of Z bias magnets compared to chip requirements was evaluated next. When the bias assembly was evaluated by itself a temperature coeffi-cient of -0.2 Oersteds per" C was found which perfectly matches the thermal coefficient of this batch of chips. With the bias assembly mounted on a piece of aluminum, a the thermal drop of approximately SO C occurs between magnets and substrate which effectively reduces the magnet assembly thermal coefficient to -0.15 Oel' C. This tracking errol' reduces margin to about 2 Oe oyer tempel·ature. The composite mar-gin for the eight chips is about 4 Oe as shown in the left columns but tracldng error of the assembly reduces the margin to approximately 2 Oe. 
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TABLE 28. SETUP I\OTES 
1. Calibration of Temperature Sensing Diodes. 
o Thermometer reads 27.5 C - Top Substrate Diode n.5H:l \'olts 
- Bottom Substrate Diode O.5H5 \'olts 
2. Scope Calibrated 
:l. Gaussmeter Calibrated: 1I1easured standard magnet of 2!J5 (;auss as 2H:J t;auss 
4. Frequency Sd at 150, 19H 117.. 
5. Set X and Y current at 4 Amps for initial lest. 
(;. Read/\\Tite test failure on 1\0. 1 bottom substrate and 1\0. :2 top. 
In both cases til(' symptom \\'as extraordinary d0 dt noise. 
7. Disassembled Cdl: Found bond \\'ire ends which were high ane'. which probably 
were shorting to plated substrate. Bond wire ends were pushed down. 
H. Suspicions Confirmed. All eight chips passed read . write lest. 
The third column gives the results of \'arying X Iy fil'ld amplilude : 111 jll'I'c,'nl at 
the higher temperature While the last column gi\'es results ,,1' the final room tempel'a-
ture test. 
Figure 12,1 shows the lmear outputs from the eight detectors. ;\Iaximum phase 
shift as indicated by the "Zl'ro" and "one" erosso,'er is about U deg on chip number 4 
and G. This is probably clue to a slight misalignment of the chips since thl' whole 
waveform is delayed in phasc, not just a portion, Thc large systematic noise at 
45 deg is due to the replicator/annihilator which is required during read time. The 
high frequency systematic noise is symptomatic of uncontrolled cabling of the test hox 
and exerciser. Minimum sensitivity of the composite is about 0.9 m\' 'mA at ~O°l'. 
Open circuit sensitivity of the detector is 1. 1 mY /mA. Annihilating every other bit 
in ping-pong fashion pro\'ides a hi-polar signal, as shown in Figure 125 unelamped 
and clamped. The problem of placing equal and opposite polarity thresholds \\' ithin 
the signal is clearly shown. LInder these conditions the exerciser will run errol' free 
for a fell' minutes but only after much adjustment. Testing for parametcr matching 
was done by annihilating all bubbles in one track and sensing consecuti\'e huhbles in 
the other, Other wa\'eforms obtained during cell test are shown in Figure 12(;; dO cit 
voltage is on the order of 20 mVolts peak as showll in the top two photos. The 
current pulses shown in the next photo are supplied by a high impcdance drivcr. 
Because of the large loops on the cable and the uncontrolled impedance (open on one 
end, shorted on the other) the currents are distorted. 
The last photo shows signals in the sense channel from the detector output on 
the bottom to the digital output on the top. 
This raw data is compiled in Table :n as a list of composite Illatding l't'quirp-
ments. i\Iost of the reqUirements allow amplitude variations of ,10 percent ~lnd 
timing variations of ,200 nsec which is the typical pel'formancC' of inte!-\mted eircuit 
and transistorized circuit design. Figure 127 is a definition of the timin!-\ usC'd in 
setting up the cell. Timing is defined as from the peak X current into the positi\'(> 
terminal of the X coil to 50 percent amplitude on the leading edge of a pulse, 
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TABLE 29 COMPOSITE MARGIN TESTS I ROOM TEMPERATURE . - . 
Initial Room Temperature Test Annihilator Phase and Amplitude Replicate 
Lo Bias La Bias Hi Bias Min Max Max Ampl Annihilate Test 
Hz (Oe) 112 110 116 110.0 
HXY (Oe) 4B.O 48.8 
<I> (y respect to x) 900 900 
Temp (DC) 20.5 20.5 
Ig (rna) 200 rna 200 rna 
22.50 Wide 22.50 
<l>g (Deg) 900 gOO 
IA (rna) 80 rna 100 rna 100 22.50 Wide (22.50 ) 150 rna 125 rna 
'" A (Deg) 160 135 11 112% 150 1250 
Except as 
noted below 
R/A (rna) 130 rna 130 rna (See below) 
22%0 22% 22Y2 Wide 
<l>RIA (Deg) 22% 22% 22% 
Bridge Dr;ve (rna) 3.2 
Each Side 
Pattern 11111010 
6 Strobe 2020 
Chip No.1 All >1 Min '>1 Min >1 Min >1 Min >1 Min 110·200 
No. 14 
Chip No.2 >1 Min 45 Sec 1 >1 Min Li"',d~ )t 100·200 
No. 28 lJ5° 
I Chip No.3 >1 Min >1 Min Limit at 120 ·200 
No. 43 1350 
Chip No.4 > 1 Min All >1 Min >1 Min All 100·200 
No.78 
20 Sec 2 Chip No.5 20 Sec Limit at 120 ·200 
No. 43·b 1350 
Chip No.6 ,> 1 Min >1 Min 1 Min 90 . 200 
No. 65 
Chip No.7 :> 1 Min > 1 Min 10 Sec 110·200 
No. 29 
Chip No. B > 1 Min 20 Sec 3 20 Sec 2 >1 Min 100 ·200 
No. 58 ·31 Min 
1 Soft Error 2 Hard Error 3 At limit noo":asionally tails 
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TABLE 3U. COMPOSITE lVlAHGIN TESTS - II. \,AHlAllLE TElIIPEHA'ITHE 
High Temperature Test Z Bias Tracking Test Rotating Field Test Final Room Temp 
Z·Fi,ld Room 
lo Z HiZ Set·Up Temp 
Hz (Oe) 105.3 109.0 10B.l 3 110.B 10B.5 10B.5 111 
Hxy 10e) 4B.B 45 54 4B.B 
'" Iy respect to x) 90° 90 
Temp 1°C) 49 50° 27 4& 4B 27° 
Iglma) 200 ma 200 ma 
22% Wide 22% Wide 
<!> g (Oeg) 90° 90° 
IA Ima) 125 ma 125 ma 
22%0 Wide 22Yzo Wide 
¢ A (Oeg) 125 125 
RIA lOla) 130 ma 130 ma 
22\\° Wide 22YlO Wide 
¢ RIA (Oeg) 22Yl 22Yl 
Bridge Drive (rna) 3.2 3.2 
Pattern 1111 1010 1111 1010 
C Strobe 202° 202° 
Chip No.1 .-.1 Min ·1 Min ·1 Min ,1 Min ·1 Min 
Chip No.2 
Chip No.3 
Chip No.4 All All All All 
Chip No.5 
Chip No.6 
Chip No.7 
Chip No. B 5 Sec 2 
1 Soft Err 
2 Hard Err 
3 Depends somewhat on set-up accuracy 
prohe placement etc. is probably 1 Yz De 
l1i3 
.-----~ 
TABLE 31. COMPOSITE PARAMETER MATCHING REQUIREMENTS 
UNITS MIN. NOMINAL MAX. TOLERANCE 
Z Bias Composite Chip 
Operating limits 
at 25°C De 110 116 
at 50°C O. 105.3 109 
8 Chip and Z Bias Magnet 
Composite Operating 
Limits 
Chips at 25°C Magnet 25°C De 110.0 111.0 116.0 
Chi~' at 50°C Magnet °40oC De 105.0 108.3' 109.0 
Thermal Coefficient 
Composite Chips De/DC 
-
.2 
-
Magnet Frame 
- .18 
-
Rotating Field 
HX De 45 50 55 ±10% 
HX o. 45 50 55 ±10% 
Phase Hy to HX Degrees 
- 900 -
Rotation Fraq. Hz 150,198 
-
Detector Resistance Krl 1.375 
(Each Side) 
Detector Matl:h rl 50 
Differential Output Millivolts 2.1 
"1"-"0" 
Bridge Drive MA 3.2 
*The Z Bias Magnet was set to thi~ va!ue after funning for an hour 
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Generator (Z) 
Resistance 
Current 
GO 
GW 
Annihilator (2) 
, -
Resistance 
Current 
AD 
AW 
Replicate/Ann. (~) 
Resistance 
Current 
AD 
AW 
Restore 
Release 
Strobe (ST) 
UNITS 
Q 
rnA 
Degrees 
• Degrees 
Q 
rnA 
Degrees 
Degrees 
Qleach) 
rnA 
Degrees 
Degrees 
Degrees 
D2grees 
, 
TABLE 31 (Cant) 
MUd. NOMINAL MAX, TOLERANCE 
3 
180 200 !10% i 
-
900 
-
.±200 
22-1/2 - - .::200 
3 
100 111 122 ±10% 
112 126 136 !12% 
22-1/2 - - +200 
3 
120 133 147 .110% 
20 30 40 .±100 
22,1/2 
- -
+20 
-
1660 
-
-
2020 
.1 
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150 KHz. 50°C OPERATION 
HORZ - 450 /D IV . VERT - 1.43 MV/ DIV 
A = 140; X DRIVE CURRENT SHOWN AS 
REFE'~ENCE 
Figure 12·1. ~lodu lc Detector Outputs 
I _ 
(a) UNCLAMPED 
VERT - 1.43 MV/ DIV 
HORZ - 45 DEG/ DIV or 833 NANOSEC/ DIV 
BOTTOM IS X CURRENT FOR REFERENCE; CHIP 8 
(b) CLAM PED 
Figure 125. Ping- Pong Detection 
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UNBALANCED OUTPUT FROM CHIP NO.1 
V~RT -14.3 MILLIVOLTS/DIV 
HORZ - 4So/DIV 
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT FROM CHIP NO.2 
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Figure 126 . Cell Wave fo rm s 
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